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PREFACE
Canids are the most known and fascinating family of the Placental mammal order of Carnivora. In
particular the wolves (Canis lupus) always draw human attention, from folklore to scientific
sciences, primarily because of their large diffusion in the northern hemisphere, and secondarily for
their fascinating social system and complex evolutionary history. Wolves, indeed, are the
ancestors of domesticated dogs, which evolved in deep association with humans.
From a scientific point of view biological and genetic studies on Canids have revolutionised the
understanding of evolutionary biology and behavioural ecology. These animals possess an
extraordinary ability to adapt and occupy a wide variety of ecosystems in every continent except
Antarctica. However, their diffusion is extremely limited compared to the past, since they went
through very dark periods of persecutions.
In Italy the wolf is the second largest predator after the brown bear (Ursus arctos), and is
considered one of the most iconic species that represents Italian biodiversity. Even if wolves have
been almost completely eradicated during the past century, they always have been part of human
cultural heritage. Scientific community, local institutions and the European Commission started to
support the protection of endangered large carnivore species and their habitats with practical
conservation, restoration and management actions since almost 30 years. Although numbers of
wild canids (wolves and jackals – Canis aureus) are actually on the rise in Europe, they still suffer
habitat fragmentation caused by growing human depletion of natural habitats in favour of densely
inhabited landscapes. Their trans boundary nature is in contrast with human activities rising longstanding conflicts with local communities, which often lead to events of direct persecution., We
are far from guaranteeing a stable survival of these canids. As top predators they usually live at
small densities, thus they are more prone to become endangered than more abundant species. In
some countries, wild canids are still considered endangered or threatened and actions of survey,
protection and overall management of these predators should continue, since they play important
roles to maintain ecosystem functionality intact.
Thereafter, the conservation of jackal and wolf populations poses particular challenges since the
management is further complicated by hybridization events with domestic dogs which poses
scientific and ethical problems that still have not found a general solution.
Ecological, political, and economic approaches might be of primary importance, but also genetics
and related considerations are crucial for the long-term persistence of these species. Thanks to the
fast evolving field of molecular techniques, population genetic and genomic studies became a
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useful and irreplaceable tool in conservation biology. In particular, these two topics – the genetics
and conservation of wild canids – are the main subject of this thesis.
In this PhD thesis I will describe different aspects of conservation genetics and genomics of two
wild Canidae species, the wolf (Canis lupus) and the golden jackal (Canis aureus), through the
study of two of the most variable gene families: the Major Histocompatibility Complex genes
(MHC), and Olfactory Receptors genes (OR). In order to perform these studies both Sanger and
next generation sequencing (NGS) DNA techniques have been used. The background of the thesis
is described in the “General introduction” with phylogeny, classification and evolutionary ecology
of the Canidae, with a focus on the species Canis lupus and its main conservation concerns in
Italy. Moreover, I will introduce the importance to perform genetic studies as tools for wild-life
conservation and management, with a description of the framework of the principal historical and
currently used molecular markers that had driven to develop MHC and OR sequencing projects.
The thesis is divided into two parts, “PART I – The MHC typing project” and “PART II – The
OR genes typing project”. A total of four scientific papers (already published or under revision)
will be introduced and illustrated as result of three years of PhD activities at ISPRA’s (Istituto
Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale), Laboratory of conservation genetics, in
Ozzano dell’Emilia, and thankfully to a PhD fellowship granted by the Università di Bologna.
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Phylogeny of the Canidae
The Canidae include 34 closely related species that diverged within the last 10 million years
(Wayne et al. 1997). However, the origin of this family spans 50 million years with a series of
successive radiations that led Canidae members to occupy a broad range of ecological niches. A
phylogeny from morphological and paleontological perspective has been reconstructed in a review
on by Wang et al. (2004). The family of Canidae is formed by three archaic major groups
(subfamilies): Hesperocyoninae, Borophaginae and Caninae (two of these are represented by
fossil forms only; Figure 1). The Hesperocyon is the basal member of Hesperocyoninae, the most
ancient group among canids, from which originated to the two subfamilies Borophaginae and
Caninae.
The subfamily Caninae started with Leptocyon, a small fox-sized ancestral species, firstly
appeared in the early Oligocene (Orellan, 34–32 million years before present [Ma BP]) and
persisted through the late Miocene (Clarendonian, 12–9 Ma BP). From this long-lived genus,
during Miocene, originated Vulpes and Canis species. In particular in North America in the latest
Miocene (Hemphillian, 9–5 Ma BP), the extinctions of all small borophagines let foxes occupy
more niches. Later during the Pliocene Vulpes species diffused also in Eurasia, from an
immigration event that resulted independent from that of the Canis clade.
In the medial Miocene, likely in North America appeared a jackal-size canid the Eucyon taxon,
which species have appeared in Europe in late Miocene and by the early Pliocene in Asia,
suggesting a dispersal of this form across the Bering Strait.
A sister group of Eucyon is the South American clade. This was probably originated by incursion
of the grey fox (Urocyon cinereoargentus) and the extinct Canis dirus from North America. South
American canids include: the maned wolf (Chrysocyon brachyurus), the bush dog (Speothos
venaticus), the crab-eating fox (Cerdocyon thous), the small-eared dog (Atelocynus microtis) and
the South American foxes (Lycalopex spp.).
While morphological and molecular evidence generally agrees that living South American canids
belong to a natural group of their own (Wang et al. 2004; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Bardeleben et
al. 2005; Perini et al. 2010), the situation is different for the evolution of the genus Canis. Indeed,
Canis in Eurasia was characterized by an extensive radiation and range expansion in the late
Pliocene and Pleistocene, which led to numerous closely related species in Europe, Africa and
Asia. Canid fauna invaded mid-latitude North America with the appearance of the grey wolf in the
late Pleistocene (about 100,000 years BP; Wang et al. 2004).
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Figure 1
Simplified phylogenetic relationships of canids at the generic level from Xiaming et al. (2004). Species ranges
are indicated by individual bars enclosed within grey rectangles, detailed relationships among species in a
genus is not shown.
!
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Canis species are not easily described by phylogenetic studies. Because of their Holarctic
distribution, the presence of mixing events between New and Old world fauna, and weak patterns
of intraspecific phenotypic differentiation, the resolution of the phylogenetic structure of such
related taxa has always been challenging. Within the current Canidae three distinct phylogenetic
groupings have been defined based on mtDNA (Wayne et al. 1987; 1997): (1) the fox-like
canids, which include species closely related to the red fox (genus Vulpes); (2) the wolf-like
canids including dog, wolf, coyote, Ethiopian wolf and three other species of jackals (genus
Canis), as well as the African hunting dog (genus Lycaon) and the dhole (genus Cuon); (3) the
South American canids including fox-sized canids.

The species - Canis lupus The grey wolf (Canis lupus) is a large carnivore belonging to the Canidae family. Studies based
on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA; Vila et al. 1999; Pilot et al. 2010) did not show clear worldwide
phylogeographic structure in terms of monophyletic clades or large scale geographical structure,
probably due to multiple expansions and contractions to refugia that wolf populations have
experienced during the Ice Ages.
A complex evolutionary history was revealed by the presence of subpopulation structure related
to different local environments (Carmichael et al. 2001; Geffen et al. 2004; Pilot et al. 2006) and
then confirmed by the analysis of SNPs data (Figure 2) and linkage disequilibrium (LD) among
wild and domestic canids (Gray et al. 2009; Pilot et al. 2014). Gray et al. (2009) showed that
exists a clear genetic difference between Old World and New World populations (Figure 2 b),
while investigating seven canids confirming also the genetic distance between wild species and
domestic dogs, and the separation from foxes (Figure 2 a). When Old and New World populations
were compared (Figure 2 c, d), populations with a known demographic decline or strongly inbred
appeared to be separated from the others, according also to LD data. In general, LD extent is
directly connected to the demographic history of a population, and low levels of LD have been
observed in Alaskan, Canadian, and northern Quebec gray wolves, whose populations have
remained large for a substantial period of time or have rapidly expanded, showing high variability
and reduced population differentiation. Whereas the opposite situation have been observed among
the more structured European populations.
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Figura 2
Principal component analysis of 106 SNP genotype data with and across species: (a) all species, (b) gray wolves, (c)
Old World wolves, (d) New World wolves. From Gray et al. (2009)

In particular the Italian and Iberian were found to be the most differentiated wolf populations with
high levels of LD likely due to ancient bottlenecks (vonHoldt et al. 2011; Pilot et al. 2014).
Several studies tried then to address the question of the of dog close relation with wolves, using
different molecular markers such as nuclear loci (Bardeleben et al. 2005), intron and exon
sequences (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005) and genome-wide SNPs distribution (Vonholdt et al. 2010).
The grey wolves and dogs are the most closely related taxa, and then the coyotes, golden jackals
and Ethiopian wolves follow in close affiliation (Vonholdt et al. 2010). This phylogenetic
proximity was recently further investigated to understand early evolutionary history and
demographic events that shaped the genomes of wolves and dogs (Freedman et al. 2014). Two
major bottlenecks were observed, one in dogs confirming previous findings of demographic
declines caused by domestication (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Gray et al. 2009), and another in
wolves, that occurred soon after their divergence from dogs. This sharp decline in wolves was
dated at ~8-25 kya, in coincidence with the first colonization of Eurasia by hunter-gatherers,
!
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which likely could be the main cause of the bottleneck, since they were supposed to compete with
wolves for prey (Fan et al. 2016). Furthermore, ancient traces of admixture between some eastern
wolf lineages with other wild canids - Israeli wolf and golden jackal Chinese wolf and Dingo,
Israeli wolf and Basenji - were found (Freedman et al. 2014; Koepfli et al. 2015). However, it is
not excluded that these traces of admixture could came from ancestral wolves phylogenetically
distinct from actual wolf lineages, and existing before the dog-wolf divergence happened
approximately at 15 kya (Freedman et al. 2014; Fan et al. 2016). The genomic comparison of 24
wolves from Old and New world confirmed that the divergence between New and Old World
wolves was the earliest branching event, then followed by the divergence of Old World wolves
and dogs, suggesting that dogs were domesticated from an extinct Old world wolf population. A
clear geographical structure within Old World wolves also emerged, with Middle Eastern wolves
closer to European wolves, rather than to East Asian wolves, while the Tibetan wolf and Mexican
wolf were identified as the most distinct populations in the Old World and New World,
respectively (Figure 3; Fan et al. 2016).

Figure 3
The maximum likelihood tree of genomic sequences from 30 wild canids. Numbers represent node support inferred
from 100 bootstrap repetitions. The reference genome of the boxer was not included. The Israeli jackal is the
outgroup. From Fan et al. (2016).

Wolves’ phenotypes are variable in terms of size, colour and weight (Mech 1970). The height can
vary from 0.6 to 0.95 meters at the shoulder and weight ranges from 20 to 62 kilograms. The most
!
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remarkable dimensions can be found at high latitudes. The Italian wolves are smaller on average
(25-35 kg; Ciucci and Boitani 1998), and present particular phenotypic characteristics such as a
typical grey-brownish coat and a black stripe on the frontal part of the anterior legs. On the basis
of these and other morphological characteristics Altobello (1921) proposed that Italian wolf
should be recognized as the subspecies Canis lupus italicus. In the last decade taxonomic methods
based both on morphometric studies (Nowak & Federoff 2002) and genetic analyses (Randi et al.
2000; Randi and Lucchini 2002; Lucchini et al. 2004; Vonholdt et al. 2011; Pilot et al. 2014),
have later suggested that the Italian wolves were enough differentiated from other European
population to support Altobello’s classification (Boitani et al. 2003 b). However the colour of the
fur varies depending on the season and on the different ecological adaptations to natural habitats
(Musiani et al. 2007). In particular black wolves have been observed only in North America and
Italy (Anderson et al. 2009; Caniglia et al. 2013; see paragraph "Species distribution and main
conservation concerns" and "Molecular markers in Italian wolf conservation genetics").
Wolves are social living animals. Dominant individuals were usually called ‘alpha’, and
have the leadership of the pack in activities such as the hunt, and long movements across the
territory. Dominance status has been associated with the breeding status, which means that when
multiple potential breeders are present, only the leaders have the possibility to form couples (the
alpha pair). However, most of natural packs contain only a single breeding couple, thus the
concept of “alpha pair” has been questioned (Mech 1999). In fact, all young wolves are potential
breeders that usually will disperse from the natal group to form a pack on their own (Mech 1999).
A pack is fundamentally a breeding unit that originates when a pair establishes in a territory and
reproduces. It is generally made up by a mating pair, its yearling pups and by some other adults
which are generally the offspring of the previous years remaining with the pack for a year or more,
when new pups are born (Mech 1970). Some external individuals (the ‘adoptees’) coming by
dispersal events can join the pack (Boitani et al. 2003 a) and when a mating member lacks, it can
be substituted by another wolf of the same pack or by an adoptee wolf (Meier et al. 1995; Caniglia
et al. 2014). The breeding pair share pack-leadership responsibilities (Mech 1999; Peterson et al.
2002). However different patterns of cooperation have been observed during travels, thus although
dominant breeding wolves provided most leadership, sometime also subordinate wolves can help
in leading, likely to reduce the energy expenditure of dominant individuals (Peterson et al. 2002).
The howling is the most widely known method of communication among wolves. Usually
these animals tend to howl on the periphery of their territory to advise their presence at long
distances and discourage foreign individuals to enter pack territory (Mech 1970). Howls become
more frequent during the breeding season. Females enter in oestrus once a year following
!
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hormones concentration induced by photoperiod and latitude (Kreeger 2003; Mech 2002). The
mating period, indeed, can occur from January to April, in Italy generally in March, while
northern populations tend to cycle later.
Gestation lasts for 56-68 days (Mech 1970) producing in average 4-6 pups, with some exceptions
till reach 11 pups (Mech 1974). Dens are in holes, caves, pits, hollow logs, where pups reside for
two months, during the lactation. When the sexual maturity is reached at 22–46 months of age and
occasionally 10 months (Mech 1970, 1974), individuals leave the packs and undergo short or on
long-distance dispersal, even across suboptimal habitats (217 km in Italy; Ciucci et al. 2009).
Using this strategy wolves can prevents inbreeding and promote natural selection and crossbreeding.
The pack-territory size can vary according to the presence of neighbouring packs, to prey density
and to geographical and morphological features of the landscape, but also to human disturbance
(Boitani 2000). Preys are usually constituted by wild ungulates but events of depredations on
livestock can occur (Milanesi et al. 2015). Nevertheless, wolves are opportunistic feeders and can
hunt small mammals or eat vegetation or dead animals. The territory of the pack can ranges from
80 to 2.500 km2 in North America, from 100 to 500 km2 in Europe (Boitani 2000), and from 20 to
300 km2 in Italy (Apollonio 2004; Ciucci and Boitani 1998; Caniglia et al. 2014).
In addition to vocalizations, wolves communicate through complex body language, which
comprehends body carriage, postures of tail and ears, and facial expressions. A large combination
of these coded signals can convey to conspecific emotional states and intentions, which underline
also the hierarchical relationships.
Another crucial form of communication is the olfaction. Odours are secreted by scent glands
and can identify each single wolf, its health conditions, and its social and reproductive status
(Mech 1999; Peterson et al. 2002). These glands are present all over the body, especially at the
base of the tail or among toes (Harrington and Asa 2003). Breeding wolves scent-mark frequently,
with both faeces and urine (Mech 1999; Peterson et al. 2002). Defecation are also often deposed
along frequently used paths or at important crossroads (Barja et al. 2005), likely to ensure the pack
orientation in the territory and preventing outsider pack members to traverse an occupied terrain.
Moreover, these scent markers are often completed by ground-scratching, which is the main way
to depose the scent of the inter-toes glands.
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Species distribution and main conservation concerns
In origin wolf distribution covered the entire northern hemisphere (Boitani et al. 2003 a)
occupying a variety of habitats from Arctic tundra to Arabian desert (Mech 1970). Spread
throughout the entire Palearctic, wolf populations may have experienced times of historical
isolation in the period after last glacial maximum (LGM 20,000-140,000 years ago). In Europe the
Iberian, Italian and Balkan peninsulas have been identified as the three main glacial refuge areas
during the Pleistocene (Randi 2003; vonHoldt et al. 2011). In particular, wolves in the Apennines
which show genetic and morphological peculiarities could have been at least partially isolated
from any other wolf population in Europe for some thousand years (Lucchini et al. 2004) and then
survived at the LGM in refuge areas south of the Alps.
Back to more recent times the wolf could spread out in all Europe, but it has been always hunted
and persecuted since Medieval times. In addition to active persecution wolf populations were
condemned to a slow decline by human expansion, deforestation and decrease of natural prey. At
the end of 18th century wolves were still present in all European countries with the exception of
the British islands. In the last century, few surviving and fragmented European populations were
subjected to an even stronger contraction.
In 1970 in Italy only few cores of the historical population survived in wild remote areas in
the central and southern Apennines. Considering its rapid decline in the first decades of 20th
century, Italian government agreed to recognize the wolf as a positive presence that should be
protected in order to preserve the structure and function of natural ecosystems. Wolves, indeed, as
a top predator lead the ecological cascades that contribute to maintain balance in natural prey and
smaller predator densities, and also in the conservation of plant communities (Sergio et al. 2008).
The combination of protected areas and legal protection, with high dispersal rates and large
individual territories (Ciucci et al. 2009) led wolves to recolonize most of their historical range in
Italy from the Apennines to the Alps (Lucchini et al. 2002; Marucco et al. 2009), as well as in
many other European countries (Chapron et al. 2014; Figure 4).
It was observed that despite the high potential rates of dispersal and gene flow, wolf
populations may not mix even for long periods (Lucchini et al. 2004). However, due to rapid
population expansion, for the first time after centuries, in Italy we might be able to observe the
genetic effects of breeding events among individuals belonging to different European populations.
In western Alps Italian wolf population is rapidly recovering its lost range (Lucchini et al. 2002;
Fabbri et al. 2007) till reaching French boundaries, and in the east of Italy there is already a
breeding pair formed by an Italian female and a male from Slovenia who abandoned his native
!
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pack travelling through Austrian territories and then reaching Italy after more than 800km (Fabbri
et al. 2013).

Figure 4
Distribution of wolf population in Europe in 2011 from (Chapron et al. 2014). Dark blue cells indicate areas of
permanent occurrence, and light blue cells indicate areas of sporadic occurrence. Orange lines indicate boundaries
between populations Numbers refer to populations: 1 Scandinavian, 2 Karelian, 3 Baltic, 4 Central European, 5
Carpathian, 6 Dinaric-Balkan, 7 Italian peninsula, 8 Alpine, 9 NW Iberian, 10 Sierra Morena.

Wolf presence in anthropized landscapes raises conflicts with human activities due to real or
feared livestock depredation. Even though wolves are protected in most European countries, in
some of which controlled hunting is also allowed, illegal or incidental killing is widespread, and
wolf conservation remains problematic (Linnell et al. 2007).
Wolf is protected under international laws. The Bern Convention on Conservation of
Wildlife and Natural Habitats (1979) includes wolves in appendix II (Strictly Protected Species),
forbidding catching, killing, possessing and trading the species. Moreover, the Convention on
International Trade of Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora (CITES, Washington 1973) strictly
protects several wolf populations (the ones from Bhutan, India, Nepal and Pakistan), which can be
included in two appendixes. In Appendix I species threatened with extinction, which are or may be
affected by trade are included, while in Appendix II are listed the species that are not necessarily
!
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threatened with extinction in the present, but that may become so, unless trade in specimens of
such species is subject to strict regulation. Finally, there is the European Council Directive
92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora (HABITAT).
Awareness campaigns since more than 40 years, and the introduction of refunds on depredation
events (Boitani et al. 2010), did not change the diffused bad feeling of local populations towards
this carnivore (Linnell et al. 2002), and poaching after depredations remains one of the major
causes of wolf mortality.
Habitat fragmentation and human activities especially clear-cutting clearance of forest for
agriculture, and development in rural areas, including roads, houses and tourist facilities still
remain a source of vulnerability for wildlife. Roads in particular can both restrict the movements
and the access to preys, promoting isolation and causing accidental killings.
To further worsen the situation, due to their close relationship, wolves and dogs can successfully
mate and hybridize in captivity and in the wild. Hybridisation is occurring in several areas of the
European range: in Italy (Randi & Lucchini 2002; Verardi et al. 2006a; Caniglia et al. 2014),
Iberian Peninsula (Godinho et al. 2011), Scandinavia (Vilà et al. 2003), Germany (Andersen et al.
2015), Latvia (Andersone et al. 2002; Hindrikson et al. 2012), and Bulgaria (Vila 1997; Randi et
al. 2000) creating a serious concern to the genetic integrity of the wolf populations. Hybridization
may occur frequently when two genetically distinct populations co-occur in the same geographic
area, and one population is fragmented and the other is overabundant. In Italy, despite the
demographic recovery of wolf population, free-ranging dogs still largely outnumber wolves.
Interactions with free ranging dogs may occur more often in the delicate phase of population’s
expansion or when wolves densities are low (Hindrikson et al. 2013). Few individuals, once left
the pack, can meet and potentially mate with their domestic counter-part at the edges of their
distribution (Godinho et al. 2011). The extent of hybrid diffusion is poorly known and the
biological consequences of introgression are often controversial. Furthermore official guidelines to
manage hybrids do not exist yet (Allendorf et al. 2001). Hybridization has the potential to produce
morphological, physiological and behavioural changes in captive and wild-living canids (Mengel
1971; Thurber & Peterson 1991; Larivière & Crête 2007), and eventually lead to the origin of a
new taxon, as it was seen for the red wolf (Canis rufus; vonHoldt et al. 2011). The presence of
anomalous morphological characters such as black coat colour or dewclaws, has been observed in
some wolf-like canids in Italy (Caniglia et al. 2013; Randi et al. 2014). Both these traits are
supposed to have been introduced in the Italian wolf population via hybridization. The vestigial
first toe on the hind legs are common in some dog breeds, but they have never been detected in
wolves (Ciucci et al. 2003). The black coat is diffused in North America but it was suggested that
!
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the introduction of this phenotype should be imputable to ancient hybridization events with
domestic dogs (Anderson et al. 2009; Ollivier et al. 2013).

Conservation genetics
Detecting and interpreting the existing patterns of genetic variation within and between canid
populations has long been one of the major aims of population genetic studies. In the last decades,
the increasing availability of genetic data from worldwide sets of canid populations has offered
new powerful tools for population geneticists to ask new questions about domestication processes,
hybridization, and phylogenetic relationships. These studies are necessary in order to identify the
effects of contemporary genetic structures on long-term periods and guarantee the survival of a
species, particularly when it is endangered or threatened in human activities. Furthermore, those
investigations could allow to identify cases of reduced effective population size, restricted gene
flow, limited heterozygosity, but also inbreeding, past bottlenecks and hybridization or gene
introgression, all factors that could seriously affect the population viability.
Although wolves in Italy are recovering from past bottleneck, the species is still considered
endangered. Conservation and management of large carnivores are quite expensive and require
ecological and genetic information on the species, which are difficult to collect for elusive
predators like wolves, which cannot be directly counted especially in densely forested mountain
habitats. Therefore, through traces such as scats, hairs and urine, non-invasive genetic sampling is
used to estimate the abundance of wolves. The ISPRA genetic laboratory in Ozzano dell’Emilia
collaborated with different regions in Italy for 12 years of non-invasive genetic monitoring
(Caniglia et al. 2011, 2014; Fabbri et al. 2012) analysing ~ 20,000 of non invasive samples and ~
2,000 invasive samples from found dead animals provided by Italian sanitary institutions, local
monitoring projects and parks. Thanks to these collaborations, estimations of density (Galaverni et
al. 2015; Figure 5), demographic fluctuations, gene flow, variability, migration, hybridization and
introgression with domestic dogs of Italian wolf population were obtained (Randi et al. 2000,
2014; Verardi et al. 2006b; Fabbri et al. 2007, 2012, 2013; Caniglia et al. 2014).
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Figure 5
Wolf (Canis lupus) presence and distribution in Italy, obtained from data contained in the report on species of
community interest compiled by ISPRA for the National Biodiversity Strategy referred to 2013 (Genovesi et al.
2014). Stable presence is indicated in light yellow, occasional presence in light orange. Geographical sectors are
indicated and surrounded by red lines. From Galaverni et al. (2015).

Molecular markers in Italian wolf conservation genetics
In the past ten years mtDNA and neutral-behaving microsatellites, tandem repeats of 1–6
nucleotides found at high frequency in the nuclear genomes of most taxa also known as variable
number tandem repeats (VNTR) or single tandem repeats (STRs), were the most used genetic
markers to assess the basic genetic variables in animal and plant populations (Li et al. 2002).
Although mtDNA evolves 5–10 times faster than single-copy nuclear DNA (scnDNA), it records
few traces of contemporary events. Thus, mtDNA can be used to resolve taxonomic uncertainties.
The mitochondrial control region (CR) is the major non coding region in animal mtDNA
molecule. A 350 base pair of CR1 mtDNA was analysed and became diagnostic for its
characteristic mutations in the identification of the unique Italian wolf haplotype W14 (Randi et
al. 2000; Pilot et al. 2010).
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VNTRs evolve 100–1000 times faster than scnDNA and provide a powerful tool to analyse recent
and contemporary events. Microsatellites are high variable molecular markers that enable the
recognition of the unique multi-locus genotype that each individual possess among many samples
and even with a small number of loci. Therefore through microsatellites it is possible to provide
estimates of relatedness of individuals. In species with particular demographic history due to high
rate of inbreeding or long-term isolation or bottlenecks, these markers may be also diagnostic to
differentiate rate of migration and admixture patterns. The best choice to describe variability at
those species is to use microsatellites loci with high mutation rates, which result in high standing
allelic diversity. Firstly, 12 canine microsatellite loci were identified and used in the Italian wolf
population (Randi & Lucchini 2002) to estimate the species membership, social structure and kin
affiliations (Caniglia et al. 2011, 2014; Fabbri et al. 2012). As hybrids identification became a
major concern in conservation management, a higher number of markers were needed to increase
the power of the assignment of presumptive wolf x dog individuals. Thus the panel of highly
polymorphic microsatellites was expanded till joining 39 loci together with the use of uni-parental
markers (Randi et al. 2014).
STRs are present in the Y chromosome (e.g. MS34A, MS34B, MSY41A and MS41B), and can
generate haplotypes, which have different frequencies in wolves and dogs (Iacolina et al. 2010).
Subsequently, these markers are usually genotyped to identify Y-haplotypes detectable in the
population, helping to complete genealogies or species identification. Among Italian wolves only
two haplotypes have been described (Fabbri et al. 2013; Randi et al. 2014).
A three-nucleotide deletion found in a gene coding for the β-defensin CBD103 (also known as
the K locus) is considered responsible the melanistic mutation of coat colour in dogs (Candille et
al. 2007). With the occurrence of first black wolves sighted in Italy, the K locus has also been
analysed (Caniglia et al. 2013), describing the presence of the deletion in individuals having
admixed wolf x dog microsatellites genotypes, in agreement to the domestic dog introgression
theory of the trait (Hedrick 2009; Anderson et al. 2009; Ollivier et al. 2013).
SNPs represent the most widespread source of sequence variation within genomes. Although they
are mostly biallelic and less informative than microsatellites, if they are used in high numbers as in
microarray DNA chips, they are considered the most valuable choice in terms of cost and effects.
As seen for mtDNA and multilocus microsatellite genotypes, also SNPs analysis showed a unique
population structure for the Italian wolves that clusters separately from all other European
populations (Stronen et al. 2013).
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Multi-gene families
A multi-gene family is a group of genes that evolved from a common ancestor. These
genes encode for proteins with similar function and as consequence of multiple duplication
events can share sequence identity over their full length, or limited to a specific domain.
Examples of multi-gene families include the major histocompatibility complex (MHC; Hughes
and Nei 1989; Kelley, Walter, and Trowsdale 2005) and interferons (Samarajiwa et al. 2009),
actins and tubulins (Engel et al. 1982; Muller 2005; Gunning et al. 2015), haemoglobins
(Hardison 2012) and immunoglobulins (Ota and Nei 1994; Ota et al.2000), protein kinases
(Robinson et al. 2000), and G-coupled proteins such as olfactory receptor genes (Buck and Axel
1991; Buck 1992; Niimura 2012).
Studies on these genes often showed evidence of positive selection and ecological niche
adaptation, such was the case of olfactory receptor genes in mammals (Nei & Rooney 2005;
Hayden et al. 2010). For this reason, they are suitable markers for evolutionary comparative and
adaptive variation studies, useful in conservation genetics to evaluate the degree to which
demographic declines in endangered populations can reduce functional genetic diversity and
therefore impact on the population long-term viability.
With the advent of next generation technologies, it became more affordable to perform the
sequencing of multiple loci compared to traditional Sanger sequencing, giving the possibility to
deepen our knowledge on multi-gene families.

Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) genes
The MHC is a gene family responsible for the presentation of peptides for immune
recognition, a role that is integral to the normal functioning of the immune system and essential
for the survival of individuals. Because of their well-known role in tissue transplantation in
humans and mice, these genes have been studied for over two decades and nearly every approach
has been taken to examine the effects of their sequence polymorphism. Thereafter, this highly
polymorphic complex also became a case of study in many natural populations, for its significant
contribution to understand how the different species adapt to their environment through time and
space (Bernatchez & Landry 2003). Moreover, the study of the MHC gives the possibility to
investigate expectedly low genetic diversity in small isolated populations and likely predict how
these populations can successfully cope with future environmental changes, such in the case of
the Italian wolf population studies presented in this work.
!
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Olfactory receptor (OR) genes
Olfactory Receptor genes are the largest multi-gene family present in vertebrate genomes.
Acting as a filter to perceive, understand and communicate with the environment and other living
organisms, these genes are of capital importance for survival especially in natural environments.
Despite they were discovered a decade ago, ORs still challenge researchers in the pursuit of
defining their origins and the evolutionary forces shaping their characterization as functional or
not functional. Furthermore, even if ORs have been studied in many organisms, little is still
known about their function and variability in canids. Nearly no studies have been performed on
olfactory repertoire in wolves. Due to their closest genetic and phylogenetic relation among
canids, dogs and wolves represent an ideal model to investigate the mechanisms underlying
possible different patterns of adaptive genomic variation.
Demographic events can change the direction of evolution and selection. In dogs the
creation of breeds has been demonstrated to be responsible for peculiar genetic signatures (Robin
et al.2009), therefore it could be interesting to investigate if also in the wolf OR gene repertoire it
is possible to retrieve signs of ancient and recent demographic declines. Moreover, the
characterization of wolves OR genes is necessary to better understand the underlying biology of
olfaction in those animals, and may help disentangling doubts about different olfaction ability in
wolves in comparison with the well-documented capacities of dogs.

From Sanger to NGS
DNA sequencing is used within conservation biology to reveal the genetic information of
organisms. In 1977 when Fred Sanger and Alan R. Coulson (Sanger et al. 1977) published their
discovery on a novel DNA sequencing technique, biology and genetics changed forever. Their
method indeed, provided an improvement in sequencing complete genes and later entire
genomes, overcaming the analogous biochemical techniques developed by Maxam and Gilbert
published in the same year (Maxam & Gilbert 1977). The chemistry of Sanger’s method reduced
the use of toxic chemicals and radioisotopes, using fluorescently labelled dideoxynucleotides
(ddNTPs), which during the extension step of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), are
stochastically incorporated at the end of each duplicated fragment of DNA. The end fluorescent
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labelled fragments are then read during a high-resolution electrophoresis in a capillary-based
polymer gel (Swerdlow et al. 1991).
The Sanger method became within these last 30 years almost exclusively the only semiautomated method used for DNA sequencing. The first genomes to be assembled were produced
by Sanger method, such as the human genome sequence, completed in draft form in 2001
(Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001), and thereafter came the genome sequences of several
model organisms (Chinwalla et al. 2002; Gibbs et al. 2004; Sequencing & Consortium 2005).
However, despite excellent accuracy and reasonable read length (~ 1000 bp), the Sanger method
is very low throughput and is expensive for genomic applications. For these reasons the National
Human Genome Research Institute (NGHRI) created a 70 million dollar DNA sequencing
(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004) technology initiative aimed at
achieving a $1,000 human genome in 10 years (Schloss 2008). This posed the bases for a new
input in DNA sequencing technologies.
The pace at which new industrial competitors developed new sequencing chemistry and
platforms have been astonishing in the last ten years. Each platform has its own strategy
determining quality, quantity, and biases of the sequencing results, and thus changing their utility
for different applications. All these technologies are called, in a generalist way, the next
generation sequencing (NGS) technologies. In DNA sequencing a new paradigm emerged, made
of three basic phases: library preparation, clonal amplification and cyclical rounds of massively
parallel sequencing. The high-throughput sequencing (HTS) was born.
The first phase is the library preparation, which should guarantee the most genomic coverage
with the least amount of sequencing. The quality of sequencing data often depends upon the
quality of the sequenced material, which is actually prepared with different library preparation
protocols. A library is the mix of fragment of DNA (or RNA) appropriately modified for HTS.
The first step consists in the DNA fragmentation that can be obtained by enzymatic reaction or
by physical break. The fragmentation is followed by the end-repair and adapters ligation step,
which is indeed necessary for the immobilization of the molecules on a solid surface for the final
parallel sequencing procedure. The last step is the size selection, during which molecules of
chosen length are separated from larger or free adapters molecules using solid-phase reversible
immobilization (SPRI) beads, or for a more precise selection by gel extraction. The selected
molecules are then duplicated by several approaches of clonal amplification, including in situ
polonies (Mitra & Church 1999), emulsion PCR (Dressman et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006) or
bridge PCR (Adessi et al. 2000; Fedurco et al. 2006). These amplifications are crucial, since may
introduce serious biases, such as duplications, underrepresentation or even complete loss of
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fragments with high AT- or GC content, due to different polymerase efficiency in amplifying
GC-neutral than GC-rich or AT-rich fragments. These biases could be overcome by limiting the
number of amplification cycles, when possible, or using a high-fidelity polymerase enzyme
(Quail et al. 2012).
There are different types of libraries that can be used. Most of the libraries can be prepared
aiming at sequencing either single fragments, paired-end and mate-pair libraries. Paired-end
libraries are formed by short DNA fragments, usually a few hundred base pairs long and
separated by two ends, whereas in mate-pair libraries the fragment included by the two ends is
usually several thousand base-pairs long. The amount and type of libraries needed for a specific
NGS application depend on the minimum depth of coverage needed to achieve the desired
sensitivity and specificity. These aspects are connected to the size, number and repeat content of
the target, the number of samples, the platform’s read length and sequencing error rates. Indeed,
each sequencing technology, according to manufacturers, declares to achieve different coverage
depths, which depends on the number of reads per run and the read length.
Therefore, a combination of technologies and experimental protocols may often be
appropriate for different specific projects (Babik et al. 2009; Galan et al. 2010; Kircher & Kelso
2010), of course following the available resources in terms of time, money and bioinformatic
tools. An important consideration about the costs is the type of library preparation and the
number of samples employed, since some protocols indeed could be expensive if applied to high
number of samples. Unfortunately, biases in sample preparation, sequencing, genomic alignment
and assembly can result in regions of the genome that lack coverage (gaps) and in regions with
much higher coverage than theoretically expected. For example, high-quality assemblies can be
reached combining the advantages of high-depth short-read sequencing with those of lowerdepth but longer-read sequencing, useful to complete gaps.
Giving the same amount of targets is further possible to choose between running a single sample
at a higher coverage versus running multiple samples at a lower coverage. Generally speaking,
the higher is the coverage, the higher is the accuracy that could be reached, for example in
polymorphic sites identification. It could also be possible to pool the samples from multiple
individuals in the same run, choosing if we need individual information or not. To address such
needs, some platforms allow also the addition of sample specific barcode sequences (tags;
Parameswaran et al. 2007) that can be added before or during the library preparation. This
approach is usually applied to parallel sequence multiple samples in the same run, giving the
possibility to reconstruct the sequence of every specimen using bioinformatics tools, but at the
same time obtaining information about the inter-individual variability. In this case, the limiting
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factor is usually the number of tags that can be provided by the manufacturer, their cost and the
total amount of coverage that can be reached by a single run.

Pros and cons of NGS
NGS can provide several hundred sequences per amplicon in only a fraction of the time
and effort that it would cost to acquire the same amount of data using Sanger methods (NGS is
100-1000 times faster than Sanger sequencing; Kircher and Kelso 2010).
There are several advantages in using NGS: the working time, and only recently the lowering
cost of this techniques promise to let them be accessible to individual investigators rather than
only to major genome centres. This progress is significantly scaling-up the number of genetic
markers, allowing for genome wide approaches that enhance the power and resolution of
applications and improve the reliability of conclusions. An important advantage comes for the
sequencing of highly polymorphic gene families, where the detection of false alleles or chimeras
can change final results. With NGS is possible to detect artefact sequences, which should occur
on a broader number of sequences at lower frequencies than true allele sequences (Babik et al.
2009; Lighten et al. 2014), and thus remove them from the dataset through strict allele validation
steps (Galan et al. 2010).
The chance to sequence individuals using high-throughput, scalable, low-cost, technology
constitutes an important step in our ability to connect phenotypic information to health and
disease, improving our ability to diagnose and predict outcomes of diseases for individual
patients. However passing from ‘personalized genomes’ to ‘personalized medicine’ also raises
some ethical problems (Wheeler et al. 2008). Should patients receive information about their
individual sequence? There are still significant limitations in the correct interpretation of
personal genomes but still the impact of the clinical information on the patients is huge.
Finally another important advantage especially in ecological studies, is the possibility to use
small amounts of genetic material, which makes NGS suitable for analyses of endangered
species when non-invasive sampling is needed.
Anyway, there are also some limitations in NGS. As mentioned above, apparently these
methods are more prone to genotyping errors, which can deeply impact on correct identification
of high polymorphic sites, if a strict validation pipeline is not applied (Nielsen et al. 2011;
Pabinger et al. 2013; Ekblom & Wolf 2014). All current high-throughput technologies have an
average error rate that is considerably higher than the typical 1/10,000 to 1/100,000 observed for
high-quality Sanger sequences (Kircher & Kelso 2010).
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NGS generates terabytes of raw data, making management of data and analysis problematic with
the necessity of intensive bioinformatic support. Giving this, even if sequencing costs are more
accessible, it is difficult for many research laboratories to successfully conduct NGS projects
because investment in data management, analysis tools, and formed personnel is needed. Even
for larger, experienced genome centres this aspect remains an ever-increasing challenge for the
ongoing use of NGS. Smaller research groups may still find a profitable solution in using
sequencing services or cloud computing (O’Driscoll, Daugelaite, and Sleator 2013) on demand,
which means, that it is possible to pay for a limited time the use of networks, servers, storage,
applications and services. Of course, this is a compromise between significant outlays to
maintain and sustain a complete NGS network and investing money each time for a single
project using facilities from external services. However, this strategy may not be advantageous
for long periods or many projects.
Moreover, each NGS platform requires bioinformatics tools that should be able to handle with
different data format, length of reads, and specific type of errors. For this reason there are many
tools (Shendure & Ji 2008) for almost all functions: quality scoring, mapping and alignment, de
novo assembly or reference-based assembly (Zhang et al. 2011), base-calling and/or genetic
variation detection (such as SNV, Indel), genome annotation, and much more utilities for data
analysis and processing. As time goes by, communities of developers and expert users grow
around each tool, to freely improve bioinformatics knowledge with tutorials and explanations
reachable by common users. However, these costs time and benefits of NGS will not be achieved
until bioinformatics will be able to maximally simplify and standardize protocols, and since
extremely high-performance computing will not be available for everyone.

Applications of next-generation sequencing
!
The most known application is the whole genome sequencing (WGS). Generally, only a
single individual is sequenced, with the purpose to identify genome sequences that may be
associated with disease, or are predictive of response to medication (Wheeler et al. 2008).
Nevertheless, sometimes (like in the HUGO project) the genome represents a ‘consensus’ of a
number of pooled samples (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004). In
WGS the candidate genome is sequenced up to a sufficient coverage useful to identify individual
comprehensive polymorphism (Single Nucleotide Variants; SNVs) and mutation discovery. This
information can then be applied at a population level to discover markers such as microsatellites
that should be used in population genetics studies or in Genome-Wide Association Studies
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(GWAS). GWAS addresses the need to perform genotype-phenotype correlations at the genomic
level, for example to identify putative genes whose mutational status contribute to the phenotype,
examine changes in gene expression or evaluate changes in genome-wide methylation patterns
(Meaburn & Schulz 2012). However, this is not possible when the reference genome, or a
genome of a close relative species is not available, in this case a de novo assembly process is
required, e.g. the case of the de novo assembly of the giant panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca)
genome (Li et al. 2010). Further, WGS is also used for the mapping of structural rearrangements,
which may include copy number variation, balanced translocation breakpoints (Chen et al. 2008)
and chromosomal inversions.
However, sometimes is neither practical nor necessary to sequence entire genomes, since it
could be possible to focus only on defined regions of the genome. By decreasing the number of
targets will increase the coverage, and more valuable information can be obtained. One of these
targeted regions can be exomes, as in whole-exome sequencing (WES) where only the coding
regions of the genome are sequenced. But also multiple independent loci, or long stretches of
genomic DNA can be targeted and re-sequenced for targeted polymorphism and mutation
discovery (Dahl et al. 2007).
After WGS, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) allows the detection and the quantification of
expressed transcripts in a biological sample and is currently the most common application of
NGS. In non-model species this is used to develop molecular markers, create targeted
sequencing assays or to construct microarrays for gene expression profiling, transcript
annotation, discovery of transcribed SNPs or somatic mutations, and quantification of gene
expression and alternative splicing. Gene expression profiling using microarrays (Kammenga et
al. 2007) is a method for measuring gene expression by hybridising complementary DNA
(cDNA), synthetized from a mRNA template, to a chip with a large number of microscopic spots
with DNA oligonucleotides. This approach has mainly been restricted to model species with
previous genome information. Another method of expression profiling is by digital
transcriptomics (Murray et al. 2007), where the representation of specific sequences derived
from deep cDNA sequencing is proportional to the amount of RNA from the gene in the original
sample (t Hoen et al. 2008). An example of how different assays and NGS methods can be used
is the ENCODE project (Encode Project Consortium 2004), which has the main purpose to
report all DNA regulatory elements, including those acting at the protein and RNA levels, and
those that control cells and circumstances in which a gene is active. Regulatory elements are
typically investigated through DNA hypersensitivity assays, assays of DNA methylation, and
immunoprecipitation (IP) of proteins that interact with DNA and RNA, i.e., modified histones,
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transcription factors, chromatin regulators, and RNA-binding proteins, followed by sequencing.
Genomic approaches can also be applied to highly fragmented DNA from ancient material
(e.g. from museum specimens; Bi et al. 2013), or for metagenomic sequencing for the study of
physiology and ecology of environmental microorganisms (Handelsman 2004), or for the
discovery of infectious and commensal flora, like in the Human Microbiome Project (Human
Microbiome Project Consortium 2012) which has used NGS to characterize the diversity and
types of bacteria and viruses present in the human body (Gevers et al. 2012). Therefore, in the
future more applications of NGS will of course be employed, and the complexity with which
these applications are performed will parallel grow.

The role of high throughput sequencing in conservation genetics and genomics
HTS ensures the possibility to increase the number of genetic markers by which
conservation genetics, with limited surveys of neutral marker variation, traditionally used to
address demographic, environmental, and genetic issues (Selkoe & Toonen 2006). Indeed,
despite its long history, the relevance of neutral genetic variation to predict and describe the
fitness of individuals remains debated (Väli et al. 2008).
Although variation in few neutral markers might conceptually predict levels of detrimental and
adaptive variation (Hedrick 2001), empirical studies suggest that neutral variation does not
correlate closely with detrimental and adaptive variation (Reed & Frankham 2003) and
underestimates population differentiation in quantitative traits (Merila & Crnokrak 2001). Hence,
small fraction of the genome sampled for a limited number of neutral markers might lead to
misconceptions about levels of detrimental and adaptive variation in endangered species.
In these years, the rapid progress of cost-efficient NGS methods has facilitated the development
of so-called “-omics” increasing the scale and dimensions of accessible molecular information
for evolutionary and conservation biology studies, opening the gates to new opportunities in
genomewide scans for neutral, detrimental and adaptive variation.
An alternative to classic microsatellites and mitochondrial markers is to sample higher
amount of SNPs throughout animal and plant genome. SNPs array are already used for
demographic and admixture inferences (vonHoldt et al. 2011; Novembre & Ramachandran 2011;
Stronen et al. 2013, 2015), and also for association mapping within candidate regions of adaptive
interest (Jarvis et al. 2012).
While neutral genetic variation is shaped by interaction of mutation, genetic drift,
recombination and migration, the selective forces shape adaptive variation. One of the most
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important application of genomic approach to conservation studies is the ability to identify
adaptive loci (Allendorf et al. 2010), allowing to describe genetic changes that accompany local
adaptations and the way in which these changes may influence fitness and habitats requirements
of populations (Crandall et al. 2000). This knowledge will assist in defining conservation units in
the wild (Manel et al. 2010) and may help evaluate the potential of populations to respond to
changing environments (Hoffmann & Sgrò 2011).
Multigene families are often used to infer adaptive variation levels, utilizing sequence
polymorphism within and divergence between species. With these genes in particular, highthroughput, high-quality sequencing and assembly can be quite challenging, particularly when a
species lacks a reference genome (Galan et al. 2010; Ekblom & Galindo 2011). Previous studies
at the MHC using 454 sequencing have further highlighted the challenges involved in large
multigene sequencing, proposing different evaluation and quality control protocols (Babik et al.
2009; Galan et al. 2010; Zagalska-Neubauer et al. 2010; Sommer et al. 2013). However even if a
standard protocol has not been validated and accepted (Lighten et al. 2014). In the future the
genotyping of multigene families would of course profit of the increase of the amplicon
sequencing depth using NGS methods together with new unanimous model-based approaches.
In conclusion, the results previously obtained by conservation genetics approaches have
often aided management of rare and endangered species, thus it could be difficult to push
institutions to make the step from conservation genetics to conservation genomics, especially
when the latter remains still very expensive for small conservation projects. However,
conservation genomics surveys programs should be developed to combine detailed demographic
analyses based on neutral marker data with the application of genomic approaches, especially to
infer the levels of detrimental and adaptive variation in threatened natural populations.
Furthermore, it may be helpful to use genome wide comparative approach to compare significant
differences in variation between endangered and closely related non-endangered taxa, to identify
changes in levels of negative or adaptive variation. Finally, the genome wide study of patterns of
variation may allow the identification of selective forces changing population allele frequencies
of variation, which can be crucial in conservation biology, since changes in population
demography can change the status of some variants from neutral to adaptive or detrimental.
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AIMS OF THE THESIS
Variation at neutral loci cannot provide direct information on selective processes involved
in the interaction between individuals and their environment, nor the capacity for future adaptive
changes. Studying the genetic structure of canid populations and their spatial distribution of
genetic variation has helped increasing our knowledge on this field and it also allows crucial
decisions in the management of those species.
In this thesis the use of different molecular investigation tools from ten years old sequencing
Sanger method to next generation sequencing (NGS) have been used to sequence several loci
belonging to two of the largest gene families ever described in mammals, with the aim to
describe present patterns of genetic variability within and among canids groups.
The results obtained from conservation genetics studies that combined neutral markers and genes
under selection such as three MHC class II loci are presented in the PART I of the thesis “The
MHC genes typing project” with the main aim to help ameliorate evaluations about the
conservation status of the studied wild species. However, each paper addresses different needs in
conservation genetics knowledge.
The main objective of PAPER I (Galaverni et al. 2013) was to analyse population variability and
discuss the evolutionary hypotheses, i.e. long bottleneck and isolation, which could have caused
a loss of variability at MHCs in the Italian wolf population. In PAPER II (Galov et al. 2015) the
main aim was to use a genetic multilocus approach to identify population-specific patterns of
variation that can help in the discrimination of putative hybrid individuals found in the Croatian
jackal population. Finally, in the PAPER III (Galaverni et al. 2015) we wanted to give an insight
into the main behavioural process guided by innate MHC genetic identity involved in mate
choice selection, trying to identify the presence of assortative or dissassortative mating
preferences within Italian wolves.
In the PART II of the thesis “The olfactory receptor genes typing project” the research has been
addressed on ORs to perform a comparative study between domestic dogs and wolves described
in the PAPER IV (Lapalombella et al. in prep). The olfactory system, like the immune system,
works interacting with the environment, and thus evolves at pace with its changes. Since
different species live in different niches (with different immune and olfactory requirements),
selective pressures should modulate ORs in conjunction with speciation, domestication and
breeds creation. Degenerate primers and a gradient PCR method were used to parallel sequence
multiple genes. Based on this approach we tried to obtain a picture of how many genes could be
sequenced by our method among the ~1,000 genes previously described in dog olfactory
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repertoire (Galibert et al. 2011). Subsequently, we aimed to identify population-specific ORs,
and describe polymorphisms to determine presence of significant divergences between Italian
wolves and domestic dogs. This also allowed us to test the effects driven by selective forces
associated with demography to identify which genes are under neutrality and which have been
selectively driven to divergence in the two groups.
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Introduction to the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC)
I briefly introduced in the “General introduction” of this thesis the growing interest in using
the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) loci as molecular markers to deepen our knowledge
on the genetic variability of the Italian wolf population. In this first part of the thesis I will present
the main scientific background of this multi-gene family to introduce the results obtained by three
studies that we performed on two canid populations (Italian wolf and Croatian jackal).
MHC genes were firstly described in humans in the 1950s in studies on skin graft rejection
(Billingham and Medawar 1951; 1953). The initial studies by Medawar et al. were then applied in
the 1980s in mice (Pierson et al. 1989; Rosenberg and Singer 1992) clarifying the MHC role in
immunological activities of self and non self detection. Since 20 years, markers supposed to be
under neutral selection (SNPs, microsatellites and mtDNA control region sequences) have been
employed in population genetics to discover the amount of variability and perform phylogenetic
reconstructions on wild species. Nonetheless, emerging evidences of MHCs high variability
demonstrated that these genes could be used more efficiently than neutral markers to detect signals
of selection at smaller evolutionary time scales. Thereafter, more and more studies to describe
levels of polymorphism at MHCs have been done with the indirect purpose to provide also
measures of the immunological fitness of a population.

Structure and function
The MHC comprehends a set of genes that plays a pivotal role in self/nonself peptide
recognition and trigger the T-cell mediated specific immune response. MHC class I molecules are
found in all cells and present intracellular pathogen peptides to CD8+ T lymphocytes (T cells),
primarily in response to viral infections. Inversely, MHC class II molecules are only found on
specialized immune cells, for example macrophages, and present extracellular pathogen peptides to
CD4+ T cells after invasion by bacteria and fungi. Both types of MHC proteins are heterodimers,
incorporating three α-chain domains and a single β-microglobulin peptide in class I molecules, and
two α- and two β-chains in class II molecules.
The combination of folds and pockets between specific portions of the α1-α2, or the α1-β1 chains
constitute the peptide-binding region (PBR), where peptides belonging to pathogens are received
and exposed outside the cellular membrane in order to start the immune response. A third group
(class III), although less well-studied, is implicated in other immune functions and consists in
!
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several proteins of the complement system. Class III are also includes cytokines with roles of
immune signalling, and heat shock proteins for protecting cells from thermal stresses.

Figure 1
Schematic representation of MHC molecules class I and class II from (Höglund 2009). From the left, the molecules are
seen from the side with the cell surfaces at the bottom. Antigen-binding sites are shown by the black areas and the
approximate positions of α and β chains are indicated. To the right the molecules are shown from the top with the
antigen-binding sites in black.

Genetic organization
Among vertebrates, the MHC shows variation in size and organization (Beck and Trowsdale 2000;
Kelley, Walter, and Trowsdale 2005). Chromosome breaks, inversions, and centromere invasion
occurred in the MHC region during evolution. In humans, the HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen)
complex contains 421 loci (Horton et al. 2004) in the centromeric region of chromosome 6. Genes
from this region can produce 3 class I proteins (HLA-A, B, C), more than six class II proteins (DP,
DM, DOA, DOB, DQ, e DR) and class III proteins too. In domestic chicken the classical region
(BF/BL) is much smaller (about 20 genes) and is therefore sometimes referred to be as the minimal
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essential (Kaufman et al. 1999). In dogs MHC is referred to as the to dog leukocyte antigen (DLA)
family, composed of two super-contigs. This division predates to the ancestral split (55 Mya) of
carnivores between felids and canids. Two-thirds of canine MHCs are located near the centromere
border of canine chromosome 12, and the remaining ones can be found on the telomeric region of
canine chromosome 35, in proximity to a few olfactory genes too (Yuhki et al. 2007).
In this thesis we will focus attention on the MHC class II genes, in particular on their exon 2,
which encodes for the most variable part of the protein, the PBR. The genomic region that includes
class II MHC loci is similar in humans and dogs, and contains several homologous genes that also
share similar nomenclature between HLA and DLA. Nearly all mammalian MHC class II regions
retain DP, DQ, and DR genes, whereas DP tends to become non-functional as observed in dog
DLA, cat FLA, and equine MHCs (Yuhki et al. 2007). Like its human counterpart, DLA-DQB1 is
considered the most polymorphic MHC gene.

Variability, evolution and selection forces
The MHC as other multi-gene families have been characterized, in their evolution, by duplication
events (bird and death evolutionary mechanism; Nei, Gu, and Sitnikova 1997) from an ancestral
proto-MHC that appeared before the emergence of the adaptive immune system (AIS) in the jawed
vertebrates (gnathostomes; Flajnik and Kasahara 2010). The hypothesis for the existence of an
ancestral MHC is supported by the presence of MHC-like regions in non-vertebrates, and also by
the presence of three paralogous regions of MHCs in humans (Martínez-Borra and López-Larrea
2012). Different levels of evolution by duplication have been found in both class I and II MHC
proteins (Hughes and Nei 1989; Klein 1987), but the reason for this difference are not well
understood. Two hypothesis of “block duplication” –describing one 1R (Ohno 1970) and two
rounds 2R (Dehal and Boore 2005) of duplications occurred in the vertebrate genome (Figure 2) were proposed to explain the MHC paralogous regions found in vertebrates. This mechanism
allowed the accumulation of redundant gene copies, which can evolve following selective pressures
generating a potent system of defence.
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Figure 2
Large scale duplications during vertebrate evolution. The MHC paralogous regions suggest that two large-scaled
duplications (indicated with arrows) of the genome took place after the divergence of cephalochordates and vertebrates
and before the jawed vertebrate radiation. Highly conserved genes with at least three copies in the MHC paralogous
regions are indicated. (From Martínez-Borra and López-Larrea 2012).

The MHC genes act as a mediating interface between organisms and pathogens, and their
ability to bind wide arrays of pathogens is ensured by a high allelic sequence variation in the PBR
coding region (Potts and Wakeland 1990). Extraordinary nucleotide polymorphism observed at
MHC genes has been frequently described as being controlled by balancing selection.
Balancing selection results mainly in the maintenance of large numbers of alleles in populations,
and several studies demonstrated that at the PBR more non-synonymous than synonymous
substitutions can be found (Sommer 2005), which cannot be explained by a higher mutation rate but
likely as a consequence of balancing selection (Bernatchez and Landry 2003).
To proof balancing selection in the sampled generation, different methods such as observed
deviations from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, Mendelian expectations, or expectations about
random associations (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003) could be used. Conversely, when looking at
MHC evolution over evolutionary times the most common approach is to examine the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions (dn / ds) in the coding sequences. Indeed, under neutral
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theory, the rate of synonymous nucleotide substitution (ds) is predicted to be equal (ds = dn) to the
rate of non- synonymous substitution (dn), since non-synonymous substitutions changing the amino
acid composition are likely to be deleterious and thus be targeted by natural selection.
Commonly three main hypotheses have been proposed to explain different directionality of
balancing selection: i) the frequency-dependent selection, ii) the fluctuating selection and iii) the
heterozygote advantage.
In frequency-dependent selection, individuals bearing common alleles are likely to be more
susceptible to diseases, whereas specific or rare alleles can confer resistance (Clarke and Kirby
1966) for a limited period of time. This equilibrium is indeed granted to last until the frequency of
rare alleles increases in the host population, forcing parasites to mutate for their survival. It is
believed that hosts and parasites co-evolve in time and space, in a continuous competition for
survival. Therefore, since both host and parasites fluctuate in numbers and fitness, this lead to a
hypothetically endless evolutionary race. This mechanism is called pathogen-mediated evolution.
Environmental factors are important too, but they are not sufficient for the maintenance of such
high polymorphism level (Hedrick 1986). In the fluctuating selection hypothesis (Hill 1991),
selection is driven by host-pathogens fluctuations not in response to rare-allele frequency, as in the
frequency dependent selection, but in response to ecological changes, which alternatively produce
different combinations of MHC alleles.
The heterozygote advantage hypothesis is also called over-dominance (Doherty and Zinkernagel
1975). In this hypothesis heterozygote individuals may be favoured over the homozygote ones,
because their higher variability allows to cope with a larger number of pathogens (Garrigan and
Hedrick 2003).
There is not consensus on which of those hypotheses is more important (Bernatchez and Landry
2003) and furthermore since these selective pressures may operate solely or in concert with other
neutral forces (Spurgin and Richardson 2010) it is usually difficult to define which roles they may
play in maintaining MHC diversity.
Balancing selection in MHC has also greatly enhanced the persistence of allelic diversity over
extremely long time periods. This phenomenon is called the “trans-species polymorphism” (Klein
1987) and is usually observed when MHC alleles among different species are more similar than
alleles within species (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003).
Moreover, there is a relation between the high level of MHC polymorphism and sexual
selection (Bernatchez and Landry 2003). The hypothesis is that sexual selection can be driven by
MHC-dependent mating preferences (Penn and Potts 1999). These preferences are finalized to
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obtain a mate pair between individuals who are seeking for good genes to transmit to their progeny.
Generally this leads to MHC-disassortative mating preferences where individuals retaining low
levels of MHC diversity mate with individuals having higher diversity (Penn and Potts 1999;
Ilmonen et al. 2009) and vice versa (Griggio et al. 2011), in order to increase the resistance of their
progeny against parasites.
This resistance it predicted by both MHC-heterozygote advantage theory and by the “moving target
theory”, where the new MHC haplotypes generated provide a new target for pathogen to be reached
forcing them to evolve for survival. Nonetheless, it is also possible to observe assortative mating
preferences, when both partners with good or intermediate immunogenic make up search for the
mate, that also has high or intermediate MHC diversity (Tregenza and Wedell 2000; Eizaguirre et
al. 2009). Such strategy could help to avoid disruption of local adaptations but also leads to fixation
of some traits.
Another mechanism linked to MHC and sexual selection is the inbreeding avoidance. This a
mechanism by which mating preferences are driven to avoid partners which share the same MHC
alleles, mostly because those individuals could likely be related. In sexual selection, indeed, it is a
common behaviour for individuals to tend avoiding to mate with relatives or with individuals that
share high genetic similarity, because this can ensure to skip the accumulation of deleterious
mutations, and an excess of homozygosity in their offspring. MHC-based disassortative mating
behaviour is therefore expected to be stronger if species are more exposed to the risk of inbreeding
(Tregenza and Wedell 2000; Jamieson et al. 2009).
MHC-derived mate preferences have been described in humans (Wedekind et al. 1995; Chaix,
Cao, and Donnelly 2008), mice (Egid & Brown 1989 (Ninomiya and Brown 1995) and sticklebacks
(Reusch et al. 2001; Milinski et al. 2005). Moreover, olfactory-based mate choice has also been
shown to be MHC-linked (Jacob et al. 2002; Ilmonen et al. 2009; P. a Brennan and Kendrick 2006;
Ã, Robson, and Waterhouse 2006). MHC is in fact likely perceived via olfaction or pheromone
detection (P. A. Brennan and Zufall 2006), and may influences the pleasantness of the perceived
odours (Janeš et al. 2010).

MHC in Canis
Since more than 90% of synteny is maintained between dog and human genome, many
genetic systems determining human diseases are also present in dogs (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005).
Together with mice, dogs are considered a model in transplantation biology and a great number of
!
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studies were performed to describe variability at their MHC (Kennedy et al. 1998, 2001, 2002;
Angles, Kennedy, and Pedersen 2005; Wagner et al. 1996; Runstadler, Angles, and Pedersen 2006).
All these genetic investigations revealed that DLA system alleles have a great variability and while
many alleles are common to almost all dog breeds, haplotype signatures specific to certain breeds
were also identified, somethimes showing severely limited variability. Higher differences were
identified across than within breeds, a fact that was also supported by high levels of linkage
disequilibrium later discovered in dog genome (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005), which determine the
drop of allele frequencies and fixation for several genes.
Given the genetic relationships across breeds described above, it is likely that the same risk
allele would be carried in multiple breeds (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005). By comparing risk-associated
haplotypes in multiple breeds, it should be possible to substantially narrow the region containing the
gene under risk. Therefore, many studies focused also to identify possible correlations between dog
breeds and genetic factors influencing resistance or susceptibility for specific diseases such as:
narcolepsy in Labrador retrievers and Doberman pinschers (Wagner et al. 2000), leishmaniasis
(Quinnell et al. 2003), hypothyroid disease in Doberman pinscher (Kennedy et al. 2006), canine
transmissible venereal tumor (Murgia et al. 2006), necrotizing meningoencephalitis (NME) in Pugs
(Greer et al. 2010), chronic superficial keratitis in German Shepherd (Jokinen et al. 2011).
MHC studies growth in importance also in the management of natural populations, especially
in small endangered, fragmented populations such as several natural populations of canids in the
world. Some researches focused on describing genetic diversity (Berggren and Seddon 2005;
Berggren and Seddon 2008; Arbanasić et al. 2013), or monitoring genetic variation after a
bottleneck (Seddon and Ellegren 2002, 2004; Marsden et al. 2009; Bollmer, Vargas, and Parker
2007; Niskanen et al. 2014), and genetic variation in severely endangered populations as in the case
of the Mexican wolf (C. l. baileyi) (Hedrick, Lee, and Parker 2000), Ethiopian wolves (C. l.
simensis; Kennedy et al. 2011), and African wild dog (Lycaon pictus; Marsden et al. 2009, 2012).
In the family of Canids despite different events of speciation and different patterns of
selection and recombination, a widely diffused trans-species polymorphism in MHC genes has been
documented. A portion of variability, thus, is shared with domestic dogs, which thus partially retain
the same polymorphisms observed in wolves, especially at DQA and DRB loci (Berggren and
Seddon 2005). The larger variety of DLA alleles found in dogs and the high diversity of DLA
alleles observed in Asian dogs than in European ones, has been proposed to be consistent with the
hypothesis of the Asian origin of dogs from a large founding population (Niskanen et al. 2013).
However, high DLA polymorphism in dogs could also have been caused by a combination of
balancing selection and backcrossing events to wolves (Wayne and Bridgett 2012; Vilà, Seddon,
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and Ellegren 2005; Vonholdt et al. 2010) also confirmed by findings of ancient admixture traces
between dog and wolf (Freedman et al. 2014; Koepfli et al. 2015). In closely related species, coyote
(Canis latrans) and red wolf (Canis rufus), whose admixed origin has been recently clarified in
Vonholdt et al. 2011, most of the alleles found in the latter were also present in the former
(Hedrick, Lee, and Garrigan 2002).
Different levels of variability have been described among Eurasian wolves. Despite few exceptions
- in the Scandinavian population a reduced number of allele per locus was described (Seddon and
Ellegren 2004) -, even after several decades of direct persecution, reasonable levels of variation
have been maintained in most of the studied populations (Arbanasić et al. 2013; Niskanen et al.
2014). The majority of these studies were in agreement with the classic theory of balancing
selection maintaining polymorphisms, even if in the studied populations different levels of
variations at neutral loci were observed after periods of genetic isolation or bottlenecks.
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MHC Variability in an Isolated Wolf Population in Italy
During the last two decades, neutral markers have been frequently employed to quantify the
genetic diversity of wild populations and the results from such studies have often provided the basis
for management recommendations. However, emerging evidences from MHC studies showed that
patterns of variation and divergence in adaptive traits are not always associated with concomitant
variation in neutral markers (Aguilar et al. 2004; Väli et al. 2008).
Within-species genetic variation at MHC loci can either be similar to that at neutral loci or, because
of past balancing selection, exceed the neutral variation. Especially in small and endangered
populations the basic knowledge of MHC variability can help to corroborate concerns about
population viability in a human dominated landscape.
In this article we described variability and traces of selection found at three class II MHC loci
in the Italian wolf population. To complete the genetic sight on the general level of variability of
this population, we also typed 12 STR loci, 4 Y-linked microsatellites, a melanistic deletion at the
β-defensin CB103 gene (involved in black coat color expression) and mitochondrial DNA control
region.
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Abstract
Small, isolated populations may experience increased extinction risk due to reduced genetic variability at important functional
genes, thus decreasing the population’s adaptive potential. The major histocompatibility complex (MHC), a key immunological gene cluster, usually shows high variability maintained by positive or balancing selection in response to challenges by
pathogens. Here we investigated for the first time, the variability of 3 MHC class II genes (DRB1, DQA1, and DQB1) in 94
samples collected from Italian wolves. The Italian wolf population has been long isolated south of the Alps and is presently
recovering from a recent bottleneck that decreased the population to less than 100 individuals. Despite the bottleneck, Italian
wolves show remarkable MHC variability with 6–9 alleles per locus, including 2 recently described alleles at DRB1. MHC
sequences show signatures of historical selective pressures (high dN/dS ratio, ω > 1.74) but no evidence of ongoing selection.
Variation at the MHC genes and 12 background microsatellite loci were not apparently affected by the recent bottleneck.
Although MHC alleles of domestic dog origin were detected in 8 genetically admixed individuals, these alleles were rare or
absent in nonadmixed wolves. Thus, despite known hybridization events between domestic dogs and Italian wolves, the Italian
wolf population does not appear affected by deep introgression of domestic dog MHC alleles.
Key words: bottleneck, Canis lupus, hybridization, major histocompatibility complex, MHC phylogenetics, natural selection

During the past few centuries, wolves (Canis lupus) in Italy
were threatened by direct human persecution and decline
of their natural prey (Breitenmoser 1998). By the late 1960s,
less than 100 individuals survived in remote areas of central
and southern Apennine (Zimen and Boitani 1975). Reduced
wolf genetic diversity at the mitochondrial (mtDNA)
and nuclear DNA levels has been attributed to the recent
population bottleneck or to historical isolation south of the
Alps (Lucchini et al. 2004). Recent studies have found that
heterozygosity at autosomal microsatellites (short tandem
repeats or STRs) and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers in Italian wolves was approximately 25% lower than
that in other wolf populations (Fabbri et al. 2007, Sastre et al.
2011) and a unique mtDNA control region (CR) haplotype
has also been detected (W14; Randi et al. 2000). Italian wolves
are thus genetically distinct from all other C. lupus populations
worldwide (vonHoldt et al. 2011; their Figure 3). However,
erosion of genetic diversity may be offset by hybridization
with free-ranging domestic dogs (Canis lupus familiaris; Boitani

1984, Randi 2008). Admixture analyses of neutral molecular
markers (autosomal STR and mtDNA CR) identified
approximately 4–7% hybrid genotypes among wolves in
Italy (Randi 2008), some of which also showed anomalous
phenotypic traits characteristic of domestic dogs (e.g., vestigial
first toes on the hind legs, white nails, black coats; Ciucci et al.
2003; Caniglia et al. 2013a). Similarly, a melanistic β-defensin
deletion causing black coats could have been introduced in
North American and Italian wolf populations via hybridization
with dogs (Anderson et al. 2009; Caniglia et al. 2013a). In
contrast, black individuals were rarely observed elsewhere in
Europe (Godinho et al. 2011).
Previous studies have examined the genetic structure of
wolves in Italy by genotyping putatively neutral molecular
markers (Randi et al. 2000; Fabbri et al. 2007; Iacolina et al.
2010; Scandura et al. 2011). However, it is well known that the
dynamics of functional genes may be very different and that
patterns of genetic diversity at neutral or quantitative trait loci
in small populations vary according to the interplay between
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threatened by small population numbers. Nonetheless, bottlenecks, fragmentation, and genetic drift can mask evidence
of selection (Seddon and Ellegren 2004).
In this study, we explored the influences of historical
bottlenecks and gene introgression on the genetic variability
of the Italian wolf population, comparing patterns of polymorphism at the MHC with background STR variation. We
predicted several outcomes for this study. In a case of shared
demographic history and absence of selection, putatively neutral STR loci and functional MHC class II genes should display
equivalent levels of genetic diversity. Alternatively, positive natural selection may have acted to maintain genetic variation at
functional MHC loci. Finally, genetic diversity could be introduced into the Italian wolf population via hybridization and
introgression with domestic dogs, as may have occurred in the
case of the causal mutation of the black coat color (Anderson
et al. 2009) in North American wolves. Therefore, we sought
for dog-derived MHC alleles in a sample of wild-living Italian
wolves composed of apparently purebred wolves, wolf × dog
admixed individuals, and putative wolves showing the melanistic β-defensin deletion or anomalous phenotypic traits (e.g.,
vestigial first toes on the hind legs, black coats) but without
any detectable signal of admixture at the autosomal STR loci.

Methods
Samples
In this study, we used 94 DNA samples obtained from wildliving wolves or putative wolf × dog hybrids of both genders
sampled in Italy. Samples were collected from 3 categories
of individuals that included the following: 1) genetically and
phenotypically pure wolves (n = 65); 2) wolf × dog admixed
individuals (n = 16), as detected by admixture analyses
of their multilocus STR genotypes (Verardi et al. 2006;
Caniglia et al. 2013a); and 3) wolves (or hybrids) showing
the melanistic β-defensin deletion or anomalous phenotypic
traits (dewclaws, white nails, or black coats; n = 13) but that
did not show any detectable signal of admixture at their
multilocus genotypes (Randi and Lucchini 2002; Ciucci et al.
2003; Caniglia et al. 2013a). Muscle tissue was collected from
opportunistically found mortalities, primarily roadkill or
poached animals (Caniglia et al. 2013a). Tissue was stored at
−20 °C in 10 volumes of 95% ethanol. Additionally, blood
was obtained from wounded or live-trapped individuals
(Ciucci et al. 2009, Galaverni et al. 2012). DNA was extracted
using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kits (QIAGEN).
Phenotypic information was recorded, including the presence
of morphological abnormalities (dewclaw, black or darkerthan-usual coat color, and white nails). Samples were from
4 geographic regions encompassing the wolf distribution
across Italy, including the Alps (A) and northern (nAp),
central (cAp) and southern Apennine (sAp).
MtDNA Sequencing and Microsatellite Genotyping
DNA was amplified and sequenced at the 350-bp region of the
mtDNA CR, which contains diagnostic mutations for the identification of the Italian wolf haplotype W14 (Randi et al. 2000).
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drift and natural selection (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011; Aguilar
et al. 2004). Some small isolated populations host more genetic
diversity than expected from neutral models because of avoidance of active inbreeding (Vilà et al. 2003; Geffen et al. 2011) or
due to positive natural selection pressures on functional genes
(Bernatchez and Landry 2003, Spurgin and Richardson 2010).
In an exemplary case, the San Nicolas Island fox (Urocyon littoralis dickeyi) has been identified as an extreme case of genetic
monomorphism, measured using neutral markers (Goldstein
et al. 1999), but it shows a high degree of variation at the DRB1
and DQB1 loci, suggesting that strong balancing selection can
maintain variability at functional regions despite strong bottleneck events (Aguilar et al. 2004). Alternatively, for populations
with small effective size, genetic drift can overwhelm selective
pressures, leading to decreased genetic diversity in functional
regions (Bollmer et al. 2011). For highly fragmented African
wild dog populations (Lycaon pictus), past declines have led to
extremely low variability at 2 major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) loci (Marsden et al. 2009), thus exposing this species to
increased risk of extinction.
The MHC multigene cluster controls a variety of
immune response functions (Klein 1986, Ploegh and Watts
1998). MHC genes are among the most variable in vertebrate genomes, often showing exceptionally high heterozygosity compared with neutral markers. Multiple selection
models have been proposed to explain the observed polymorphisms and evolutionary dynamics of the MHC in vertebrates (Bernatchez and Landry 2003; van Oosterhout 2009).
However, identifying the processes of pathogen-mediated
selection that have shaped the MHC structure in populations
is never trivial (Spurgin and Richardson 2010).
Canid MHC studies have primarily focused on domestic dogs. The dog leukocyte antigens cluster (DLA; Angles
et al. 2005, Yuhki et al. 2007) includes more than 100 genes,
grouped into 3 major subfamilies (classes I, II, and III)
according to their structure and function (Wagner et al. 1999;
Yuhki et al. 2007). DLA class II genes DQA1, DQB1, and
DRB1 were found to be highly polymorphic in multiple
canid species (i.e., Wagner et al. 1996; Francino et al. 1997;
Kennedy et al. 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2005; Angles et al. 2005;
Runstadler et al. 2006; Fliegner et al. 2008). MHC variability is
sometimes limited in inbred dog breeds (Angles et al. 2005),
whereas village dogs maintain high variability (Runstadler
et al. 2006). Numerous diseases in dogs and in the endangered Ethiopian wolf (C. simensis, Kennedy et al. 2011) were
associated with specific MHC alleles or with lack of heterozygosity (Quinnell et al. 2003; Kennedy et al. 2006; It et al.
2010; Barber et al. 2011; Jokinen et al. 2011). Correlations
between MHC heterozygosity and resistance to pathogens
are also described in the highly endangered Mexican wolf
(C. lupus baileyi; Hedrick et al. 2003). Wild-living gray wolves
often display high MHC variation (Kennedy et al. 2007;
Arbanasic et al. 2013), with some alleles shared with dogs
and coyotes (C. latrans). Signatures of balancing selection are
observed in wild populations of red (C. rufus, Hedrick et al.
2002) and gray wolves (C. lupus, Berggren and Seddon 2005,
2008). These findings indicate that even limited variation at
the MHC loci can be essential for the survival of species
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Assignment Tests
The software Structure version 2.2 (Falush et al. 2003)
was used to assign the 94 samples to reference wolves
(n = 154) or village dogs (n = 116) selected from a large
database of Italian wolf and dog genotypes (the Canis database at the Instituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca
Ambientale; Caniglia et al. 2013b). Reference wolves did not
show any detectable phenotypic or genetic signal of hybridization. Reference village dog samples were collected from
rural areas in Italy (Caniglia et al. 2013a). We ran Structure
with a burn-in period of 104 iterations, followed by 5 repetitions of 105 iterations, independent of any prior nongenetic
information, selecting the “admixture” (each individual
may have ancestry in more than 1 parental population)
and the “I” models (independent allele frequencies) with
the population flag option activated. The optimal number
of populations was set at K = 2, the value that maximized
the posterior probability of the data (according to Randi
and Lucchini 2002, Verardi et al. 2006). We then assessed
the average proportion of membership (Qi) of the sampled
populations to the inferred clusters. The threshold for the
individual assignment was set at qi = 0.95, as determined
from the minimum values observed in the reference wolves.
Wide credibility interval (CI) of the qi values could indicate
admixture (in absence of missing data; Falush et al. 2003);
thus, we also set a threshold for the lower limit of 90%
CI as 0.79. Individuals that showed a proportion of membership higher than the threshold were entirely assigned to
the wolf cluster as pure wild-type wolves (Wt); individuals
showing values of qi or CI less than 0.95 and 0.79, respectively, were considered admixed (H). Independent of microsatellite-based assignments, samples that showed mtDNA

haplotypes different from W14 (Randi et al. 2000) or Y
chromosome haplotypes different from those described in
the Italian wolf population (Iacolina et al. 2010, Caniglia
et al. 2013a) were also considered of hybrid origin and
assigned to group H. Individuals genetically assigned to the
wolf cluster but showing anomalous phenotypic features
were assigned to a third group (Ph).
DLA Genotyping
We amplified the second exon of the MHC class II genes
DRB1, DQA1, and DQB1 in the 94 Italian wolf or admixed
samples, using primers DRB1F (5′ - ccg tcc cca cag cac att tc
- 3′) and DRB1R (5′ - tgt gtc aca cac ctc agc acc a - 3′; Hedrick
et al. 2002, after Kennedy et al. 1998); DQAin1 (5′ - taa ggt tct
ttt ctc cct ct - 3′) and DQAin2 (5′ - gga cag att cag tga aga ga
- 3′); DQB1B (5′ - ctc act ggc ccg gct gtc tc - 3′) and DQBR2
(5′ - cac ctc gcc gct gca acg tg - 3′; Kennedy et al. 2006, after
Wagner et al. 1996). Each of these primers is intronic and
locus specific. Amplifications were carried out in a 10-μl mix,
including 2 μl genomic DNA solution, 1 μl bovine serum albumin (2%), and 0.2 μl of each primer (10 μM) plus 0.25 units
Taq, at conditions specific for each primer pair. PCR products
were purified with Exo/SAP and sequenced in both directions using BigDye Terminator 1.1, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Sequences were analyzed in an automated
sequencer ABI 3130XL with the software SeqScape version
2.5, using the sequences DLA-DRB1*03101 (AF336108.1),
DLA-DQA1*014012 (AJ316220.1) and DLA-DQB1*05601
(FM246843.1) as references.
Genetic Variability and Phylogenetics
MHC genotypes were phased in DnaSp version 5.10 (Librado
and Rozas 2009) using phaSe (Stephens and Donnelly 2003),
with the “recombination” model (−MR0) and 1000 iterations
after 100 burn-ins. Unlike similar software, phaSe is able to
cope with triallelic sites that are commonly found in MHC
sequences. When the probability of reconstruction of the alleles
was lower than 0.9 and with multiple combinations of alleles
being possible, the sample was discarded. The alleles were then
matched via BLASTn at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (Johnson et al. 2008) with those available in
GenBank for all the species of the genus Canis, which were
downloaded and aligned in GeneiouS version 5 (Drummond
et al. 2011). We also included the sequences available in the
Immuno Polymorphism-MHC Database (IPD; http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/dla/index.html; Robinson et al. 2010).
Sequences that matched along the analyzed regions but showed
different accession numbers were grouped and a single name
was used, respecting the rules defined in the official International
Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) reports (Kennedy et al.
1999a, 1999b, 2001; Robinson et al. 2003; Ellis et al. 2006).
Alleles were accepted if they matched previously described
ones; otherwise, if they were observed in homozygosis and in
at least 2 different samples, they were considered as potential
new alleles and were submitted to the DLA Nomenclature
Committee, then to GenBank. Multilocus haplotypes were
also reconstructed, following the subtractive method described
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Samples were genotyped at 12 canine autosomal STRs that
were selected for their high polymorphism in the Italian
wolf population (FH2004, FH2079, FH2088, FH2096,
FH2137, CPH2, CPH4, CPH5, CPH8, CPH12, C09.250,
and C09.253). These loci yield unique individual genotypes
with a probability of identity (PID) equaling 3.2 × 10−10, and
an expected PID among full-sib dyads, PIDsibs = 1.1 × 10–4
in the Italian wolf population (Caniglia et al. 2013a). When
unknown, the gender was determined by restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)–amplified fragments (PCR–RFLP) of diagnostic ZFX/ZFY sequences. Paternal haplotypes in males
were identified by genotyping 4 Y-linked microsatellites:
MS34A, MS34B, MS41A, and MS41B (Iacolina et al. 2010).
The samples were assayed for a β-defensin melanistic mutation (a 3-bp deletion at the CBD103 gene, also named the
K-locus) that induces a black coat color in wolves and dogs
(Candille et al. 2007). Negative and positive controls were
used in each PCR. Locus-specific PCR conditions and additional details on the analyzed loci can be found in Caniglia
et al. (2013a). PCR products were analyzed in an automated
sequencer ABI 3130XL (Foster City, CA), using the software SeqScape version 2.5 for sequences and GeneMapper
version 4.0 for microsatellites.
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Selection and Neutrality Analyses
The average pairwise ratio (dN/dS) was calculated in DnaSp.
In MeGa, we calculated a codon-based test of neutrality with
the Nei–Gojobori counting method, in which the significance
of the difference between dN and dS was assessed for each
gene through a 1-tailed t-test after 500 bootstrap replicates.
However, different selective pressures probably act on specific portions of a gene. Therefore, we evaluated the dN/dS
ratio on a single-codon basis, as implemented by the software
coDeMl in paMl (Yang 2007). coDeMl was run under
the M2a, M3, and M8 models, to identify the codons showing dN/dS (ω) values significantly higher than 1—suggesting
positive selection—and also for comparison under the models M1a, M0, and M7, respectively. Significance of the model
comparison was tested by a Likelihood Ratio Test (Anisimova
et al. 2003); single codons were considered to be under positive
selection when this probability was higher than 0.95 under all
models (M2a, M3, and M8) by both the Bayes Empirical Bayes
and the Naïve Empirical Bayes tests (for models M2a and M8).

Average observed heterozygosity at both STR loci
and MHC genes was compared with that expected by an
Ewens–Watterson statistics of heterozygosity, implemented
in Bottleneck version 1.2.02 (Cornuet and Luikart 1996),
under the following assumptions: 1) an infinite allele mutation model (IAM); and 2) a 2-phase mutation model (TPM)
with 90% single-step mutations. In populations where a
recent bottleneck occurred, as for the Italian wolf population
(Lucchini et al. 2004; Fabbri et al. 2007), allele number (k)
decreases faster than gene diversity (He, or Hardy–Weinberg
heterozygosity) at polymorphic loci. This discrepancy leads
to an observed gene diversity that is higher than the expected
equilibrium gene diversity (Heq), which can be computed
from the observed number of alleles under the assumption
of a constant-sized population (Cornuet and Luikart 1996).
Thus, the test calculates the difference (DH) between the
observed and expected heterozygosity values and divides it
by the standard deviation (SD) of gene diversity, retrieving
the corresponding P values after simulating 1000 iterations
per locus. The significance of the results was evaluated by a
Wilcoxon test and a mode-shift test was also computed.

Results
Genotyping and Sequencing Success
We obtained complete and reliable genotypes at the 12
autosomal STR in all 94 samples. However, 20 samples provided low-quality sequences at 1 or more MHC loci due to
poor DNA isolation and/or storage conditions and so were
discarded. We therefore obtained reliable sequences at the
3 MHC loci in 74 out of 94 samples (79%), which were
retained for subsequent analyses.
Sample Assignment to the Italian Wolf Population
Results from Structure analyses led to the assignment of
48 (65%) of these samples to the reference wolf cluster,
with qi greater than 0.95 and the lower limit of the 90% CI
greater than 0.79. These samples also showed the Italian
wolf mtDNA W14 haplotype and the most frequent Y
chromosome haplotypes in the Italian wolf population
(haplotypes H1 and H2; Iacolina et al. 2010). Although these
samples were genetically identified as Italian wolves, they
showed either the typical Italian wolf Wt phenotype (n = 38)
or unusual phenotypic traits, such as black coat, white nails, or
dewclaw (n = 10, named “Ph”). The other 26 samples (35%)
showed both qi values less than 0.95 and lower limit of 90%
CI less than 0.79 and thus they were identified as admixed
(and labeled “H,” independent of their phenotypes).
MHC Genetic Variability
The 3 MHC loci were polymorphic with 9 (DRB1), 6
(DQA1), and 8 (DQB1) alleles across the 74 genotyped
samples (Table 1). Both Ho and He were highest at DQB1
and lowest at DQA1. The effective number of alleles
(Ne) was largest at DRB1 (Supplementary Table S1). The
number of segregating sites was 43 in DRB1, 8 in DQA1,
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in Kennedy et al. (2007). Haplotype reconstruction was then
confirmed computationally in phaSe (Berggren and Seddon
2008) by concatenating the gene sequences prior to the phasing
step and applying the recombination model with 2 hotspots (–
MR2) corresponding to the boundaries between adjacent genes
(DRB1/DQA1/DQB1).
MeGa version 5 (Tamura et al. 2011) was used to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships of all the sequences
available for each gene, using a Neighbor-Joining method,
with 5000 bootstrap replicates based on the Kimura 2-parameter substitution model (Berggren and Seddon 2008). As outgroups for each gene, we included 2 corresponding MHC
sequences of macaque (1 from Macaca fascicularis and 1 from
M. mulatta). When present, gaps were excluded from pairwise
comparisons. Similarly, we reconstructed single-locus haplotype networks in network version 4.6.1, using the medianjoining method with values of ε = 10.
For both microsatellites and MHC genes, the number of
alleles, allele frequencies (AF) by population and by locus, and
the observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosities were
assessed in Genalex version 6.4 (Peakall and Smouse 2005).
F-statistics and departures from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium
(HWE) were evaluated after 1000 permutations in Genalex
and verified in arlequin version 3.5 (Excoffier et al. 2005).
In order to identify the specific sites that were responsible
for the largest effects on the latter metrics, we also tested the
departure from HWE at every SNP, considering each variable
site as a single marker. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between
markers was assessed in Genepop version 4.2 (Rousset 2008),
Web version (http://genepop.curtin.edu.au), after 1000 iterations. DnaSp version 5 was used to compute the number of
segregating sites, haplotype (Hd), and nucleotide diversity (π)
for each MHC gene. Rather than FST, we used Jost’s D (Jost
2008), calculated in SMoGD (Crawford 2010), to overcome the
differences in marker types and variability when comparing
the levels of differentiation between pure and admixed individuals at MHC and background microsatellites.
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Table 1 Official names and frequencies ( f ) of alleles found at each locus in the Italian wolf population, with corresponding GenBank
names and accession numbers (AN), and the canid populations where they were described to date
GenBank

Total (n = 74)

Wt (n = 38)

Ph (n = 10)

H (n = 26)

2n

f

2n f

2n f

2n

f

0.38
0.27
0.14
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02

28
28
11
3
3
0
2
0

12
6
1
0
1
0
0
0

0.60
0.30
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00

16
6
9
7
2
5
3
3

0.31
0.12
0.17
0.13
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.06

0 0.00

1

0.02

Taxa

Name

AN

DRB1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Wit
Wit
We,Wa
D
Wa,Rw
D
Wa
D
Wa

12801
092013
03601
D20
03901
DRB1-W
03701
DRB1-U;
DRB1-Q
09201

JX206799
JX206798
AF336110.1
U58684.1
AF343740.1
DQ056281.1
AF343738.1
DQ056278.1;
DQ056274.1
AM408904.1

We,Wa,D,Wm
We,Wa,D,C
Wa,D
We,Wa,D
We,Wa,D
We,Wa,D,C,Wm

DQA3
01201
DQA4
DQA9
DQA6
DQA2

U44787.1
AF343734.1
U44788.1
U75455.1
U44790.1
U44786.1

101
21
11
6
6
3

0.68
0.14
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.02

58
11
3
3
1
0

0.76
0.14
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.00

18
1
0
1
0
0

0.90
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00

25
9
8
2
5
3

0.48
0.17
0.15
0.04
0.10
0.06

We
D,Wm,We,Wa
We,Wa,D
D,Wm,We,Wa
We
D
D
Wa,D

03901
DQB4
03501
DQB7
02901
DQB6
DQB3
DQB19

AY126651.1
AF043149.1
AJ311107.1
AF043152.1
AY126648.1
AF043151.1
AF043148.1
AF043164.1

56
45
22
9
6
5
3
2

0.37
0.31
0.15
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

29
29
12
2
3
0
0
1

0.38
0.38
0.16
0.03
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.01

12
6
1
0
1
0
0
0

0.60
0.30
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00

15
10
9
7
2
5
3
1

0.29
0.19
0.17
0.13
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.02

DLA-DRB1*12801
DLA-DRB1*092013
DLA-DRB1*03601
DLA-DRB1*02001
DLA-DRB1*03202
DLA-DRB1*01501
DLA-DRB1*03701
DLA-DRB1*00101

9
DLA-DRB1*092011
DQA1
1
DLA-DQA1*005011
2
DLA-DQA1*012011
3
DLA-DQA1*00401
4
DLA-DQA1*00201
5
DLA-DQA1*00601
6
DLA-DQA1*00101
DQB1
1
DLA-DQB1*03901
2
DLA-DQB1*00701
3
DLA-DQB1*03501
4
DLA-DQB1*01303
5
DLA-DQB1*02901
6
DLA-DQB1*00301
7
DLA-DQB1*00201
8
DLA-DQB1*02002

56
40
21
10
6
5
5
3

2 0.01

0.37
0.37
0.14
0.04
0.04
0.00
0.03
0.00

1 0.01

We = European wolf; Wa = North American wolf; Wm = Mexican wolf; Rw = red wolf; D = dog; C = coyote; Wit = Italian wolf, from present study
only). n indicates the number of individuals, 2n the number of chromosomes carrying a given allele, all over the population and by group (Wt = wild type;
Ph = atypical phenotype; H = admixed wolves). The H group also includes 3 wolf × dog first-generation hybrids with a known origin. Alleles that are private
to a group are highlighted in bold in the corresponding column.

and 39 in DQB1. The average nucleotide diversity was
π = 0.049 in DRB1, 0.008 in DQA1, and 0.048 in DQB1.
All alleles matched previously published MHC sequences,
with the exception of 2 DRB1 alleles, which were the
most frequent in the Italian wolf population. Because each
allele was found in homozygosity across multiple individuals, they met the ISAG and DLA nomenclature committee criteria (Kennedy et al. 2001; Ellis et al. 2006). These
sequences also matched recently proposed alleles and thus
received the official names DLA-DRB1*092013 and DLADRB1*12801 (Kennedy L, personal communication) and
were submitted to GenBank (accession numbers JX206798,
JX206799). DLA-DRB1*092013 differed at a single nucleotide site (a C/A mutation at nucleotide 60 in our alignment) from the already known allele DRB1*092011 found
in North American wolves (Kennedy et al. 2007). DLADRB1*12801 also showed a single nucleotide difference in
relation to Calu-DRB1*13, already described in European
wolves (Seddon and Ellegren 2002), with a G/A mutation
at site 255 in our alignment. DRB1*092011 was found
in 40 wolves from the southern and central Apennine,
whereas Calu-DRB1*13 was never found in the Italian
wolf samples.

Values of observed heterozygosity were lower than
expected at all loci across groups. The average fixation index
was not significantly different from 0 (FIS = 0.033, P = 0.19;
exact test in arlequin). The genotype frequencies were
significantly different from that based on HWE at locus
DRB1 (P = 0.03, Exact Test in arlequin; P = 0.004, chisquare test in Genalex). The nucleotides mostly responsible
for HWE departures were in positions 60, 96, 156, and 158
(P < 0.05, chi-square test in Genalex), which also showed
significant LD (P < 0.05 for nucleotide 60 vs. 96, P < 0.01 for
all other combinations). Most of them (60, 156, and 158) also
had significantly high FIS values (FIS > 0.2, P< 0.05), similar
to 2 additional DRB1 nucleotides (12 and 65). A single
nucleotide was out of HWE at DQB1 (Site 155, P = 0.03).
Allele frequencies at the MHC were variable among the 3
groups (Table 1) and significantly different between H and
Wt (FST = 0.046, P = 0.003), as well as between H and Ph
(FST = 0.088, P = 0.001). Moreover, 5 low-frequency alleles
were detected only in admixed individuals (Group H). Within
groups, departures from HWE were significant only in Wt,
mainly at Site 60 of the DRB1 sequence (P < 0.01), which
corresponds to the private mutation in the DRB1*092013
allele.
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Selection and Neutrality Tests
The average dN/dS values were higher than 1 at each
locus (Table 3). The dN − dS statistics computed in MeGa
was significant at all loci (P < 0.05) and highest at DQB1.
coDeMl results indicate that the models accounting for

positive selection (M2a, M3, and M8; ω > 1) explained the
dN/dS values significantly better than the corresponding ones
(M1a, M0, and M7) assuming neutral (ω = 1) or negative
(ω = 0) selection (Table 4). Model M2a, which includes 3
classes of ω values (0, 1, and estimated from the data),
suggested that sites under positive selection (with ω > 1) are
20% at DRB1, 11% at DQA1, and 18% at DQB1, whereas
the majority of sites (67%, 89%, and 64%, respectively) are
under negative selection. M2a fits the data significantly better
than M1a (which only assumes the site classes ω0 = 0 and
ω1 = 1) at all loci. Model M3 (discrete), which assumes 3 site
classes (with ratios inferred from the data), also suggested
that the majority of sites (64–89%) are under negative
selection (with ω0 < 0.01) at all loci but that the remaining
sites are under positive selection (with ω1 and ω2 being higher
than 1). M3 fits the data significantly better than M0 (which
only assumes a single ω value). Model M8 (which assumes a
beta distribution of ω ranging from 0 to 1, plus an extra class
estimated from data) also suggests that 20%, 11%, and 18%
of sites at DRB1, DQA1, and DQB1, respectively, are under
diversifying selection and fits the data significantly better
than model M7 (which only assumes a beta distribution of ω
between 0 and 1). In particular, M3 was the model that best
fit the data at all loci, outperforming other models especially
at DRB1 and DQB1. Even applying strict testing criteria,
several codons showed signals of positive selection, mostly
matching sites predicted as peptide-binding regions (PBRs) in
their human homologues (Brown et al. 1988, 1993). Among
the loci, DQB1 showed the highest number of sites (n = 11)
possibly affected by positive selection, compared with 8 in
the more variable DRB1 and 5 at DQA1 (Table 4). These
codons included all the sites that have been observed to
significantly depart from HWE at DRB1 and DBQ1, except
for the synonymous variant differentiating DRB1*092013
from DRB1*092011.

Table 2 Haplotype counts (2n) and frequencies (f ) across the population and by group
Total (n = 74)

Wt (n = 38)

Ph (n = 10)

H (n = 26)

Haplotype

Nomenclature (DRB1 / DQA1 / DQB1)

2n

f

2n

f

2n

f

2n

f

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

DRB1*12801/DQA1*005011/DQB1*03901
DRB1*092013/DQA1*005011/DQB1*00701
DRB1*03601/DQA1*012011/DQB1*03501
DRB1*02001/DQA1*00401/DQB1*01303
DRB1*03202/DQA1*00201/DQB1*02002
DRB1*03701/DQA1*005011/DQB1*00701
DRB1*01501/DQA1*00601/DQB1*00301
DRB1*00101/DQA1*00101/DQB1*00201
DRB1*092011/DQA1*00601/DQB1*02002
DRB1*12801/DQA1*005011/DQB1*00701
DRB1*01501/DQA1*00401/DQB1*00301
DRB1*02001/DQA1*00401/DQB1*03901
DRB1*092013/DQA1*005011/DQB1*03501

54
39
21
9
6
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1

0.36
0.26
0.14
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

27
27
11
2
3
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

0.36
0.36
0.14
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01

12
6
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.60
0.30
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

15
6
9
7
2
3
4
3
1
1
1
0
0

0.29
0.12
0.17
0.13
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00

The 2 most common haplotypes in the Italian wolf population include the 2 newfound alleles at DRB1; one of them is also present in a low-frequency
combination but is always associated with the most common DQA1 allele. Haplotypes that are private to a group are highlighted in bold in the corresponding column. Haplotypes 3 and 6 have also been reported in North American wolves (Kennedy et al. 2007). Haplotype 8, private to the H group, has been
identified as the most common in purebred dogs (Kennedy et al. 2002). Haplotypes 9–13 should be treated with caution, because they have been observed
in this study less than twice and never previously reported.
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Reconstruction of the multilocus MHC haplotypes
revealed the presence of 13 combinations of alleles, confirmed
both by the subtractive approach and by phaSe (Table 2). The
frequency of the 3 most common haplotypes (Nos. 1, 2, and
3 in Table 2) accounted for approximately 80% of the total.
Further, 3 (private) haplotypes were present at low frequency
only in the H group and 2 in the Wt group (Table 2). Haplotype
frequencies were variable among the 3 groups and significantly
different between H and Wt (FST = 0.036, P = 0.008), as well
as between H and Ph (FST = 0.076, P = 0.012). The number of
haplotypes was higher in the Apennine (n = 10 in nAp, n = 10
in cAp, and n = 7 in sAp) than in the Alps (n = 3; Figure 1,
Supplementary Table S2). However, the observed frequency
distribution partially reflects the uneven sample size, as confirmed by the significant correlation between log(haplotype number)
and sample size (R2 = 0.97). Moreover, wolves sampled in the
Apennine also carried haplotypes of presumed dog derivation
(particularly in cAp, n = 3).
The reconstructed phylogenies at each of the 3 MHC
loci for the species of Canis showed that alleles found in the
Italian wolf population are dispersed throughout the trees,
not clustering in any specific clade (Supplementary Figure
S1). The 2 newly described alleles at DRB1 were, respectively,
basal (DRB1*12801) and terminal (DRB1*092013) to the
closest ones described in previous studies (Supplementary
Figure S1a). The network reconstruction confirmed the dispersion of the wolf alleles throughout a relatively unstructured topology (data not shown).
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The mean values of observed and expected heterozygosities and the number of alleles per locus at the MHC were
higher, although not significantly (P > 0.05, t-test), than
the ones averaged for the 12 STR markers across groups
(Supplementary Table S3). The average fixation index was
lower at the MHC than at the STR loci. Both expected and
observed heterozygosities was higher at the MHC than at the
STRs, and this difference was more marked in the admixed
individuals (P = 0.04 for He; P = 0.06 for Ho, 1-tailed t-test)
than in the Wt and Ph groups (Supplementary Table S4).
The differentiation between genetically pure (Wt + Ph) and
admixed wolves (H), as calculated from Jost’s D statistics

across loci, was higher at the MHC (Dest = 0.123) than at
the STRs (Dest = 0.025). The Ewens–Watterson statistics
(Supplementary Table S5) showed that the heterozygosity levels at the STRs in the population were higher than expected
under the IAM (Wilcoxon test, 1 tail for Ho excess P = 0.01)
but not under the TPM (Wilcoxon test, 1 tail for Ho excess
P = 0.36), which is the most appropriate model to describe
STR mutations (Luikart et al. 1998). Conversely, at the MHC,
we did not find any trace of significant excess under both
models (Wilcoxon test, 1 tail for Ho excess, P = 0.12 under
the IAM, and P = 1.00 under the TPM). When looking at
the allele frequency spectrum, we found a higher proportion
of rare alleles (frequency < 0.1) at the MHC than at STRs
(0.65 vs. 0.48 across the population, and 0.56 vs. 0.35 in Wt
wolves), but once again, these allele frequencies were not significantly different from a normal L-shaped distribution.

Figure 1. Distribution of MHC haplotypes in the Italian
wolf population (which includes individuals showing
anomalous phenotypic traits or genetic traces of admixture),
split by the geographic origin of the samples: A = Alps (n = 6);
nAp = Northern Apennine (n = 31); cAp = Central Apennine
(n = 24); sAp = Southern Apennine (n = 13). Haplotypes
private to admixed individuals (with likely dog origin via
hybridization) are indicated by vertical bars on the background
(haplotypes 7, 8, and 11).

In this study, we investigated the variability of 3 MHC
class II loci (DRB1, DQA1, and DQB1) in the Italian
wolf population, which has been affected by long-term
isolation and a recent population decline (Lucchini et al.
2004). Wolves in Italy are now expanding at a fast-growing
pace, recolonizing many areas of their former distribution
range (Fabbri et al. 2007). However, hybridization with feral
dogs has been repeatedly documented (Randi and Lucchini
2002; Verardi et al. 2006; Caniglia et al. 2013a). Although
the use of putatively neutral markers (mtDNA control
region and autosomal microsatellites) revealed apparently
limited frequency of hybridization and backcrossings (Randi
and Lucchini 2002, Verardi et al. 2006), past-generation
introgression of functional genetic variants could be
underestimated (Anderson et al. 2009). Our findings show
that, despite the demographic declines, the Italian wolf
population retained high levels of MHC variability, both
in number of alleles (from 6 to 9 at DRB1, DQA1, and
DQB1 loci) and multilocus haplotypes (n = 13), comparable
with more abundant populations in stable mutation-drift
equilibrium (Seddon and Ellegren 2002). The alleles retained
in the Italian wolf population correspond to more than 50%
of the alleles described in the overall European or North
American wolf populations ( Seddon and Ellegren 2002;
Kennedy et al. 2007). As a comparison, the highly endangered
Mexican wolf population only shows 5 DRB1 alleles (Hedrick
et al. 2000), whereas the Swedish population, which probably

Table 3 Distribution of Synonymous (SynDif) and Nonsynonymous differences (NsynDif), their proportions (dS;dN ) relative to the
total number of Synonymous (SynPos) and Nonsynonymous sites (NsynPos), and their ratios (dN/dS ), as calculated in DnaSp
Locus

SynDif

SynPos

dS

NsynDif

NsynPos

dN

dN/dS

dN − dS

P

DRB1
DQA1
DQB1

2.74
0.00
2.24

62.50
56.50
64.98

0.05
0.00
0.04

15.34
3.53
16.61

204.50
189.50
202.02

0.08
0.02
0.09

1.74
N/A
2.45

1.823
2.441
3.039

0.035
0.008
0.001

The probability values (P ) of the difference dN − dS, based on the Nei and Gojobori method implemented in MeGa (Tamura et al. 2011), have been
reconstructed after 500 bootstrap replicates.
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Table 4 Likelihood of the selection models tested in coDeMl

Models’ likelihood
Model 0
Model 1a
Model 2a
Model 3
Model 7
Model 8
Likelihood-ratio test
M2a versus M1a (4 df)

One-ratio
Nearly neutral
Positive selection
Discrete
Beta
Beta & ω>1

D
P
M3 versus M0 (2 df)
D
P
M8 versus M7 (2 df)
D
P
Codons under positive selection

DRB1

DQA1

DQB1

−728.755
−694.025
−682.410
−670.534
−694.143
−682.517

−390.862
−392.665
−385.461
−385.459
−392.999
−385.461

−707.094
−673.630
−656.114
−652.942
−673.637
−656.135

23.230
9.0E−06
116.441
3.1E−24
23.253
8.9E−06
6, 8, 27, 32, 52, 58, 62, 81

14.409
7.4E−04
10.804
2.9E−02
15.077
5.3E−04
5, 20, 50, 64, 71, 77

35.032
2.5E−08
108.304
1.7E−22
35.003
2.5E−08
6, 8, 23, 24, 25, 32, 52, 62, 66, 80, 84

originated from a very limited (<5) number of founders
(Seddon and Ellegren 2004), shows 5, 4, and 4 alleles at the
same loci, respectively (which decrease to 2 at each locus
when excluding nonbreeding immigrants). The neighboring
Croatian wolf population hosts an even higher number of
alleles per locus (13, 7, and 11, respectively; Arbanasic et al.
2013). Croatian wolves are connected with larger populations
in the Balkans, but gene flow with the Italian Apennine
wolves during the past century is very unlikely. Wolves in
the Italian Alps show approximately half of the observed
or expected MHC haplotypes compared with wolves in the
Apennine. This is explained by the recent colonization of
the Alps by a small (<16) number of founders (Fabbri et al.
2007). Five alleles were detected only in admixed individuals
(group H). All of these have previously been described only
in dogs (Sarmiento et al. 1990; Sarmiento et al. 1993; Wagner
et al. 1996; Kennedy et al. 2005), with the exception of
DLA-DQA1*00101, which has been reported in other wolf
populations and is shared with dogs and coyotes (Sarmiento
et al. 1993; Hedrick et al. 2002). On the other hand, 1 allele
(DLA-DRB1*02001) previously only described in dogs
(Wagner et al. 1996) was found in the admixed H group
and also in 3 Italian Wt wolves. It should be noted that the
samples used in this study were not selected randomly and
so the number of admixed genotypes is not proportional to
their frequency in the Italian wolf population.
The phylogenetic trees did not show any clustering of
the alleles found in the Italian wolf population, suggesting
ancient coalescence of the MHC haplotypes. This is concordant with the trans-species polymorphisms described
for all class II MHC loci ( Seddon and Ellegren 2002; van
Oosterhout 2009). Long-term consequences of positive
selection left detectable molecular signatures at the MHC
in the Italian wolves. The high values of the dN/dS ratio,

significantly better explained by models that allow for positive selection, are clear signatures of strong historical selective pressure driving the MHC variation. Such traces can be
observed at both gene-wide and codon-specific levels, with
the highest number of codons found to be under selection at
the DQB1 locus. Ongoing natural selection might generate
deviations from HWE, as observed at the locus DRB1. In
particular, 4 nucleotides were responsible for this skew, 3 of
which belong to codons under positive selection (coDeMl
model analyses). All of these are included within 2 of the
DRB1 Hyper Variable Domains (Marsden et al. 2009), and 2
nucleotides specifically matched the same putative PBR site
(codon 52). The remaining nucleotide corresponds to the
single synonymous mutation differentiating 1 of the 2 newly
described alleles (DRB1*092013) from its closest sequence,
possibly suggesting a recent mutation in the derived state that
has not yet reached HWE. However, in the case of ongoing
selection, heterozygosity excess should be expected, whereas
we observe both an overall heterozygosity deficit and high
FIS values at departing nucleotides. Moreover, deviations
from HWE could be explained by a Wahlund effect, because
at background loci, the pairwise FST is significant among all
geographic locations (P < 0.05), except for cAp versus sAp
(see also Fabbri et al. 2007). Therefore, the results do not
allow us to clearly document traces of ongoing selection.
Balancing selection, leading to an excess of alleles with
similar frequencies (i.e., for symmetrical overdominance),
and bottlenecks, leading to a loss of rare alleles, are expected
to skew allele frequencies toward a uniform distribution and
an excess of heterozygosity. Moreover, balancing selection
can maintain more variability at functional loci than at neutral markers (Aguilar et al. 2004), although, in small populations, the effects of selection to maintain variability may be
overwhelmed by genetic drift (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011).
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All the values are indicated as log-likelihood; for each gene, the 3 models that better fit the data are shown in bold. The models have been compared also by a
pairwise comparison based on a likelihood-ratio test (rows 9–11), with D being twice the log-likelihood difference between the methods; its probability value
is based on the chi-square distribution expected with the number of degrees of freedom (df) indicated, corresponding to the differences in free parameters
among the models. Codons (row 12) were assumed to be under positive selection only when the probability (P) of ω being higher than 1 was greater than
0.95, by both the Bayes Empirical Bayes (for the models M2a and M8) and the Naïve Empirical Bayes (for M2a, M3, and M8) tests. The codons that are likely
to correspond to the peptide-binding regions (PBRs) are indicated in bold.
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the long-term population viability for these species
is questionable (Radwan et al. 2010). However, direct
correlations between MHC variability and fitness traits (e.g.,
parasite load) have been seldom demonstrated (Wegner et al.
2003; but see Hedrick et al. 2003; Kennedy et al. 2011). Our
study describes the variability at important functional genes
in the isolated Italian wolf population, dispelling doubts
about a dramatic loss of variation that could threaten its
future survival. We found traces of historical selection, but
we could not detect clear signals of ongoing selection. Results
also showed that the assessment of wolf or dog private MHC
class II alleles and haplotypes should be used in addition to
traditional neutral markers to improve the identification of
past-generation hybrids.
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Table S1. Number of alleles (Na), effective alleles (Ne = 1/(∑ pi2)), Shannon’s Information Index
(I = -1* ∑ (pi * Ln (pi))), observed (Ho = No. of Hets / N), expected (He = 1 - ∑ pi2) and unbiased
expected (UHe = (2N / (2N-1)) * He) heterozygosity, and Fixation Index (F = (He - Ho) / He),
where pi is the frequency of the ith allele in the n Italian wolves analyzed.

Locus

n

Na

Ne

I

Ho

He

UHe

F

DRB1

74

9

4.074

1.677

0.689

0.755

0.760

0.087

DQA1

74

6

2.020

1.070

0.486

0.505

0.508

0.037

DQB1

74

8

3.777

1.565

0.716

0.735

0.740

0.026

Table S2. Haplotype distribution among geographic groups. Haplotypes that have been found only
in admixed individuals H are highlighted in bold; haplotypes private to one geographic group are in
italics. However, numbers should be treated with caution given the low sample sizes, especially for
the Alpine (A) group.

!

Haplotype

Nomenclature (DRB1 / DQA1 / DQB1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

DRB1*12801 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*03901
DRB1*092013 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*00701
DRB1*03601 / DQA1*012011 / DQB1*03501
DRB1*02001 / DQA1*00401 / DQB1*01303
DRB1*03202 / DQA1*00201 / DQB1*02002
DRB1*03701 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*00701
DRB1*01501 / DQA1*00601 / DQB1*00301
DRB1*00101 / DQA1*00101 / DQB1*00201
DRB1*092011 / DQA1*00601 / DQB1*02002
DRB1*12801 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*00701
DRB1*01501 / DQA1*00401 / DQB1*00301
DRB1*02001 / DQA1*00401 / DQB1*03901
DRB1*092013 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*03501

A
(n=6)
2n freq
4 0.33
7 0.58
1 0.08
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
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nAp
(n=31)
2n freq
28 0.45
13 0.21
5 0.08
8 0.13
3 0.05
1 0.02
0 0.00
1 0.02
0 0.00
1 0.02
0 0.00
1 0.02
1 0.02

cAp
(n=24)
2n freq
18
0.38
11
0.23
8
0.17
1
0.02
2
0.04
0
0.00
4
0.08
1
0.02
1
0.02
1
0.02
1
0.02
0
0.00
0
0.00

sAp
(n=13)
2n freq
4 0.15
8 0.31
7 0.27
0 0.00
1 0.04
4 0.15
0 0.00
1 0.04
1 0.04
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
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Wolf MHC variability

JHered

a) DRB1 (left: upper portion; right: basal portion), b) DQA1, c) DQB1 Neighbour-Joining tree.
Italian wolf sequences are indicated by a spot beside the allele name. The taxa where the alleles
were described to date are indicated on the right column (Dog □; European wolf ■; American wolf
●; coyote▲; red wolf ►; Ethiopian wolf ◄). Only bootstrap values above 60 are represented on
the trees.
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INTRODUCTION TO PAPER II

First Evidence of Hybridization between Golden Jackal (Canis aureus)
and Domestic Dog (Canis familiaris) as Revealed by Genetic Markers

In the PAPER II, we provide the first genetic evidence supporting suspect hybridization
between jackals and domestic dogs in Croatia, mostly moved by the presence of anomalous
phenotypes recently retrieved in south-eastern Europe. We combined 15 autosomal markers, mt
DNA control region, Y STRs, K locus and three class II MHC loci haplotypes to asses putative
admixed origins of three wild-living canids showing anomalous phenotypic traits. To better
introduce this paper a background description of the species and its principal conservation concerns
will follow.

The species: golden jackal (Canis aureus)

!

Biology and distribution
The golden jackal is considered the most typical representative medium-sized canid of the

genus Canis. Basic coat colour is golden but varies from pale yellow to a dark tawny hue on a
seasonal basis. The pelage on the back is often a mixture of black, brown, and white hairs, such that
they can appear to have a dark saddle similar to the black-backed jackal (Canis mesomelas). The
tail is bushy with a tan in the black tip. Legs are relatively long, and feet slender with small pads
(Sheldon 1992). The skull of the golden jackal is more similar to that of the coyote and the gray
wolf, than that of the black-backed jackal (C. mesomelas), side-striped jackal (C. adustus), and
Ethiopian wolf (C. simensis; Clutton-Brock et al. 1976). Females can reach 5.8kg of body mass,
while males 6.6kg (Moehlman and Hofer 1997).
These carnivores live in a wide variety of habitats, also well tolerating adverse climate varying
their diet according to season depending on the availability and distribution of food resources
(Macdonald 1979; Moehlman 1983, 1986, 1989; Fuller et al. 1989; Moehlman and Hofer 1997).
Jackals range from the Sahel Desert to the evergreen forests of Myanmar and Thailand. They
!
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occupy semi-desert, short to medium grasslands and savannahs in Africa, and forested, mangrove,
agricultural, rural and semi-urban habitats in India and Bangladesh (Clutton-Brock et al. 1976;
Poche et al. 1987).
As for wolves, the pack is formed by the breeding pair, and sometimes by current and
previous litter members (Moehlman 1983, 1986, 1989). Social interactions are complex and also
comprehend group vocalisations (Golani and Keller 1975), and a warning call different from
normal howls.
Golden jackals are widespread in North Africa and north-east Africa. They have expanded their
range from the Arabian Peninsula, eastwards into Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Central Asia, the entire
Indian subcontinent, and then east and south to Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand and parts of IndoChina, and finally into western Europe. In Europe they declined until 30–40 years ago due to
human persecution and overhunting and were sometimes treated as pests and eradicated (Spassov
1989). Populations then became fragmented, particularly towards the north-west periphery of the
range. Apart from Greece, where the jackals are on the decline and listed as vulnerable in the
national Red List (Giannatos et al. 2005) the main populations occur in the Balkans (Arnold et al.
2012), most notably in Bulgaria, which now supports the largest jackal population in Europe
(Genov and Wassilev 1989). Smaller isolated populations survived along the Adriatic coast of
Albania, Montenegro and Croatia, and in the Black Sea coast of the Balkan peninsula (Arnold et al.
2012). Golden jackals are present in Croatia (Krystufek and Tvrtkovic 1990) in southern Dalmatia
and also in the continental eastern part of Croatia (Slavonia). A permanent population was
established in northern Dalmatia during the 20th century, and since the 1980s they have been
spreading northwest populating Istria (Krystufek and Tvrtkovic 1990). Immigrant individuals from
Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia (Banea et al. 2012; Selanec et al. 2011) are considered the main
cause for recent jackal population renewal. Vagrants were also detected towards north-eastern Italy,
and Switzerland (Lapini et. al 2009, 2012).

Phylogenetic and genetic findings
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is extensively used to study phylogeography across many vertebrate
species (Simon C. 1991) because of its high mutation rates, small size and conserved arrangement
of genes. MtDNA has been used to determine also the golden jackal phylogenetic relation to wolflike canids. The golden jackal is described to be as the most likely sister taxon of the monophyletic
group that includes the grey wolf, the coyote and the Ethiopian Wolf (Wayne et a1997; Bardeleben,
Moore, and Wayne 2005). Other jackal species do not form a monophyletic group with the golden
!
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jackal. Recent findings on mtDNA phylogenetic assignments on the cryptic Canis lups lupaster
(Egyptian jackal) demonstrated that this jackal subspecies has more similarity to C. lupus than with
C.aureus.

Figure!3!
Divergence! between! golden! jackals! (Canis&aureus)! from! Africa! and! Eurasia! using! data! from! the! mitochondrial! and! nuclear!
genomes..!A.!Maximum^likelihood!phylogram!of!104!cytochrome!b!sequences!(1,140!bp).!Haplotype!number!is!shown!next!to!
taxon! name! and! locality.! Accession! numbers! indicate! sequences! downloaded! from! GenBank.! Haplotypes! without! accession!
numbers!are!novel!sequences.!Asterisks!at!nodes!indicate!bootstrap!support!≥!80%!based!on!maximum^likelihood!analyses!
(500! pseudoreplicates)! and! ≥! 0.95! posterior! probability! from! Bayesian! inference.! Canis! spp.! from! Egypt! are! indicated! by!
thick! arrows.! Haplotypes! labeled! as! Canis& lupus& lupaster! refer! to! the! African! wolf.! Scale! bar! indicates! the! number! of!
substitutions!per!site.!B.!Estimated population structure of 128 individuals genotyped for 38 microsatellite loci. Analysis and
posterior probability assignments to each cluster assuming two (K = 2) to five (K = 5) genetic clusters were estimated using
STRUCTURE. ∆K likelihood was highest for K = 3. The origin of individuals in each cluster is indicated at the bottom of the figure.
C. Map of the geographic range of golden jackal based on IUCN distribution, with phylogenetic diagram showing that African and
Eurasian golden jackals are genetically distinct and independent lineages, and that African golden jackals likely represent a separate
species
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Therefore, the Egyptian jackal most likely represents an ancient wolf lineage that colonized Africa
prior to the radiation of the Holarctic wolf and therefore should be reclassified as the African wolf
(Rueness et al. 2011).
Golden jackals from Bulgaria, Austria, Serbia and Croatia share the same CR mtDNA haplotype
(Fabbri et al. 2014; Zachos et al. 2009), while high diversity was found among Indian golden
jackals populations (Yumnam et al. 2015). The cytochrome b (cyt b) gene is another genetic marker
used to distinguish differences among mammalian species (Bradley and Baker 2001). Golden
jackals from India, the Middle East and Europe formed a monophyletic clade, which was highly
divergent from other canid species (cyt b genetic distance > 5%) (Rueness et al. 2011; Yumnam et
al. 2015). Further haplotype networks at the cyt b showed a clear radiation of European and Middle
Eastern haplotypes from India (Yumnam et al. 2015), suggesting that Europe was colonized a few
centuries ago by small numbers of founders, which carried a limited portion of the total genetic
diversity of the southern golden jackal source populations.
This pattern has been completed by the recent study by Koepfli et al. (2015), that definitely
assigned Eurasian and African golden jackals to two different species: C. aureus and C. anthus,
respectively, with the latter clustering closer to wolves (Figure 3). Wolf-like canids have colonized
Africa from Eurasia at least five times throughout the Pliocene and Pleistocene (Koepfli et al.
2015).
Despite its large distribution, the genetic structure of golden jackal populations still remains
unknown. Few studies investigated on genetic variability at microsatellites markers in Israel
(Magory Cohen et al. 2013) and in Balkan regions (Fabbri et al. 2014; Zachos et al. 2009). In Israel
the species was near-completely eradicated, but a high level of genetic diversity and no evidence of
bottleneck was found. On the contrary, there are evidences in population from Serbia, Bulgaria and
Croatia of low rates of variability and both historical and current gene flow, probably as
consequence of isolation or even a bottleneck experienced by the Dalmatian population (Fabbri et
al. 2014). Inter-population admixed genotypes were noted from individuals in Bulgaria, and Italy.
Admixture in Bulgaria appeared connected with jackals present in Slavonia–Serbia, in agreement
with recent expansion of the more abundant and widespread jackal populations in Romania and
Bulgaria. Evidences of admixed animals found in Italy were the result of individuals migrating from
Dalmatian and Slavonian populations towards north-eastern Italy (Fabbri et al. 2014).
!
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Conservation concerns
The golden jackal is listed as a species of Least Concern by the IUCN (Jhala et. al 2008) and
is included in CITES Appendix III, which permits a limited trade of pelts. In India, the golden
jackal is listed in Schedule III of the Wildlife Protection Act (1972), which ensures a complete ban
on hunting. In south-eastern Europe the species is not at risk of extinction, and benefits from partial
legal protection. Past decline of golden jackals could have been worsened by the competition with
wolves, in conjunction with the waves of wolf expansion in Europe (Genov and Wassilev 1989;
Krystufek and Tvrtkovic 1990). However, there is evidence of recent expansion particularly in
Bulgaria (Krystufek et al. 1997). The reversion of negative demographic trends and climate and
habitat changes are probably favouring the expansion in areas from where the species has been
absent till recent. Vagrant or reproductive individuals were recently observed in Slovenia, Austria
and north-eastern Italy, probably pushed by the ongoing expansion from Bulgaria.
The golden jackal could be considered as a “species requiring no immediate protection” and no
species-specific conservation efforts have been undertaken, despite populations throughout its range
were likely declining and fragmented. Little quantitative information is available on jackal
densities, habitat use, and ranging patterns in relation to food, and aspects of canid diseases in
relation to population dynamics need to be better understood.
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Figure!4!
Demographic!model!of!domestication!modified!from!Freedman!et&al.!(2014)!in!Morell!et&al.!(2015)!showing!the!population!
tree!best!supported!by!genome^wide!sequence!divergence!from!the!Boxer!reference!genome,!and!the!sequenced!genomes!of!
two! basal! dog! breeds,! three! wolves,! and! a! golden! jackal.! The! width! of! each! population! branch! is! proportional! to! inferred!
population!size.!Black!horizontal!arrows!show!extensive!gene!flow!between!dogs!(in!green)!and!wolves!(in!orange).
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Golden jackals’ main concerns in conservation are linked to direct persecution and illegal poaching,
impacts with vehicles and hybridization. The ranges of golden jackal, gray wolf and domestic dogs
largely overlap in Europe and India, but also in southern Asia. Golden jackals could be inter-fertile
with other canids species, thus hybridization between jackals, wolves and feral dogs may occur.
Recent genome-wide SNP data also revealed evidence of ancient admixture in the histories of
Eurasian golden jackals and African golden wolves. Golden jackals from Israel show signals of
hybridization with grey wolves, dogs and the African golden wolf (Koepfli et al. 2015), evidences
supported also by genome-wide findings of ancient hybridization events of Israeli wolves with
jackals (Freedman et al. 2014).
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Interspecific hybridization is relatively frequent in nature
and numerous cases of hybridization between wild canids
and domestic dogs have been recorded. However, hybrids
between golden jackals (Canis aureus) and other canids have
not been described before. In this study, we combined the
use of biparental (15 autosomal microsatellites and three
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) loci) and uniparental
(mtDNA control region and a Y-linked Zfy intron) genetic
markers to assess the admixed origin of three wild-living
canids showing anomalous phenotypic traits. Results indicated
that these canids were hybrids between golden jackals and
domestic dogs. One of them was a backcross to jackal
and another one was a backcross to dog, confirming that

2015 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted
use, provided the original author and source are credited.
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Interspecific hybridization is relatively frequent in nature, occurring not only in plants but also in
animals, where at least 10% of species are involved in admixture and potential introgression [1].
Interspecific hybridization in Canis has been described in a number of studies in North America
(e.g. coyote–grey wolf [2]). Moreover, cases of anthropogenic hybridization between wild canids and
widespread free-ranging domestic dogs are particularly alarming, because they may threaten the
survival of endangered species (e.g. the Ethiopian wolf, Canis simensis [3]), or may deeply change the
genetic make-up of wild populations in human-dominated landscapes (e.g. grey wolf [4–6]).
The golden jackal (Canis aureus) is a medium-sized species, currently distributed in northern and
northeastern Africa, southeastern Europe and large parts of southern Asia [7]. European golden jackals
were first reported in 1491 in the coastal region of southern Dalmatia, where they still occur. After
suffering a severe decline in the first half of the twentieth century, the European population has recovered
and has been expanding since the early 1980s, especially in the Balkan regions [8].
To our knowledge, there are no published cases of recent hybridization between golden jackals and
any other canid species in nature, although genome-wide traces of ancestral admixture with wolves have
been recently documented [9], and the assignment of the African Canis aureus lupaster to the wolf clade
cannot rule out the hypothesis of ancient hybridization events [10,11]. The only two documented cases
of present-day hybrids were questionable, since they were only based on morphological measurements:
in Romania a putative jackal–wolf hybrid was shot in 1942; in Hungary, the skull of a suspected jackal–
dog was discovered in 1983, but erroneously reported as the first jackal shot in the country after 41
years [12].
Molecular techniques are routinely used for the identification of closely related species and their
hybrids within the first two to three generations of admixture [6,13]. The combined use of maternal
and paternal markers may also reveal the hybridization direction [6,14–16]. The mitochondrial DNA
control region (mtDNA CR) can identify the maternal ancestry in putative hybrids [15,17]. A single
mtDNA CR haplotype has been found so far in European golden jackal populations [18,19], facilitating
the identification of golden jackal–dog hybrids through the maternal line. Paternal ancestry of hybrids
may be revealed by species-specific Y chromosome markers developed to discriminate between golden
jackal and domestic dog males, based on an insertion found in a dog Zfy intron, but not in golden
jackal [20]. In addition, putatively neutral biparental markers such as microsatellite loci (STR), originally
developed for the domestic dog, can efficiently cross-amplify and identify golden jackal genotypes
[19,21], thus providing estimates of the proportion of neutral admixture inherited from the mixing
parental populations (e.g. [5,17,22]).
Functional markers could further contribute to the investigation of hybridization and introgression.
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a multigene family that is commonly used in adaptive
variation studies [23]. MHC genes encode cell-surface glycoproteins that bind and present antigens to
T cells, which trigger an appropriate immune response, thus playing a pivotal role in the vertebrate
immune system. However, to our knowledge, MHC genes have been used as markers to detect
hybridization in only two vertebrate species: a case of hybridization between Iberian ibex and domestic
goat [24], and a study of introgression of dog MHC alleles in wild-living Italian wolves [25]. Other
functional mutations that could be used in determining phenotypical variation have been discovered
in recent genomic studies [26], such as a dominant three-nucleotide deletion in the β-defensin CBD103
gene (the K locus) correlated to black coat colour in canids, which could have been introduced from dogs
into wild-living wolves in North America [27] and in Italy [16] via hybridization (hereafter referred to as
‘melanistic deletion’).
Thus, the primary objective of this study was to document the potential occurrence and directionality
of golden jackal–dog hybridization in an expanding jackal population, using combined genetic analyses
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golden jackal–domestic dog hybrids are fertile. The uniparental markers showed that the direction of
hybridization, namely females of the wild species hybridizing with male domestic dogs, was common
to most cases of canid hybridization. A melanistic 3bp-deletion at the K locus (β-defensin CDB103
gene), that was absent in reference golden jackal samples, but was found in a backcross to jackal
with anomalous black coat, suggested its introgression from dogs via hybridization. Moreover, we
demonstrated that MHC sequences, although rarely used as markers of hybridization, can be also
suitable for the identification of hybrids, as long as haplotypes are exclusive for the parental species.
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2.1. Putative golden jackal–dog hybrid samples
We collected muscle tissue samples from three putative golden jackal–dog hybrids legally harvested
by hunters in Croatia. The putative hybrids were initially identified on the basis of their unusual
morphological traits. The individual S21 (figure 1) was an adult female showing light coat colour, digital
pad depigmentation and atypical long ears with rounded tip (whereas golden jackals have shorter
triangle-shaped ears). However, the digital pads of the middle fingers were partially joined as commonly
occurs in golden jackals, but not in dogs [12] (I. Bošković 2012, unpublished data). The individual S22
(figure 2) was a juvenile male found and shot together with female S21, probably representing a mother–
son pair. It displayed a dog-like morphology, particularly similar to the Istrian shorthaired hound breed
(very short hair on the head, white coat colour with sparse patches of light brown, dewclaws on hind
legs). However, the animal’s tail was shorter and thicker than typical for this dog breed and more similar
to that of a golden jackal. Thus, we hypothesized it could have originated through a backcross between
the putative hybrid female S21 and a male Istrian shorthaired hound dog. The third individual (60c)
(figure 3) was a male that exhibited black coat coloration, atypical for golden jackals, and other dog
characteristics such as ears with rounded tip. However, the digital pads on the middle fingers of its
forelimbs were partially joined, as in golden jackals.
Tissue samples were stored in 96% ethanol at −20◦ C prior to analyses. DNA was extracted using a
Wizard Genomic DNA Purification kit (Promega, USA).
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of 15 microsatellite loci, mtDNA control region and a Y chromosome marker. Our secondary objectives
were to assess the presence of a functional melanistic deletion at the β-defensin CBD103 gene in an
individual with black coat coloration and to test the applicability of coding markers such as MHC genes
to detect hybridization between closely related species, such as the dog and the golden jackal.

2.2. Reference samples
To correctly identify the origin and ancestry of the putative golden jackal–dog hybrids, we used as
reference source populations 50 jackal samples from Croatia [19] and 51 mixed breed dog samples from
Croatia, previously genotyped at STR markers. Reference jackal samples were legally shot or road-killed
in Croatia.

2.3. Mitochondrial DNA analysis
We amplified the hypervariable left domain of the mtDNA CR using primers L-Pro [28] and H-576 [29]
(electronic supplementary material, table S1). The polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were carried out
in 30 µl containing 1× Qiagen HotStarTaq Master Mix (Qiagen HotStarTaq Master Mix Kit, Qiagen,
USA), 0.2 µM of forward and reverse primer and 3 µl template DNA. Cycling conditions were the
following: 95◦ C for 15 min, 35 cycles of 40 s at 94◦ C, 50 s at 55◦ C, 1 min at 72◦ C, and 10 min final
extension at 72◦ C. The amplification products were purified (Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System,
Promega) and sequenced using L-Pro primer. Sequences were aligned in BIOEDIT [30] with the only
golden jackal haplotype found so far [18,19] and 12 dog haplotypes found among mixed breed dogs from
Croatia [31].

2.4. Y chromosome analysis
We analysed the two male samples S22 and 60c using a PCR-based Y chromosome marker method in
which the dog DNA template produces two amplicons, whereas the golden jackal template produces
only one [20] (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

2.5. Autosomal microsatellite loci analysis
We genotyped the reference populations and the putative hybrid samples at 15 unlinked autosomal
canine STRs using the same procedure described in Fabbri et al. [19] (electronic supplementary material,
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 1. Female golden jackal–dog hybrid (S21) (a) and its forelimb with notable digital pad depigmentation (dog characteristic) and
partially joined digital pads of the middle fingers (golden jackal characteristic) (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Male golden jackal–dog hybrid (S22) (a) and its hind leg with dewclaw (b).
table S2). The average number of alleles (Na ) and private alleles (Np ), and the observed and expected
heterozygosity (Ho , He ) were estimated using GENALEX v. 6.5 [32,33] as measures of genetic diversity.
Exact tests for Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium were computed using the Guo and Thompsons’ Markov
chain method [34] as implemented in the software GENPOP v. 4.00 [35]. The sequential Bonferroni
correction test for multiple comparisons was used to adjust significance levels [36]. The 15-STR
multilocus genotypes of the reference jackals and dogs, and of the three putative hybrids were used
to distinguish species and to detect putative admixed individuals and their ancestry through two
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Since one putative hybrid showed a black coat (figure 3), we assessed the presence of the functional
melanistic deletion at the β-defensin CBD103 gene (corresponding to the K locus), which determines
black coat colours in dogs and wolves [16,27,44], following the amplification protocol described in
Caniglia et al. [16] (electronic supplementary material, table S1).
The 50 golden jackal samples and the three putative hybrid samples were further analysed for MHC
DLA-DRB1, DQA1 and DQB1 class II genes using cloning/sequencing method. The primers used to
amplify exon 2 were: for DLA-DRB1, forward DRBF [45] and reverse DRB1R [46]; for DLA-DQA1,
forward DQAin1 and reverse DQAIn2 [47]; for DLA-DQB1, forward DQB1BT7 [47] and reverse DQBR3,
ACCTGGGTGGGGAGCCCG (primer designed in this study based on the sequence published in Wagner
et al. [48]) (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Amplifications were carried out by PCR in a total
volume of 25 µl containing 150–250 ng of genomic DNA, 1× QIAGEN HotStarTaq Master Mix (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) (consisting of 1× PCR buffer, 200 µM of each dNTP and 2.5 units HotStartTaq DNA
polymerase) and 0.2 µM of each primer. A negative control containing no DNA template was included in
each amplification run to detect any contamination. All amplifications were performed using a standard
touchdown PCR protocol as described in Kennedy et al. [49]. PCR products were visualized on 1%
agarose gels stained with SYBR Safe DNA gel stain (Invitrogen) and purified by the Wizard SV Gel and
PCR Purification Clean-Up System (Promega). Sequencing for typing was performed using the same
primers as for PCR in reverse direction for all three loci. Confirmation of new alleles was performed
by sequencing in both directions and by further DNA cloning. The PCR products were ligated into
vectors and transformed into bacteria using the pGEM-T Vector System II (Promega). Plasmid DNA
from 8 to 12 positive clones per individual was isolated using the Promega Wizard Plus SV Miniprep
DNA Purification System, and inserts were sequenced using the PCR primers described above. Sequence
processing and analysis were performed with B IO E DIT [30]. To identify alleles in heterozygous animals,
R
we used the Applied Biosystems SeqScape⃝
software, which is designed for analysis based on a locusspecific allele reference library, and previously described canid alleles that we obtained from the Immuno
Polymorphism (IPD)—MHC Database (L. J. Kennedy 2013, personal communication), as described in
Arbanasić et al. [50]. Three-locus haplotypes were unambiguously identified in a sequential process [51]
and confirmed by A RLEQUIN v. 3.11 [52].
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different methodologies: (i) a multivariate analysis: principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) of individual
STR genotypes implemented in GENALEX [37]; (ii) a Bayesian clustering procedure implemented in
STRUCTURE v. 2.3.4 [38–40], which estimates the admixture proportion of each individual genotype.
We used the Admixture model with independent allele frequencies (I-model) running five replicates
of K from 1 to 5 using 5 × 105 iterations of MCMC following a burn-in period of 5 × 104 iterations. The
optimal number of populations K was determined according to Evanno et al. [41] independently from any
prior non-genetic information (option usepopinfo not active). For each group, we assessed the average
proportion of membership (Qi ) to each different clusters, and individual assignment was consequently
based on the proportions of membership (qi ) estimated for every single individual. Based on these first
STRUCTURE results, admixture analyses were performed again assuming two reference groups (jackal
and dog) for the assignment of the putative jackal–dog hybrids (PHy). STRUCTURE was run with K = 2,
with the option ‘usepopinfo’ activated or not. In the former case, we assumed that reference jackals and
dogs were a priori correctly identified and assigned to their own clusters (popflag = 1), while the putative
hybrids were left to be assigned (popflag = 0).
The software N EW H YBRIDS [42] was then used to compute the posterior probability for each genotype
to belong to each of the six following classes: jackal (J) and dog (D) parentals, F1 and F2 , backcrosses of
F1 with dogs (BC1D) and with jackals (BC1J). Posterior distributions were evaluated after 105 iterations
of the Monte Carlo Markov chains, following a burn-in period of 104 iterations, without any individual
or allele frequency prior information, with ‘Jeffreys-like’ or ‘Uniform’ priors for mixing both proportions
and allele frequencies.
In addition, we used HYBRIDLAB [43] to evaluate the power of the 15 STRs to correctly detect
a priori known parentals, hybrids and backcrosses. We used the 50 reference golden jackals and
the 51 reference dogs to simulate 50 genotypes for each of the following classes: first and second
generation hybrids (F1 , F2 ), first and second generation backcrosses with golden jackal and dog (BC1J,
BC1D, BC2J, BC2D). The simulated genotypes were analysed in STRUCTURE and N EW H YBRIDS using
the run parameters described before (‘Admixture’ and the ‘I’ models, without any prior population
information).
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Male golden jackal–dog hybrid (60c) with black coat coloration (a) and ears with rounded tip (b) (dog characteristics), and
forelimbs with partially joined digital pads of the middle fingers (golden jackal characteristics) (c).

3. Results
3.1. Mitochondrial DNA
We obtained fragments of 550 bp of the mtDNA CR from the three putative hybrid samples, which
all carried sequences identical to the reference golden jackal mtDNA CR haplotype [18,19] (GenBank
accession no. KF588364), suggesting their golden jackal maternal ancestry.

3.2. Y chromosome marker
Both male samples (S22 and 60c) produced two amplicons of the Zfy intron, characteristic of the domestic
dog, suggesting their dog paternal ancestry.

3.3. Autosomal microsatellite loci
All the 15 STR loci were polymorphic in both reference populations, showing from three to 19 alleles
in dog and from three to 10 alleles in jackal samples and an average number of alleles per locus of 8.2
(s.e. 0.98) and 4.3 (s.e. 0.50), respectively (electronic supplementary material, table S3). As expected, dogs
showed an observed and expected heterozygosity higher than jackals and an average number of private
alleles of 4.67 versus 1.07.
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S22
S21

dogs
jackals
hybrids

coord. 1

Figure 4. Principal coordinates analysis obtained by GENALEX. The two principal axes (PC-I and PC-II) cumulatively explain 35.8% of the
total genetic diversity. Blue dots represent the Croatian dog references, red dots the Croatian golden jackal references and triangles the
golden jackal–dog hybrids: S21, S22 and 60c.
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coord. 2

principal coordinates (PCoA)

The PCoA results are shown in figure 4, where the individual scores were plotted onto the two
principal axes (PC-I and PC-II), which cumulatively explain 35.8% of the total genetic diversity.
The PCoA split jackals and dogs into two clearly separate clusters, with all dogs and jackals correctly
identified by their genotypes. The only exception is three putative hybrids that showed intermediate
positions between the two clusters, suggesting an admixed origin.
At K = 2 (the optimal number of genetic clusters), results from S TRUCTURE admixture analyses
showed that all dogs were assigned to a single cluster with an average membership proportion
QD = 0.998 and individual proportions of admixture qD ranging from 0.984 to 0.999. Jackals were
assigned to the other cluster with Qj = 0.999 and a qJ ranging from 0.994 to 0.999. The three putative
hybrids S21, S22 and 60c showed qJ = 0.588 (90% confidence intervals CI: 0.396–0.770), 0.227 (0.063–0.411)
and 0.849 (0.687–1.000), respectively (figure 5 and table 1).
When we assumed that reference jackals and dogs were a priori correctly identified and assigned to
their own clusters (popflag = 1), while the putative hybrids were left to be assigned (popflag = 0), results
obtained from five STRUCTURE runs using K = 2, PopINFO and ‘I’ model were concordant with those
obtained without any prior information (table 1).
Results of admixture analyses showed that 97.34% of the simulated admixed genotypes can be
correctly identified as admixed at threshold qi = 0.980 (after [53], we used as a threshold the minimum
qi value observed in reference populations using only real data: 0.984). All the F1 , F2 , BC1J and BC1D
were correctly identified as admixed using both STRUCTURE models (Admixture and PopInfo). Only
6% of BC2J and 10% of BC2D genotypes showed a qi > 0.980 (to jackal cluster and to dog cluster,
respectively). Using the Admixture model with selection Flag to reference populations and PopInfo
model, all simulated were correctly identified as admixed (figure 5).
In agreement with STRUCTURE results, the three putative hybrids were identified also by
N EW H YBRIDS as admixed. S21 showed a posterior probability p = 0.638 to belong to F1 class; S22 had
p = 0.982 to belong to backcross with dog and 60c had p = 0.991 to be a backcross with jackal (table 1).
Relatedness analysis of female S21 and juvenile male S22 revealed that they shared at least one
allele on each STR locus, confirming their mother–son relationship (electronic supplementary material,
table S4).

3.4. K locus and major histocompatibility complex
The black hybrid 60c showed a heterozygote genotype at the K locus (K+ /KB ), whereas the deletion was
absent in all reference jackals but present in 14 of the 51 reference dogs (table 2).
All 50 golden jackals and three putative golden jackal–dog hybrids successfully amplified at all three
MHC loci analysed. In golden jackals, we found four DRB1, two DQA1 and two DQB1 alleles (table 3).
Of these, three DLA-DRB1 (DLA-DRB1∗ 13001, 13101 and 04503), one DLA-DQA1 (DLA-DQA1∗ 03001)
and both DLA-DQB1 alleles (DLA-DQB1∗ 02305 and 06801) were not identified before in any canid
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STRUCTURE

Table 1. Assignment of observed and simulated dog, golden jackal and admixed genotypes to reference parental populations (dogs, jackals), their first (F1 ) and second (F2 ) generation hybrids, their first (BC1) and second (BC2)
backcrosses with jackals and dogs. The assignments of individual genotypes of samples S21, S22 and 60C are also reported. Qj , average proportion of membership to jackal cluster; qj , proportion of membership to jackal cluster of
individual genotypes; P, mean posterior probability for each population to belong to each of the six classes (D, dog; J jackal; F1 , first generation hybrid; F2 , second generation hybrid; BCD, backcrosses of F1 with dogs; BCJ, backcrosses
of F1 with jackal); p, individual posterior probability to belong to each of the six classes. The highest values are marked in italic.
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60c

Figure 5. Bayesian analysis obtained by STRUCTURE using admixture models and K = 2. Each individual is represented by a vertical bar
fragmented in K sections of different length, according to their membership proportion in the two inferred genetic clusters: the red
represent the dog component and green the jackal component. Dogs, Croatian dog references; jackals, Croatian golden jackal references;
hybrids, golden jackal–dog hybrids; simulated genotypes by HYBRIDLAB: F1 and F2 , first and second generation hybrids, BC1J and BC2J, first
and second backcrosses of F1 with golden jackals; BC1D and BC2D, first and second backcrosses of F1 with dogs.
Table 2. Number and frequency (in parenthesis) of genotypes at the β-defensin CBD103 gene: K + /K + , homozygotes wild-type (no
deletion); K + /K B , heterozygotes for the KB melanistic deletion; K B /K B , homozygotes for the KB melanistic deletion. Na , number of
alleles; Np , number of private alleles; Ho and He , observed and expected heterozygosity; HWE prob., probability test for Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium.
ref. pop (N)

Na (s.e.)

Np (s.e.)

Ho (s.e.)

He (s.e.)

HWE prob.

K + /K +

K + /K B

K B /K B

dogs (51)

8.20 (0.99)

4.67 (0.80)

0.61 (0.05)

0.68 (0.05)

0.0000

36 (0.72)

11 (0.22)

3 (0.06)

jackals (51)

4.33 (0.50)

1.07 (0.30)

0.46 (0.04)

0.54 (0.05)

0.0028

51 (1.0)

0

0

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

species. New alleles were assigned official names by the DLA Nomenclature Committee (GenBank
accession numbers KT159767, KT182924–KT182928). Identified alleles combined to form four DLADRB1/DQA1/DQB1 three-locus haplotypes (table 3). In all three putative golden jackal–dog hybrids,
we identified the same DLA-DRB1∗ 00901/DQA1∗ 00402/DQB1∗ 02305 haplotype, which was exclusive to
and the most frequent among golden jackals in our reference samples. Among the three alleles that
constitute this haplotype, the allele DQB1∗ 02305 appears to be specific for golden jackals, whereas
alleles DRB1∗ 00901 and DQA1∗ 00402 were previously found in dogs, but not in the same haplotype
(L. J. Kennedy 2013, personal communication).
The other haplotype and alleles present in hybrids were not seen in this golden jackal cohort, but
are common in dogs. The haplotype DLA-DRB1∗ 00803/DQA1∗ 00301/DQB1∗ 00401 found in putative
hybrid S21 was previously detected in the Croatian sheepdog and border terrier (L. J. Kennedy 2013,
personal communication), while haplotypes DLA-DRB1∗ 02001/DQA1∗ 00401/DQB1∗ 01301 and DLADRB1∗ 00101/DQA1∗ 00101/DQB1∗ 00201 detected in putative hybrids S22 and 60c, respectively, were
found in numerous dog breeds [54] (table 3).

4. Discussion
Using genetic markers we confirmed that the three individuals with anomalous phenotypic characters
were indeed interspecific hybrids, namely a first generation hybrid between golden jackal and domestic
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Table 3. DLA-DRB1/DQA1/DQB1 haplotypes found in 50 golden jackals and genotypes found in three golden jackal–dog hybrids. Alleles
in bold were found exclusively in golden jackal. Italicized haplotype was predominant in golden jackal population.
no. of animals
with the haplotype
(no. of homozygotes)

DRB1
DQA1 DQB1
..................................................................................................................................................
00901
00402 02305
50.00
35 (15)
..................................................................................................................................................
13001
00402 02305
30.00
24 (6)
..................................................................................................................................................
13101
03001 06801
15.00
13 (2)
..................................................................................................................................................
04503 00402 02305

5.00

4 (1)

genotypes identified in three
individual golden jackal–dog hybrids
haplotype determination
golden jackal–dog hybrids S21
00901
00402 02305
golden jackal
..................................................................................................................................................
00803 00301

00401

Croatian sheepdog, border terriera

......................................................................................................................................................................

S22

00901
00402 02305
golden jackal
..................................................................................................................................................
02001

00401 01303

................................................

golden jackal

haplotype
frequency (%)

rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org R. Soc. open sci. 2: 150450

haplotypes identified
in 50 golden
jackal individuals

10

more than 25 dog breeds [54]

......................................................................................................................................................................

60c

00901
00402 02305
golden jackal
..................................................................................................................................................
00101

00101

00201

50 dog breeds [54]

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

a L. J. Kennedy 2013, personal communication.

dog (female S21), a backcross to dog (juvenile male S22) and a backcross to jackal (male 60c). The
existence of backcrosses confirms that golden jackal–dog hybrids are fertile. Although these two species
are estimated to have diverged about 1.7 Ma [2], or 0.4 Ma according to Freedman et al. [9], the occurrence
of their hybrids and the fact that they are fertile do not come as a surprise, since reproductive isolation
between pairs of geographically overlapping species evolves progressively [1] and may need hundreds to
millions of generations to complete [55]. Golden jackals and dogs, together with grey wolves and coyotes,
form a monophyletic clade and are more closely related than the golden jackal to two other jackal species,
the side-striped jackal (Canis adustus) and the black-backed jackal (Canis mesomelas) [2]. Furthermore,
Moura et al. [56] also reported weak evidence for current hybridization between grey wolves and golden
jackals, as they identified several Bulgarian wolves exhibiting mixed ancestry with the jackal cluster.
The fact that golden jackal–dog hybrids were not recorded before in the wild might be a consequence
of low research interest in golden jackals in the past, as they were not present in countries with the
most active research communities. The golden jackal range has been expanding from southeastern
Europe northwards and westwards in the last 30 years [8], thus a number of monitoring projects have
been recently activated, increasing the possibility to record phenotypically abnormal individuals that
might have always occurred in the populations. Moreover, before the advent of genetic tools, hybrids
without a clear phenotypic signature could have gone undetected. On the other hand, the occurrence of
golden jackal–dog hybrids might indeed be increasing because of several factors. First, higher population
densities of golden jackals due to their recent expansion in the Balkan Peninsula [8] could enhance the
encounters with stray and free-ranging dogs, which are quite abundant in Croatia and occur in the
same areas where jackals live, hunt and gather food (I. Bošković 2012, unpublished data). It is known
that the golden jackal is opportunistic in nature, primarily uses easily accessible human-derived food
[57] and greatly benefits from the presence of agricultural surroundings [57,58]. Second, high mortality
rates associated with jackal culling in Croatia [59], which mainly takes place from November to January
and partially coincides with the jackal breeding season, can disrupt the social structure and promote
hybridization with dogs, as suggested for wolf and coyote [5,60] or wolf and dog [16]. Yet, our results
indicate that at least in Croatia introgressive hybridization between the two species is not a widespread
phenomenon. We showed that Croatian golden jackals and dogs remain separated, forming two welldifferentiated genetic entities where individuals are assigned to their respective cluster (figures 4 and 5),
without significant ancestry in the other cluster.
Golden jackals exhibit lower genetic diversity measures than dogs (number of alleles, number of
private alleles, observed and expected heterozygosity) (electronic supplementary material, table S3). This
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is in line with previous investigations (e.g. [6,61]), which compared diversity measures between grey
wolves and dogs and consistently reported higher values in dogs, probably due to the multiple events of
domestication and introgression during dog history [61], or to an ascertainment bias [62]. However, this
pattern could be different when taking into account the genetic variability of single dog breeds, which
show much less genetic variation than what can be observed across breeds or in village dogs [63–65].
In order to evaluate the power of the STR loci in the determination of golden jackal–dog hybrids, we
also used simulated genotypes for six different hybrid classes. The analysis of the simulation results
revealed that these 15 STRs are variable enough to detect 100% of parentals and F1 , F2 , BC1J and
BC1D hybrids using a threshold of 0.98. Only 6% and 10% of second backcrosses with jackals and
dogs, respectively, were undetected using the Admixture model and no other a priori information in the
Bayesian assignment procedure. Thus, the 15 STRs seem to be reliable and powerful enough to detect
hybrids between golden jackals and dogs.
The analysis of the mtDNA CR and of the Zfy intron on the Y chromosome appears to be diagnostic,
since these markers proved to be fixed for different haplotypes in golden jackals and dogs (this study,
[19,20]). All the three anomalous individuals carried a golden jackal mtDNA CR haplotype, whereas the
two males showed Y chromosome marker amplicons characteristic of dogs [20], enabling us to deduce
their lines of descent (electronic supplementary material, figure S1): a female golden jackal mated with
a male domestic dog to produce the hybrid F1 female S21, which further mated with a domestic dog
producing the backcross S22. The father of the male 60c was a golden jackal–dog hybrid, whose mother
was a golden jackal and whose father was a dog, and he further mated with a female golden jackal.
Accordingly, in both cases of F1 hybrids (one documented—S21, and the other deduced—the father of
60c, which was not sampled), hybridization took place between female golden jackals and male dogs,
which is congruent with the sexual asymmetry present in most hybridizations between domestic dogs
and wild Canis species, e.g. grey wolf [61] and Ethiopian wolf [3], though occasionally violated [15]. The
finding of a heterozygote genotype at the K locus (K+ /KB ) in the backcross to that of a golden jackal 60c
with black coat coloration, the absence of the melanistic K locus mutation in all reference jackals and
its presence in 14 of the dog samples (table 2) suggest that this hybrid could have received the K locus
deletion from dogs. In this way, golden jackal could join the panel of canid species that possibly derived
their melanistic K locus mutation through hybridization with domestic dogs, namely grey wolves and
coyotes [16,27]. Further, our findings cast doubts on the hypothesis of Ambarli & Bilgin [66], according to
which melanism in the golden jackal they camera-trapped was due to an independent mutation instead
of introgression from the domestic dog, and suggest that this individual might be another case of golden
jackal–dog hybrid.
The MHC loci further confirmed that the three anomalous individuals described here were hybrids.
Three out of four DLA-DRB1 alleles, one out of two DLA-DQA1 alleles and both DLA-DQB1 alleles
found in golden jackals in this research (table 3) have not been identified before in any canid species.
Thus, they could represent golden jackal private alleles that can be used as species-diagnostic markers.
However, as the three hybrids in our research did not possess any of those jackal private alleles
on DRB1 and DQA1 loci, the species (and hence, hybridization) determination could not have been
performed using either of those two loci separately. Notwithstanding, the combined use of alleles
on three loci enabled us to reliably confirm golden jackal ancestry in all three individuals in our
research, since all of them possessed a three-locus haplotype that is specific and exclusive for golden
jackals (DRB1∗ 00901/DQA1∗ 00402/DQB1∗ 02305, table 3) and has not been found in dogs (L. J. Kennedy
2013, personal communication). In other words, even when alleles on particular MHC loci are not
species-specific, their two- or three-locus haplotypes might prove to be, due to high levels of linkage
disequilibrium across large stretches of this genomic region, where particular combinations of alleles
at neighbouring loci are maintained by selection [67]. Further, the other haplotype possessed by each
of the three individuals was characteristic of dogs and none of those was found in our reference jackal
samples (table 3). In addition, none of the alleles comprising those haplotypes was found in jackals,
indicating that even a single locus would suffice to confirm the dog ancestry in those samples. Likewise,
for the confirmation of jackal ancestry in this research, the exclusive use of DQB1 locus would suffice
since both alleles found in the reference jackal population are private. However, it would come as no
surprise if additional alleles were found on that locus as more jackal samples become typed, and if some
of them were to be shared between golden jackals and domestic dogs. This phenomenon, known as transspecies polymorphism, is characteristic of MHC genes, mainly occurs among closely related species and
is a consequence of balancing selection, which acts on MHC genes over the long term and maintains
ancestral polymorphism in descendant species [68]. Indeed, when trans-species polymorphism is
present, analysing three-locus haplotypes instead of individual MHC loci should add power to detect
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road-killed. No animal was killed for the purpose of this study.
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possible introgression. The procedure for analysing MHC markers is quite straightforward, and time and
cost efficient even when analysing three loci. Albeit they were applied as markers to detect hybridization
in only two studies up to now [24,25], our results indicate that MHC genes can be used as suitable
molecular markers for the identification of vertebrate species and for the determination of hybridization
events, at least when data on reference parental populations are available and they are not closely related.
Hybridization might play an important role in the process of animal evolution, especially in rapidly
changing environments. Hybridizing with dogs, golden jackals might increase their variability and thus
facilitate their long-term adaptation. In addition, adaptive introgression may be facilitated for genes
evolving under multi-allelic balancing selection, such as the vertebrate MHC system, where increased
resistance to infectious diseases from adapted MHC variants might be transferred to closely related
recipient species, as long as fertile hybrids can be formed [69,70]. This could be the case for the jackal,
where standing variation to face new adaptive challenges, such as new parasites associated with humanrelated food sources, may be low but could be compensated by introgression from dogs, which have
already adapted to human-related environments [70]. Adaptive introgression of MHC genes was recently
suggested between two closely related species of newts [71] and from archaic to modern humans [72].
Sexual selection may also facilitate introgression of dog MHC alleles into the genomes of golden jackals,
potentially contributing to resistance against currently prevalent parasites, as was proposed for threespined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) [73]. It is thought that MHC-based mate choice may allow
genes to cross species boundaries if parasite selection is strong enough that the benefits of hybridization
overcome its costs [74].
Conversely, hybridization and introgression may also have harmful effects on the fitness of animal
populations in the wild, causing loss of genetic diversity due to genetic homogenization and/or
outbreeding depression in local populations [75]. In addition, possible cross-species transmission of
canine diseases [76] might pose another risk for the expanding golden jackal populations.
In summary, in this paper we document the first occurrence of three cases of golden jackal–dog
hybrids. However, the frequency of hybridization events, the extent of possible genetic introgression
of dog genes into European golden jackal populations and the consequences on genetic diversity and
population fitness (either beneficial or unfavourable) still remain to be investigated.
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Figure3S1:3Pedigrees of the three hybrids (shown in green).3Circles represent females,3squares
represent males.
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Table S1. Primer sequences (forward and reverse), annealing temperatures (Ta) and product
sizes (bp) for mtDNA, Y chromosome marker, K locus and DLA-DRB1, DQA1 and DQB1
genes
Marker

Product
size

Ta

550

55°C

mtDNA
Y
chromosome
marker

536
(jackal)
242 + 566
(dog)

K-locus

Forward / Reference

Reverse / Reference

CGTCAGTCTCACCATCAACCCC TTTGACTGCATTAGGGC
CAAAGC
CGCGACGG
(L-Pro) / 1
(H576) / 2

57°C

GTCCATTGGATAATTCTTTCC
(Yint2-335) / 3
GCACTGCTAAATCAACCAC
(YintF2) / 4

CAAGTTCTGCTTTGGTT
CT
(YintR) / 4

147-151

55°C

TGTCTTCATCCCTGTGAGGT / 5

CCAGGAGGCATTTTCAC
ACT / 5

DLA-DRB1

267

62°C*

GATCCCCCCGTCCCCACAG
(DRBF) / 6

TGTGTCACACACCTCAG
CACCA
(DRB1R) / 7

DLA-DQA1

246

54°C*

TAAGGTTCTTTTCTCCCTCT
(DQAin1) / 8

GGACAGATTCAGTGAA
GAGA
DQAIn2 / 8

DLA-DQB1

267

73°C*

CTCACTGGCCCGGCTGTCTC
(DQB1BT7) / 8

ACCTGGGTGGGGAGCC
CG
DQBR3 / 9

*Amplifications were performed using a touchdown PCR protocol consisting first of 95°C for 15
min, followed by 14 touchdown cycles comprising of 95°C for 30s, the annealing temperature for 1
min and 72°C for 1 min. Annealing temperatures were set initially at indicated temperatures, then
reduced by 0.5°C in each cycle. This was followed by 20 cycles of 95°C for 30s; 55°C (DRB1), 47°C
(DQA1) or 66°C (DQB1) for 1min and 72°C for 1 min. A final extension step was carried out at
72°C for 10 min.
[1] Douzery, E. & Randi, E. 1997 The mitochondrial control region of Cervidae: evolutionary patterns and
phylogenetic content. Mol. Biol. Evol. 14, 1154–1166.
[2] Randi, E., Lucchini, V., Christensen, M. F., Mucci, N., Funk, S. M., Dolf, G. & Loeschcke, V. 2000
Mitochondrial DNA variability in Italian and east European wolves: Detecting the consequences of small
population size and hybridization. Conserv. Biol. 14, 464–473.
[3] Shami, K. 2002 Evaluating the change in distribution of the eastern timber wolf (Canis lycaon) using the
Y-chromosome. Master thesis, McMaster University. Cited in: Rutledge, L. Y., Garroway, C. J., Loveless,
K. M., Patterson, B. R. 2010 Genetic differentiation of eastern wolves in Algonquin Park despite bridging
gene flow between coyotes and grey wolves. Heredity 105, 520-531.
[4] Galov, A., Sindičić, M., Gomerčić, T., Arbanasić, H., Baburić, M., Bošković, I. & Florijančić, T. 2014
PCR-based Y chromosome marker for discriminating between golden jackal (Canis aureus) and domestic
dog (Canis lupus familiaris) paternal ancestry. Conserv. Genet. Resour. 6, 275–277.
[5] Candille, S. I., Kaelin, C. B., Cattanach, B. M. et al. (2007) A β-defensin mutation causes black coat
colour in domestic dogs. Science 318:1418–1423.
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[6] Kennedy, L. J., Quarmby, S., Fretwell, N., Martin, a. J., Jones, P. G., Jones, C. a. & Ollier, W. E. R. 2005
High-resolution characterization of the canine DLA-DRBI locus using reference strand-mediated
conformational analysis. J. Hered. 96, 836–842.
[7] Wagner, J. L., Burnett, R. C., Works, J. D. & Storb, R. 1996 Molecular analysis of DLA-DRBB1
polymorphism. Tissue Antigens 48, 554–561.
[8] Wagner, J. L., Burnett, R. C., DeRose, S. A. & Storb, R. 1996 Molecular analysis and polymorphism of
the DLA-DQA gene. Tissue Antigens 48, 199–204.
[9] Primer designed in this study based on the sequence published in: Wagner, J. L., Hayes-Lattin, B.,
Works, J. D. & Storb, R. 1998 Molecular analysis and polymorphism of the DLA-DQB genes. Tissue
Antigens 52, 242–250.
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[1] Fredholm M, Winterø AK (1995) Variation of short tandem repeats within and between species
belonging to the Canidae family. Mammalian Genome 6:11-18.
[2] Francisco LV, Langston AA, Mellersh CS, Neal CL, Ostrander EA (1996) A class of highly
polymorphic tetranucleotide repeats for canine genetic mapping. Mammalian Genome 7:359–62.
[3] Breen M, Jouquand S, Renier C, et al (2001) Chromosome specific single-locus FISH probes
allow anchorage of an 1800-marker integrated radiation-hybrid/linkage map of the domestic dog
genome to all chromosomes. Genome Research 11:1784-1795.
[4] Ostrander EA, Sprague GF, Rine J (1993) Identification and Characterization of dinucleotide
repeat (CA)n markers for genetic mapping in dog. Genomics 16:207-213.
[5] Dolf G, Schläpfer J, Gaillard C, Randi E, Lucchini V, Breitenmoser U, Stahlberger Saitbekova
N (2000) Differentiation between Italian wolf and domestic dog based on microsatellite analysis.
Genetics Selection Evolution 32:533–541.
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Table S3. Genetic variability at 15 autosomal microsatellites in 51 domestic dogs and 50 golden
jackals sampled in Croatia
Dogs (51)

Jackals
(50)

Locus ID
Na
Np
Ho
CPH4
6
1
0,56
CPH5
5
2
0,55
CPH6
11
7
0,79
CPH8
7
5
0,76
CPH9
8
4
0,65
CPH12
7
4
0,55
CPH22
3
1
0,13
FH2004
11
6
0,75
FH2088
6
5
0,65
FH2096
4
0
0,50
FH2137
19
13
0,88
FH2140
9
5
0,77
CXX.213
9
6
0,49
C09.250
10
6
0,73
C20.253
8
5
0,37
Average 8,20 4,67 0,61
(SE)
(0,99) (0,80) (0,05)
Locus ID

Na

Np

Ho

CPH4
4
1
0,63
CPH5
4
1
0,47
CPH6
3
0
0,45
CPH8
4
2
0,28
CPH9
4
0
0,51
CPH12
3
1
0,04
CPH22
3
1
0,31
FH2004
7
0
0,59
FH2088
2
0
0,43
FH2096
4
0
0,49
FH2137
10
4
0,63
FH2140
4
1
0,57
CXX.213
3
0
0,35
C09.250
5
1
0,61
C20.253
5
3
0,57
Average 4,33 1,07 0,46
(SE)
(0,50) (0,30) (0,04)

He
0,70
0,63
0,85
0,79
0,64
0,73
0,21
0,78
0,76
0,52
0,92
0,77
0,79
0,74
0,41
0,68
(0,05)

Prob
0,098
0,907
0,000
0,509
0,863
0,000
0,005
0,027
0,558
0,947
0,023
0,812
0,001
0,091
0,388

Signif
ns
ns
***
ns
ns
***
*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
***
ns
ns

He

Prob

Signif

0,66
0,52
0,53
0,28
0,53
0,08
0,46
0,65
0,49
0,64
0,76
0,71
0,39
0,69
0,71
0,54
(0,05)

0,743
0,934
0,350
0,001
0,525
0,000
0,063
0,921
0,389
0,020
0,002
0,222
0,326
0,653
0,134

ns
ns
ns
**
ns
***
ns
ns
ns
ns
*
ns
ns
ns
ns

Na = number of alleles; Np =number of private alleles; Ho and He = observed and expected
heterozygosity; Prob = probability values of departures from Hardy-Weinberg proportions after
Bonferroni correction: ns = not significant, * P < 0,05, ** P < 0,001, *** P < 0,0001.
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Table S4. STR genotypes of female S21 and juvenile male S22
!locus!

CPH4!

CPH5!

CPH6!

CPH8!

CPH9!

CPH12!

CPH22!

S21!

137! 149$ 110! 116$ 124$ 124$ 195$ 195$ 138! 148$ 198! 206$ 108! 116$ 188! 188!

S22!

141! 149$ 112! 116$ 124$ 124$ 195$ 195$ 146! 148$ 194! 206$ 110! 116$

!
!
!
!locus!

FH2088!

FH2096!

FH2137!

FH2140!

CXX.213!!

C09.250!!

C20.253!!

S21!

97$ 125$ 92! 100$ 153$ 162! 130! 134$ 150$ 158! 117! 133$

S22!

97$ 125$ 96! 100$ 153$ 153! 122! 134$ 150$ 150! 133! 133$ 106! 106$

Shared genotypes are marked in bold.

!

FH2004!

98!

98!

106$

0!

0!

!
!
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INTRODUCTION TO PAPER III

Choosy Wolves!? Heterozygote Advantage But No Evidence of
MHC-Based Disassortative Mating

Study of MHC loci has gained great popularity in recent years, partly due to their function in
protecting vertebrates from infections and process of rejection of organ transplants, partly because
of increasing interest of genes under selection rather than neutral markers. As we saw at the
beginning of this part of the thesis, pathogen mediated selection and sexual selection can rule
selection at MHCs. Individuals are expected to differ in their mate preferences both for assortative
or more often for disassortative patterns of choice. This may lead to produce more or less pathogen
resistance in progeny. Especially in species that occupy densely human inhabited areas, habitat
fragmentation can result in decreased effective population size and concurrent increase in the rate of
inbreeding.
In this paper we used a cohort of wolf non-invasive samples from Italian wolf population to identify
three class II MHC haplotypes, and test them for random mating and allele sharing in order to
detect MHC mating scheme. Combining analyses at neutral and adaptive genetic loci provides an
efficient tool for evaluating the importance of various selective mechanisms, such as mate choice.
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Abstract
A variety of nonrandom mate choice strategies, including disassortative mating, are used by
vertebrate species to avoid inbreeding, maintain heterozygosity and increase fitness. Disassortative
mating may be mediated by the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), an important gene
cluster controlling immune responses to pathogens. We investigated the patterns of mate choice
in 26 wild-living breeding pairs of gray wolf (Canis lupus) that were identified through noninvasive
genetic methods and genotyped at 3 MHC class II and 12 autosomal microsatellite (STR) loci. We
tested for deviations from random mating and evaluated the covariance of genetic variables at
functional and STR markers with fitness proxies deduced from pedigree reconstructions. Results
did not show evidences of MHC-based disassortative mating. Rather we found a higher peptide
similarity between mates at MHC loci as compared with random expectations. Fitness values were
positively correlated with heterozygosity of the breeders at both MHC and STR loci, whereas they
decreased with relatedness at STRs. These findings may indicate fitness advantages for breeders
that, while avoiding highly related mates, are more similar at the MHC and have high levels of
heterozygosity overall. Such a pattern of MHC-assortative mating may reflect local coadaptation of
the breeders, while a reduction in genetic diversity may be balanced by heterozygote advantages.
Subject areas: Reproductive strategies and kinship analysis; Molecular adaptation and selection
Key words: Canis lupus, fitness, major histocompatibility complex, mate choice, microsatellites, sexual selection

Mate choice is one of the main mechanisms through which sexual
selection influences genetic diversity, inbreeding avoidance and adaptability in wild populations (Tregenza and Wedell 2000). The major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) is viewed as a key element in mate

choice (Eizaguirre et al. 2009). MHC genes encode for glycoprotein
receptors that trigger biological pathways in response to pathogens
and infectious diseases. MHC proteins may also affect the composition of the bacterial flora of the host and the pleasantness of individual
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2013), where a few cases of MHC-mediated resistance to pathogen
outbreaks have been described (Hedrick et al. 2003; Kennedy et al.
2011). However, the role of MHC variation on mate choice in gray
wolves yet has to be explored, also because obtaining data on wildliving individuals is no easy task. The extensive use of combined field
and molecular monitoring tools is limited to a few cases (Vonholdt
et al. 2008; Stahler et al. 2013). Nonetheless, the possibility to derive
good-quality genetic data even from noninvasive samples can be successfully exploited (Yang et al. 2014).
In this study, we used wolf genotypes and pack genealogies,
obtained in a long-term monitoring project based on extensive noninvasive genetic sampling, which allowed to infer the most likely
reproductive parent pairs and their offspring (Caniglia et al. 2014).
These wolves were genotyped at both putatively nonfunctional
microsatellites (STR) and functional MHC class II loci, and fitness
proxies were deduced from the reconstructed pedigrees. We aimed to
identify the prevalent mate choice patterns, as well as to investigate
the relations between MHC and STR variability, and individuals’
fitness in wild-living wolf packs. Expecting high genetic diversity
(Seddon and Ellegren 2004), inbreeding avoidance (Adams et al.
2011; Geffen et al. 2011) and heterozygote advantage or balancing
selection (Bensch et al. 2006; Hagenblad et al. 2009), we assumed
that the prevalent mate choice patterns can be aimed to select the
maximum MHC diversity and dissimilarity between reproductive
pack partners.

Materials and Methods
Sampling and Pack Reconstructions
We used DNA samples that were collected during an extensive noninvasive genetic monitoring program of the Italian wolf population
carried out in the northern Apennines (Italy) from 2001 to 2011
(Caniglia et al. 2014). Biological samples (n = 5065, 99% scats)
were genotyped at 12 nonfunctional and putatively neutral autosomal STRs, which allowed to identify 414 distinct wolf individual
genotypes. Familial relationships were identified after Caniglia et al.
(2014) using a maximum-likelihood approach implemented in the
software Colony 2.0 (Wang and Santure 2009). All the genotypes
that were sampled in restricted ranges (<100 km2) at least 4 times
and for periods longer than 24 months were selected. Their spatial
distributions were determined by 95% kernel analysis using the adehabitathr package for R (Calenge 2006) and mapped in ArcGis 10.0
(ESRI). According to spatial overlaps, individuals were split into distinct groups that might correspond to packs, for which parentage
analyses were performed. All the individuals sampled in the first year
of sampling and more than 4 times in the same area were considered as candidate parents of each group. All the individuals collected
within the 95% kernel spatial distribution of each pack and in a
surrounding buffer area of approximately 17-km radius from the
kernel were considered as candidate offspring (Caniglia et al. 2014).
Colony was run with allele frequencies and PCR error rates as estimated from all the genotypes, assuming a 0.5 probability of including fathers and mothers in the candidate parental pairs. Genealogies
were then compared to those obtained by an open parentage analysis, using all the males and females as candidate parents, and all
the wolves sampled in the study area as candidate offspring. The
best maximum-likelihood genealogies reconstructed by Colony were
then compared also with those obtained by a likelihood approach in
Cervus (Kalinowski et al. 2007), based on the Mendelian inheritance
of the alleles, accepting only parent–offspring combinations with
at most 1/24 allele incompatibilities, and father–son combinations
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odor cues. In this way, MHC peptides can be perceived via olfaction or
pheromone detection (Brennan and Kendrick 2006; Spehr et al. 2006;
Janeš et al. 2010; Sturm et al. 2013) and can function as signals of
similarity between individuals, possibly driving active mate choice.
The effects of MHC-mediated signals in mate choice have been
hypothesized in several sexual selection models. In the inbreeding
avoidance hypothesis (Potts and Wakeland 1990), selection should
favor unrelated parents, whose offspring will not be exposed to
inbreeding depression. Parallel, heterozygote individuals can have
higher fitness (heterozygote advantage) due to higher resistance to
multiple parasites (Hedrick 2012). In the moving target model (Penn
and Potts 1999), sexual selection could enhance the ability of the
host to keep its defenses up-to-date with the continuing evolution
of the “parasite weapons” thanks to a rare-allele advantage (Landry
et al. 2001). In the honest signal model (Hamilton and Zuk 1982),
MHC may be linked to other secondary sexual characteristics that
indicate the levels of pathogen resistance and the general fitness of
potential mates (Ditchkoff et al. 2001). These 3 hypotheses have been
documented in a number of species (Kamiya et al. 2014), including
humans (Wedekind et al. 1995; Havlicek and Roberts 2009).
However, other studies failed to detect any deviation from random mating (Huchard et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2014; Kuduk et al.
2014) and a number of works also reported cases of assortative
(hereafter intended as positive-assortative) matings (Sin et al. 2015
and references therein). The theoretical models to explain assortative matings assume the reduction of outbreeding (e.g., in hybrid
zones between divergent populations, where selection can act against
genetic incompatibility; Tregenza and Wedell 2000), or the maintenance of allele compatibility or optimal allele combinations linked
to local adaptation (Neff 2004). Preferences for partners with intermediate levels of dissimilarity can otherwise be expected to balance
the costs of expressing numerous MHC alleles, which can lead to
an increased chance of autoimmune diseases (Penn and Potts 1999),
representing an intermediate case between disassortative and assortative mating.
Gray wolves (Canis lupus) offer an interesting case to study
interactions between MHC variability and mate choice due to their
complex social structure. The classical vision of a dominance hierarchy, once used to describe the relationships within a pack, was
typically derived from observations of large groups in captivity and
is mostly overcome (Packard 2003). In smaller, wild-living packs,
family-like relationships can better illustrate the interactions among
pack members, which are regulated by a combination of leadership
skills, individual temperament, and experiences (Packard 2003).
However, the mating system in wolves is strictly monogamous
(Geffen et al. 1996), with a single pair that reproduces in a pack once
a year (Mech and Boitani 2003). Polygamy and multiple litters per
year are rare exceptions (Vonholdt et al. 2008). Breeding pairs can
establish in newly colonized territories by loner or dispersing individuals, whereas in already existing packs one or both mates can be
replaced by immigrant wolves, or by their own progeny (Vonholdt
et al. 2008; Caniglia et al. 2014). Active inbreeding avoidance has
been described within, but not across, packs (Geffen et al. 2011).
Moreover, genetic diversity in wolf populations can also be maintained by heterozygote advantage or balancing selection (Bensch
et al. 2006; Hagenblad et al. 2009).
The genetic organization of the canine MHC is well known
(Kennedy et al. 2001; Berggren and Seddon 2005; Wayne and
Ostrander 2007; Yuhki et al. 2007). MHC variability has been investigated in domestic and wild canids (Hedrick et al. 2002; Angles et al.
2005; Kennedy et al. 2007b; Fliegner et al. 2008; Galaverni et al.
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MHC Amplification and Genotyping
For each of the 63 identified breeders (32 males, 31 females; Caniglia
et al. 2014), the best available DNA sample was PCR-amplified
and sequenced at the second exon of 3 class II MHC genes: DRB1,
DQA1, and DQB1, using the intronic and locus-specific primers
DRB1F (5′ –ccg tcc cca cag cac att tc– 3′) and DRB1R (5′ –tgt gtc
aca cac ctc agc acc a– 3′; Hedrick et al. 2002, after Kennedy et al.
1998); DQAin1 (5′ –taa ggt tct ttt ctc cct ct– 3′) and DQAin2 (5′
–gga cag att cag tga aga ga– 3′); DQB1B (5′ –ctc act ggc ccg gct
gtc tc– 3′), and DQBR2 (5′ –cac ctc gcc gct gca acg tg– 3′; Kennedy
et al. 2006, after Wagner et al. 1996). Amplifications were carried
out in a 10-μL mix, including 2 μL genomic DNA solution, 1 μL
bovine serum albumin (2%), and 0.2 μL of each primer (10 μM)
plus 0.25 units of Taq, at conditions specific for each primer pair
(Galaverni et al. 2013). PCR products were purified with Exo/SAP
and sequenced in both directions using BigDye Terminator 1.1,
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Sequences were analyzed
in an automated sequencer ABI 3130XL, corrected and aligned with
the software Seqscape 2.5, using the sequences DLA-DRB1*03101
(AF336108.1), DLA-DQA1*014012 (AJ316220.1), and DLADQB1*05601 (FM246843.1) as references.
MHC alleles were reconstructed in DnaSp 5.10 (Librado and
Rozas 2009) using the software PHASE (Stephens and Donnelly
2003), which allows to avoid the cloning step, applying the “recombination” model (−MR0) and running 1000 iterations after 100
burn-ins (Berggren and Seddon 2008; Galaverni et al. 2013). Alleles
were matched to sequences available in GenBank via Blastn (Johnson
et al. 2008) and also compared with those included in the Immuno
Polymorphism-MHC Database (IPD; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/
mhc/dla/index.html; Robinson et al. 2010). Three-locus MHC haplotypes were then identified with a subtractive approach described
in Kennedy et al. (2007a) and computationally verified in PHASE
(Berggren and Seddon 2008; Galaverni et al. 2013).

!

The MHC genotypes of 5 individuals were independently derived
from 2 different fecal samples in order to check for robustness in the
sequencing and genotyping procedure. To further verify the congruent reconstruction of the alleles through trio comparisons, we also
sequenced and phased MHC alleles in 15 known offspring of the
analyzed breeders. In addition, 22 nonreproductive pack members
unrelated to the breeding pair (hereafter “adoptees”) were included
for testing for preferences toward alternative mates.

Random Mating and Allele Sharing
We computed the mean value of the asymmetrical Queller and
Goodnight’s estimator of relatedness (r) between the members of
each observed breeding pair at the 3 MHC loci [r(MHC)] in GenAlEx
(Peakall and Smouse 2006). Similarly, r was computed also at the 12
STRs [r(STR)] to control for genome-wide effects.
We then empirically assessed the probability of deviations from
random mating by comparing the breeding pairs’ relatedness values,
both at MHC and STR loci, to those between the members of all the
potential pairs of male–female breeders. This was done by a permutation procedure implemented in PERM 1.0 (Duchesne et al. 2006),
with 5000 permutations of the breeding pair members repeated for
10 iterations.
Additionally, we tested for deviations from random mating probabilities by observing the levels of allele sharing at the MHC in
the breeding pairs, both at each locus (in these cases considering a
Bonferroni-corrected alpha of 0.05/3, or ~0.017, to adjust for multiple comparisons) and for the 3-locus haplotypes. We hypothesized
an excess of pairs where the mates shared a lower number of MHC
alleles than expected by random. At each locus, there are 3 possible
classes of matings: pairs where the members share no alleles (e.g.,
01 01 × 12 12), 1 allele (01 01 × 01 12, or 01 16 × 01 12), or both
(01 01 × 01 01). The expected frequency of a given mating (mating
probability, PM) was then calculated as ∑Pij(f)Pij(m), where Pij(f) and Pij(m)
are the observed frequencies of the genotype with alleles i and j in
females and males, respectively (Hedrick and Black 1997). We then
evaluated the difference between the observed and expected number
of mating events in these 3 classes (χ2 test) at each locus and at the
3-locus haplotypes. To avoid inflating the frequency of alleles that
could be more frequent among breeders than in the whole population, genotypic allele frequencies were computed only across breeding individuals. We then carried out a power analyses to verify the
robustness of the results and the possibility to detect significant differences between groups (Faul et al. 2007). The power of a statistical
test is the complement of β, which denotes the Type II (or beta-error)
probability of falsely retaining an incorrect null hypothesis. Thus,
the power of a test ranges between 1 and 0, which indicate high or
low statistical power, respectively (Faul et al. 2007).

Functional Similarity Analyses
In order to better incorporate the levels of functional similarity in
our analyses (Landry et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2009), we calculated
the mean number of amino acid (AA) differences between female
and male alleles at each MHC locus, and in total across the 3 loci.
AA differences were then compared in observed versus potential
pairs of breeders with the same permutation procedure used above,
expecting a higher difference within actual pairs in case of disassortative matings.
To further test for preferences toward alternative mates, we
finally compared AA differences between observed mates to those
between a given breeder and any unrelated wolf of the opposite sex
that was eventually present in the pack in the same period (adoptee),
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with no incongruities at Y-STR haplotypes. Whenever available,
additional field information such as snow-tracking, wolf-howling,
camera-trapping, and occasional direct observations were used to
evaluate the reliability of the inferred pack structure and locations.
Reliable pedigrees were identified for 26 packs, which sometimes
extended over multiple years and generations (Caniglia et al. 2014).
None of the alternative genealogies was supported by sampling
dates, frequency, or location. Moreover, from 2/24 to 5/24 allele
incompatibilities and incongruities at Y-haplotypes occurred in 93
(95%) of 98 father–son combinations of the alternative trios with
significant natural log of likelihood ratio scores (for details see also
Supporting Information S7 from Caniglia et al. 2014). Multiple
litters per year in a pack, or extra-pair reproductions were never
detected in any pack. Details on the metrics of the STR loci used to
genotype the samples are reported in Supplementary Table S1 online.
For each breeding pair, we then calculated an overall fitness
proxy derived from pedigree information, namely the total number
of offspring of a pair (total offspring, TO), which reflects the number
of pups that survived until they were detected through noninvasive
genetic sampling. In addition, to better highlight different contributions to fitness, we also considered the 2 main components of TO,
namely the number of years a breeding pair was sampled (hereafter:
years as reproducer, YR) and the average number of identified offspring per year, or litter size per year (LSY).
We then computed the correlations between all the pairs of fitness proxies (Pearson’s correlation test) and tested for the normal
distribution of data with a Shapiro–Wilk normality test.
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but who had no access to reproduction (Caniglia et al. 2014), with a
Bonferroni-corrected t-test.

Heterozygote Advantage and Correlations to Fitness
Proxies

Data Archiving
In fulfillment of data archiving guidelines (Baker 2013), we have
deposited the primary data underlying these analyses as follows:
r Genetic metrics for the microsatellite used for genotyping: Supplementary Table S1 online.
r Allele frequency for the 3 MHC loci analyzed and their combined
haplotypes: Supplementary Tables S2 and S3 online, respectively.
r MHC genotypes for all the breeders analyzed: Dryad.

Sequencing Success and MHC Variability
We successfully sequenced and phased the alleles at all the 3
MHC loci in DNA samples from 47/63 identified wolf breeders,
belonging to 19 packs and 26 breeding pairs, plus 10/15 of their
offspring and 10/22 adoptees (67% of the tested individuals, overall). All the genotypes of the 5 individuals that were reconstructed
from 2 independent fecal samples regularly matched one another
(100%). We detected 7 alleles at DRB1, 6 at DQA1, and 7 at DQB1
(Supplementary Table S2 online), combined into 16 different MHC
haplotypes (Supplementary Table S3 online). We were able to reconstruct 10 full parent-offspring trios, in all cases confirming the
Mendelian inheritance of the alleles.

Random Mating and Allele Sharing
The observed relatedness between breeders at microsatellite loci
[r(STR) = 0.026 ± 0.237] was not significantly deviating from random
mating expectations [r(STR) = −0.023 ± 0.252; P = 0.218 ± 0.005), as
well as the relatedness at MHC loci [r(MHC) = 0.066 ± 0.688 versus
−0.090 ± 0.641, respectively, P = 0.080 ± 0.004].
Similarly, no signals of disassortative matings were detected from
the allele sharing analysis. Actually, we found a nonsignificant excess
of cases where the pair members shared one or both alleles compared
to random mating expectations at each locus and MHC haplotype
(Table 1). Results were associated to a high statistical power for the
test at DQA1, but just to a moderate power for DRB1, DQB1, and
haplotypes (Table 1), indicating that for these loci a larger sample
size could have provided more significant results.

Functional Similarity
Up to 22 variable AA sites were found at DRB1, 5 at DQA1, and
22 at DQB1 (68%, 20%, and 59% of which fall within putative
antigen-binding sites, respectively).
The trend toward an excess of allele sharing was stronger when
looking at the mean number of pairwise AA differences between
mates at the MHC genes. The number of AA differences was significantly lower between actual mates than among random combinations of breeders at DQA1 (P = 0.030) and DQB1 (P = 0.026), and
in total across the 3 loci (P = 0.039, Table 2), as deduced from PERM
permutations.
Similarly, the comparison with the 10 alternative potential
mates from the same packs showed that actual mates differed on
average for 12.3 ± 7.1 AA in total across loci versus 17.6 ± 10.2 AA
differences for alternative mates, although not significantly (t-test,
P = 0.097).

Table 1. Probabilities of allele sharing between observed and random mates
Allele combination

0 shared
1 shared
2 shared
χ2 P value
Statistical power

DRB1

DQA1

DQB1

Haplotypes

obs.

exp.

obs.

exp.

obs.

exp.

obs.

exp.

8
14
4
0.164
0.406

12.8
10.6
2.6

4
10
12
0.287
0.999

5.8
11.9
8.3

10
12
4
0.299
0.563

13.3
10.4
2.3

11
13
2
0.247
0.509

15.2
9.3
1.5

The number of breeding pairs (n = 26) sharing 0, 1, or 2 alleles at each MHC locus and haplotype (obs.) was compared to what expected under a random chance
of mating based on the breeders’ allele frequencies (exp.). The P values were computed by a χ2 test.
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We correlated the genetic measures of diversity and dissimilarity
with the fitness proxies derived from pedigree information.
First, the observed heterozygosity of each breeder and the mean
heterozygosity for each breeding pair were calculated in GenAlEx,
both at MHC [Ho(MHC)] and STR loci [Ho(STR)]. Then we compared
the average fitness values in MHC-heterozygous versus MHChomozygous breeders and between breeders with higher- versus
lower-than-average Ho(STR) through a Welch 2-sample t-test.
Finally, we related each fitness proxy to the main genetic metrics deduced from the genotypes of the breeding pair members: the
relatedness estimates r(STR) and r(MHC), also re-computed according
to Lynch and Ritland (1999) [r(STR-LR) and r(MHC-LR)], the mean heterozygosity of the breeders Ho(MHC) and Ho(STR), the mean heterozygosity of the breeders calculated across all the polymorphic sites
at the MHC loci [Ho(MHC-SNPs)], the average number of AA differences between mates (AAdist) and their normalized values (AAdist-N).
These variables were used as fixed factors in generalized linear
mixed models (GLMM), while geographic locations in the study
area (“Eastern,” “Central,” and “Western”), elevations (higher vs.
lower than 800 m above sea level) and year of breeding (from 2001
to 2009, grouped in 3 classes: 2001–2003; 2004–2006; 2007–2009)
were considered as random factors. We also entered quadratic terms
for the genetic variables to test if they could show higher relation
with each fitness proxy, as expected under an optimal allele diversity model (Thoss et al. 2011).
Model selection was based on the Akaike’s information criterion corrected for sample size (AICc; Akaike 1974), where models
that better fit the data produce lower AICc values. According to
Anderson et al. (2001), multi-model inference was performed for
models with ∆AICc < 2. All these analyses were performed in R
3.2.0 (R Development Core Team 2009; www.R-project.org).

Results
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Heterozygote Advantage and Correlations to Fitness
Proxies
Results of the correlations between our fitness proxies showed
that the values of litter size per year (LSY) were not significantly
correlated to the years as reproducers (YR; Pearson’s correlation
c = 0.09, P = 0.561), whereas the total offspring (TO) was significantly correlated to both YR (c = 0.76, P = 1.024e−09) and LSY
(c = 0.63, P = 3.652e−06), as expected. When comparing MHC and

Mean number of amino acid differences
DRB1

DQA1

DQB1

Total

Within observed pairs
Within random pairs
Perm P value

6.6
7.0
0.221

1.5
1.7
0.030*

6.7
7.8
0.026*

14.8
16.6
0.039*

Actual mates
Alternative mates
t-Test P

5.1
8.3
0.079

1.9
2.6
0.067

5.2
6.7
0.204

12.3
17.6
0.097

Discussion
Contrary to sexual selection models assuming advantages for disassortative matings (Kamiya et al. 2014), our study did not show

Figure 1. Comparison of the average values of fitness between homozygote and heterozygote breeding wolves at MHC haplotypes, DRB1, DQA1, and DQB1 loci.
Outlier values are indicated as dots outside the boxes. Notches that do not overlap represent a 95% probability for the median values to be different. Significant
differences are indicated with an asterisk next to the label.
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Table 2. Average number of pairwise amino acid differences at
3 MHC loci between the members of the 26 breeding pairs compared to that expected between all the possible random pairs of
breeders (after 10 × 5000 permutations in PERM; upper part). Average number of pairwise amino acid differences between 10 breeders and their actual mates, versus the same 10 breeders and 10
alternative mates, defined as unrelated individuals present in their
same pack, but not reproducing (t-test, Bonferroni corrected; lower
part). Significant values are indicated with an asterisk.

genome-wide STR diversity, we found that Ho(MHC) and Ho(STR)
were not significantly correlated (Pearson’s correlation c = −0.08,
P = 0.598).
Breeders that were heterozygote at MHC haplotypes and DQB1 had
significantly higher LSY than the homozygotes, on average (respectively,
2.83 ± 1.28 versus 1.79 ± 0.95, P = 0.003; 2.92 ± 1.34 versus 1.96 ± 0.91,
P = 0.004; t-test). No significant differences were found for other fitness proxies and loci (Figure 1). Breeders with higher-than-average heterozygosity at STR loci had also higher values of TO (7.2 ± 5.5 versus
4.7 ± 4.4) and LSY (2.9 ± 1.2 versus 2.4 ± 1.3), but these differences were
not significant per se (t-test, P = 0.072 and P = 0.156, respectively).
By applying GLMMs, we identified a single model with ∆AICc
< 2 for each fitness proxy, characterized by the same 4 explanatory genetic variables, namely the average heterozygosity Ho(STR)
and Ho(MHC) of the pair members, and their relatedness r(STR) and
r(MHC) (Figure 2, Table 3). The model with the lowest AICc for YR
(AICc = 82.63; R2 = 0.35) showed a significant and negative effect of
r(STR) (β = −2.795, P = 0.0056), while LSY (AICc = 85.68; R2 = 0.39)
was mostly explained by Ho(STR) and Ho(MHC), both with positive
effects (β = 1.631, P = 0.0372; and β = 7.089, P = 0.0115, respectively). Finally, we identified also for TO only one model with ∆AICc
< 2 (AICc = 139.38; R2 = 0.32) in which r(STR) showed the most
significant, negative effect (β = −8.881, P = 0.0273), confirming its
correlation to our fitness proxies.
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Table 3. Generalized linear mixed models correlating 3 fitness proxies (YR = years as reproducers, LSY = litter size per year, TO = total offspring) to relatedness (r) and heterozygosity (Ho) of the breeding pair members at the 12 microsatellites and 3 MHC loci
Model

Y ~ Ho(MHC) + Ho(STR) + r(MHC) + r(STR)

Fitness proxy

AICc

R2

Variable

β

SE

t

P

Intercept
Ho(MHC)
Ho(STR)
r(MHC)
r(STR)
Intercept
Ho(MHC)
Ho(STR)
r(MHC)
r(STR)
Intercept
Ho(MHC)
Ho(STR)
r(MHC)
r(STR)

3.334
0.494
−2.664
0.491
−2.795
−2.583
1.631
7.089
0.633
−1.052
−3.737
4.567
10.981
2.862
−8.881

1.509
0.677
2.361
0.374
0.902
1.629
0.731
2.547
0.404
0.973
6.237
2.799
9.756
1.547
3.728

2.209
0.731
−1.128
1.311
−3.099
−1.586
2.232
2.783
1.568
−1.081
−0.599
1.632
1.126
1.851
−2.382

0.0389*
0.4741
0.2724
0.2047
0.0056**
0.1284
0.0372*
0.0115*
0.1325
0.2928
0.5559
0.1184
0.2737
0.0591
0.0273*

YR

82.63

0.35

LSY

85.68

0.39

TO

139.38

0.32

AIC, Akaike’s Information Criterion; df, degrees of freedom.
Significance “**” = 0.01 and “*” = 0.05.
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Figure 2. Effect plots of the multiple regressions between fitness proxies of breeding wolves (Y axis) and their significant explanatory genetic variables (X
axis), as deduced from the best generalized linear mixed models (Table 3). Tic marks on horizontal axes indicate observations and shaded areas underlie 95%
confidence intervals. The number of years as reproducers (top-left) was significantly correlated to the relatedness at the 12 microsatellites, with a negative
effect. The average litter size per year (top-right and bottom-left) was positively correlated to the heterozygosity at MHC and STR loci, whereas the total offspring
(bottom-right) was correlated to the relatedness at STR loci, with a negative effect.
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Huchard 2010; Thoss et al. 2011; Knafler et al. 2012; Niskanen
et al. 2014). Despite the possible presence of MHC-based assortative mating schemes, MHC polymorphism can thus be maintained
via a heterozygote advantage hypothesis, by providing resistance to
a wider range of diseases or pathogens and possibly resulting in a
higher individual survival (Hedrick 2012).
Such a panel of potential benefits likely reflects the social structure of wolves, the pack, where a single pair of well-fit mates can
reproduce each year, with few exceptions (Vonholdt et al. 2008).
This mechanism allows for a constant adaptation to the environment, which includes both its resources and its pathogens. Therefore,
MHC-based assortative mating could be explained by a local coadaptation of the breeders and would allow to constantly keep up
with the local environmental changes, including pathogens (Penn
and Potts 1999), while reducing the interactions with possibly sick
or pathogen-carrying individuals (Drury 2010). This could be especially true in expanding populations, where a significant portion of
packs is founded by dispersing individuals that establish themselves
in new territories (Vonholdt et al. 2008; Caniglia et al. 2014). Of
course, our study would greatly benefit from a wider sampling of
the studied population. However, obtaining genetic and reproductive
information on elusive carnivore species such as the wolf is far from
trivial, especially in populations where active management strategies or trapping of individuals are not applied. Thus, we sought to
exploit a large source of non-invasive samples (Caniglia et al. 2014),
although fecal DNA has been seldom used in MHC gene sequencing
(Yang et al. 2014). Our study represents the first application of noninvasive genetic sampling to investigate the role of MHC on sexual
selection in canids. Our procedure showed a good MHC genotyping
success (comparable to values reported in other noninvasive genetic
studies on MHC; Yang et al. 2014) and reliability (as confirmed by
the double-sequencing controls), and promises to be extended to
future large-scale monitoring projects.
In conclusion, although contrasting with the most common
research results reporting dissimilar mating schemes, our models
were able to explain part of the variance of multiple fitness proxies
in an expanding wolf population and to elucidate the genetic bases
driving the observed mating patterns.
This type of information could be also useful to increase the
chance of success of active management actions such as reintroduction projects or the release of rescued individuals.
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evidences of MHC-based disassortative mate choice in 26 breeding pairs from 19 packs of wild-living gray wolves from the Italian
population. Conversely, we found that wolves preferentially chose
mates who had less amino acid differences at MHC class II loci than
expected under random mating. Although not significantly, an excess
of MHC similarity appeared also when comparing the number of
AA differences between observed versus alternative possible mates,
or when considering the levels of allele sharing at MHC loci between
observed breeders. Overall, these results indicate the absence of an
MHC-based disassortative pattern, but are rather compatible with
signals of positive-assortative mating. Although the most popular
hypotheses on the benefits of sexual selection assume a disassortative
mate choice (Piertney and Oliver 2006; Ejsmond et al. 2014), a number of studies failed to document such a scheme in wild and captive
populations (with exhaustive examples presented in (Huchard et al.
2010). Assortative mating was conversely observed in a wild population of house sparrow, where mates shared more MHC alleles than
expected by random (Bonneaud et al. 2006). A higher reproductive
success for MHC-similar mates was documented in the tiger salamander (Bos et al. 2009). Assortative mating was also recently documented in the European badger, with a smaller amino acid distance
between actual breeders compared with random mates at MHC
class II loci (Sin et al. 2015). Benefits of an assortative mate choice
have been so far demonstrated to reduce outbreeding in hybrid zones
and limit autoimmune disorders caused by genetic incompatibilities
(Tregenza and Wedell 2000), maximize the adaptation to local pathogen pressures (Sin et al. 2015) and avoid the disruption of linked
and co-adapted genes (Roberts 2009). Moreover, Lewis (1998)
argued that in social species a preferential association with MHCsimilar individuals should decrease the probability of infection with
unfamiliar pathogens that could be carried by immigrant individuals
who do not share the same immunological variants. Consequently,
choosing an MHC-similar mate would be directly beneficial for the
breeders, that will more likely avoid interaction with potential disease carriers, as long as this does not increase the general inbreeding
levels (Drury 2010). Parallel, inbreeding avoidance may not be necessary in expanding populations (Jamieson et al. 2009), such as the
Italian wolf, where the probability to encounter related individuals
outside the natal pack is relatively low (Geffen et al. 2011). In fact,
when analyzing several wolf populations at neutral loci, Geffen et al.
(2011) did not find any evidence of inbreeding avoidance between
mates, except within natal groups. Moreover, inbreeding in wolves
can be also prevented by other commonly adopted behaviors, such
as long-distance dispersals (Caniglia et al. 2014).
However, when considering the correlation of MHC and STR
diversity and dissimilarity of mates to fitness proxies deduced from
pedigree data, we found a significant effect of the genome-wide relatedness r(STR) of mates on the number of years they reproduced (YR)
and on the total offspring they produced (TO): the lower the relatedness, the higher the fitness proxy (Figure 2). These findings suggest that positive assortative mating at the MHC (highlighted by the
lower AA difference between mates) may be balanced by a greater
fitness of mates with a higher genome-wide dissimilarity (inbreeding
avoidance).
Moreover, the average litter size per year (LSY) was positively
correlated to the average heterozygosity of mates, both at the MHC
and STRs, as also shown by the comparisons between MHChomozygous versus heterozygous breeders (Figure 1). These results
confirm the presence of a heterozygote advantage demonstrated in
a number of studies on wolves and other vertebrate species, both
at neutral (García-Navas et al. 2009) and MHC loci (Setchell and
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Table S1 Summary statistics of the 12 microsatellite loci (STR) used to reconstruct the individual
genotypes for the 47 breeding individuals from the 26 tested pairs. Means and standard errors (SE)
are indicated.
STR
Locus

Na

Ne

Ho

He

F

2004

5

2.4

0.681

0.587

-0.159

2079

4

2.9

0.739

0.655

-0.129

2088

5

3.0

0.638

0.668

0.044

2096

3

2.8

0.596

0.642

0.072

2137

10

5.6

0.787

0.823

0.043

cph2

6

2.7

0.617

0.623

0.010

cph4

3

1.8

0.447

0.438

-0.020

cph5

3

2.3

0.574

0.561

-0.023

cph8

5

3.6

0.723

0.720

-0.005

cph12

4

1.9

0.543

0.461

-0.179

u250

5

2.8

0.702

0.639

-0.098

u253

1

1.0

0.000

0.000

N/A

Mean

4.500

2.723

0.587

0.568

-0.040

SE

0.634

0.329

0.060

0.060

0.025

Na: number of alleles; Ne: effective number of alleles; Ho: observed heterozygosity; He: expected
heterozygosity; F: Fixation Index.
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Table!S2!
Names!and!frequencies!of!the!alleles!found!at!three!MHC!class!II!loci!in!the!wolf!breeders!from!
the! northern! Apennine,! Italy,! analysed! in! this! study! (n! =! 47).! The! corresponding! GenBank!
names!and!accession!numbers!(AN)!are!indicated.!Those!previously!undescribed!in!the!study!
area!(Galaverni!et&al.!2013)!are!shown!in!bold.!!
!
Locus and allele

Frequency

GenBank

AN

DLA-DRB1*12801

0.457

12801

JX206798

DLA-DRB1*092013

0.266

092013

JX206799

DLA-DRB1*02001

0.117

D20

U58684.1

DLA-DRB1*03601

0.064

03601

AF336110.1

DLA-DRB1*09201

0.043

09201

AM408904.1

DLA-DRB1*01501

0.043

DRB1-W

DQ056281.1

DLA-DRB1*03901

0.011

03901

AF343740.1

DLA-DQA1*005011

0.723

DQA3

U44787.1

DLA-DQA1*00401

0.096

DQA4

U44788.1

DLA-DQA1*01201

0.064

01201

AF343734.1

DLA-DQA1*00601

0.064

DQA6

U44790.1

DLA-DQA1*00901

0.043

DQA1

U44785.1

DLA-DQA1*00201

0.011

DQA9

U75455.1

DLA-DQB1*03901

0.415

03901

AY126651.1

DLA-DQB1*00701

0.319

DQB4

AF043149.1

DLA-DQB1*01303

0.085

DQB7

AF043152.1

DLA-DQB1*03501

0.074

03501

AJ311107.1

DLA-DQB1*02002

0.053

DQB19

AF043164.1

DLA-DQB1*00101

0.043

DQB19

AF043164.1

DLA-DQB1*02901

0.011

02901

AY126648.1

DRB1

DQA1

DQB1

!
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Table S3
Number and frequency of the three-locus MHC haplotypes inferred in the 47 breeders successfully
analysed in this study. Haplotypes previously undescribed in the study area (Galaverni et al. 2013)
are highlighted in bold.
Haplotype

Nomenclature (DRB1 / DQA1 / DQB1)

Frequency

1

DRB1*12801 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*03901

0.362

2

DRB1*092013 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*00701

0.298

3

DRB1*03601 / DQA1*01201 / DQB1*03501

0.064

4

DRB1*02001 / DQA1*00401 / DQB1*01303

0.085

5

DRB1*09201 / DQA1*00601 / DQB1*02002

0.043

6

DRB1*12801/ DQA1*005011 / DQB1*00701

0.053

7

DRB1*01501 / DQA1*00901 / DQB1*00101

0.043

8

DRB1*03901 / DQA1*00201 / DQB1*02901

0.011

9

DRB1*02001 / DQA1*00401 / DQB1*03901

0.011

10

DRB1*12801 / DQA1*00601 / DQB1*03901

0.011

11

DRB1*02001 / DQA1*005011 / DQB1*01303

0.011

12

DRB1*02001 / DQA1*00601 / DQB1*02002

0.011

Four additional haplotypes (DRB1*03901 / DQA1*00201 / DQB1*02002; DRB1*092013 /
DQA1*005011 / DQB1*03501; DRB1*12801/ DQA1*005011 / DQB1*03501; DRB1*092013 /
DQA1*00401 / DQB1*01303) have been found a single time among the offspring and the
unrelated non-reproductive wolves analysed for comparative purposes.
!
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FINAL COMMENTS

In conservation genetics variation within and among threatened populations is often identified
using neutral genetic markers which are commonly known as not being directly targeted by
selection, hence by genetic drift or demographic events. These markers are excellent for estimating
effective population size, migration rates, and other population genetic processes. However, among
the genome selective forces can shape particular traits, which may retain a significant role in
survival. Those traits generally include encoding genes with adaptive functions. The study of those
genes is necessary in conservation biology to comprehend the minimum ecologically meaningful
genetic variation required to maintain resilience and resistance of natural populations to habitat and
environmental changes.
The MHC genes belong to one of the most polymorphic multi-gene family that constitutes
important adaptive traits in vertebrates. MHCs became the best candidates for the study of adaptive
genetic diversity thanks to their homologous presence in several mammals, their extraordinary
variability and for their obvious ecological relevance. The sequencing of MHC class II genes in
conjunction with neutral markers has then been extensively used in conservation genetics.
Previously, higher differentiation in neutral than in MHC loci has been found in several wildlife
species (Aguilar et al. 2004; van Oosterhout, Joyce, and Cummings 2006). However, also opposing
results possibly caused by diversifying selection in MHC have been observed (Ekblom et al. 2007;
Clare D. Marsden et al. 2012). In some other cases, populations were equally differentiated with
MHC and neutral markers (P W Hedrick et al. 2000), implying that in small populations the effect
of drift or bottleneck can be stronger than selection.
Genetic variation is a prerequisite for any population’s ability to adapt to a changing environment.
When populations are small and isolated, they are generally characterized by the presence of low
levels of genetic variation. Consequently it is believed that these populations are less able to adapt if
rapid changes occurs. In the case of the MHC loci low diversity it is expected to cause more
susceptibility to: i) rapid environment changings (Weber et al. 2013), ii) wider range of diseases
(Sommer 2005), iii) or specific genetic vulnerability to a pathogen (Quinnell et al. 2003). However
there are also cases in which the species have not shown negative effects from poor MHC
variability (Ellegren et al. 1993; Sommer 2005).
The Italian wolf population have experienced a long-term isolation and extreme demographic
reduction followed by a recent re-expansion. Therefore, in order to monitor its genetic variability
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and ability to cope with future adverse changes, we used a combination of several neutral markers
and three MHC class II genes. We provided evidences of absence of loss of genetic variation due to
the past bottleneck, and traces of historical selection were found, but we could not detect clear
signals of on-going selection. Difference in heterozygosity between MHC and STRs loci were not
significant but more marked in the putatively admixed wolf x dog individuals, suggesting higher
genetic differentiation at the STRs than MHC among parental populations. We found private MHC
multi locus haplotypes in admixed individuals and these haplotypes were mostly constituted by
likely dog-derived alleles in accordance to the putative hybrid origin of the individual. This result
raised interest in the use of MHC class II loci typing in admixed individuals, thus we also decided
to test the utility of using the MHC loci in the identification of admixed patterns of variability in a
already developed multi-locus method (Randi et al. 2014), applied to several Italian and west
European canid populations (Lapalombella et. al in preparation).
Fragmentation and isolation experimented by the Italian wolf population may have extremely
detrimental effects on the fitness, thus we investigated mating preferences in three MHC class II
genes. We found assortative mating scheme rather than disassortative, which means that breeders
tent to mate individuals that share MHC alleles with less AA changes at each gene. Choosing
similar mate could directly benefit breeders that will not interact with potential disease carriers.
Combining MHC and STRs and fitness proxies deduced from pedigree data, we found that
assortative mating scheme was balanced by a clear signal of inbreeding avoidance, and by
heterozygote advantage.
Wolf-like canids (genus Canis) evolved during the last 2–4 million years (vonHoldt et al. 2011),
and separated recently retaining the potential to hybridize in nature (Stronen et al. 2012). Wild
canids conservation is thus complicated by hybridization. Particular concern is created by the
overlap of the diffusion of wild canids with free dogs, which usually outnumbers the natural
populations. Due to this imbalance, the main threaten to population genetic conservation is the
possible undirectional gene flow of domestic genes facilitated by the presence of fragmented and
isolated breeders. The spread of domestic characters into natural populations may disrupt local
adaptation and or increase genetic homogenization, eventually leading to the extinction of species
through introgressive hybridization (Allendorf et al. 2001). The perceived problem by media is the
recovering of wild canids, while the real problem for conservation management is the presence of
free domestic dogs. Several national and local campaigns encourage more responsible ownership
and sterilizations to reduce feral dog populations. However we are far from educating all dog
owners to declare, register, micro-chipping and prevent to free their dogs.
We described in this thesis different examples of hybridization among canids, and in particular we
!
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examined the genetic evidences found in three canids carrying anomalous phenotypes, supposed to
belong to jackal population in Croatia. The hybrid nature of the three samples was confirmed by
principal component analysis at STRs, and Bayesian cluster analysis. After computing posterior
probabilities to determine individual identity to different hybrid classes, one individual was
assigned to first generation of hybrid, and two to backcross, one with dog and one with jackal.
Hybridization took place between female golden jackals and male dogs since all the three
anomalous individuals carried a golden jackal mtDNA CR haplotype, whereas the two males
showed Y chromosome marker haplotypes characteristic of dogs. None within Croatian jackal
samples retained K locus deletion, while hybrids did, suggesting hybrids could have received the K
locus deletion from dogs. Three out of four DLA-DRB1 alleles, one out of two DLA-DQA1 allele
and both DLA-DQB1 alleles found in golden jackals analysed have not been identified in any
canine species before. Thus, they could represent golden jackal private alleles that can be used as
species-diagnostic markers. No dog’s derived MHC multilocus haplotypes were described in jackal
population, while hybrid individuals retained both dog and jackal’s derived multilocus haplotypes,
further confirming their admixed origin.
Nevertheless, it is also important to understand more about the reasons, which caused local or
specific admixed patterns of variability. Management should take actions to avoid further
fragmentation of wild canids populations, and improve the maintaining of a network of ecological
corridors between protected areas, potentially allowing for natural dispersion and recovery. Further,
giving the actual distribution of wild canids in Europe, these actions should include also areas
across national borders.
Besides hybridization, poaching and accidental killing are the main cause of concern which cause
not only genetic but also economic losses. People still perceive the wolf as a real treat for humans.
Poaching and illegal hunting gains social acceptance in rural areas and management actions in
favour of the species are often used to increase political divisions too.
In Italy has been esteemed almost 321 wolf packs corresponding to 1269-1800 wolves, with 1212–
1711 distributed along the Apennines and 57–89 in the Alps (Galaverni et al. 2015). Incredibly high
part (15-20%) of the population is illegally killed each year. The reasons for resentment and hatred
to wolves’ depredation on livestock are already addressed through practical support and education.
Clearly, we are facing times in which the species is transitioning from a threatened and strictly
protected to locally abundant state which calls for updated conservation and management
approaches (Kaczensky et al. 2013).
In conclusion, as we showed in this thesis the study of MHCs variability can be differently applied
in conservation of wild canids. Of course conservation genetics focus on the preservation of genetic
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variation and on the identification of the crucial mechanisms involved in preserving natural
populations of threatened species. However, preservation of genetic diversity should be done setting
genetic goals in the protection plans (Frankham 2010), since this line of reasoning may often lead to
the conclusion that all that matters in conservation is to preserve genetic variation (Höglund!2009).
It must be said that the majority of the MHC studies focus on describing variability and possible
selection pressure and consequences in viability, but there are few studies that directly demonstrate
link between pathogen mediated population decline and low MHC variation. These studies should
be performed to answer to this lack of data. Since diversity should be managed with caution,
captive management and reintroduction programs could benefit from these studies and from genetic
data coming from MHC typing, to avoid inbreeding and to prevent pathogen invasion suggesting
with foresight and knowledge the introduction of different MHC haplotype alleles carriers among
breeders.
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PART II – The OR genes typing project
Introduction to the olfactory system
!
In this section of the thesis, I present a general background on the olfactory system in order to
introduce the results obtained by a comparative genetic analysis of the olfactory system that we
performed between domestic dogs and wolves.
Mammals developed very sophisticated systems to communicate. Signals and information are the
basis of communication. Signals can be modulated individually to contain a variety of qualitative
and quantitative data from a sender to every possible receiver. The extraordinary fact is that in the
natural world there are some signals that are comprehensible by a great variety of organisms,
independently from sender and receiver species identity. This is the case of odour signals, where a
molecule can convey a message to a wide number of receivers, but may reach greater complexity if
the sender and the receiver belong to the same species. High complex messages indeed require that
the receiver possess the ability to comprehend the additive meta data enclosed in them. This means
primarily the ability to recognize additional information from the chemical clues, and also the
ability to associate olfactory signals to other type of signals, such as visual and auditory ones.
The study of olfaction has traditionally focused on rats and mice and recently on canids, in
particular on dogs, where peculiar smelling abilities have been observed especially in working
breeds. Comparably, direct observations on their wild counterparts, the wolves, proved that they
often use olfactory signals as a crucial complement of social communication, and although olfaction
is considered the wolf primary sensory modality, few academic papers have been released to prove
it.

The anatomy of olfaction
!
In mammals, olfaction is mediated by two main systems: the main olfactory system (MOS) and the
accessory olfactory system (AOS). The MOS comprises the olfactory mucosa from which axons of
the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) convey signals into the olfactory nerve to reach the main
olfactory bulb (MOB). The nasal mucosa has been especially studied in mice, where it generally
consists of four areas: the main olfactory epithelium (MOE), the septal organ (SO), the ganglion of
Grüneberg (GG), and the vomeronasal sensory epithelium (VNE). Special epithelial layers mixed
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with clusters of neurones characterize all these structures. The GG and SO are spatially separated
chemosensory clusters of neurons. Originally discovered by Grüneberg in 1973, the GG is placed
on the roof of nasal cavity. It was considered a non-sensory structure afferent to the accessory
olfactory bulb (AOB) because of cilia and dendrites lack. The SO, also known as Masera organ
(Rodolfo Masera, 1943), is a small spot of olfactory epithelium on the nasal septum above the
vomero nasal organ (VNO). In contrast with what has been observed in other parts of the MOB, the
SO is characterized by a fraction of MOB receptors and by one type of receptor expressed per cell
(Tian & Ma 2004). While the GG function is related to alarm pheromones (Brechbühl et al. 2008)
and cold temperature sensing (Mamasuew et al. 2008; Schmid et al. 2010), the Masera organ still
remains poorly known (Kaluza et al. 2004; Tian & Ma 2004) although a connection with the
regulation of respiration phases was recently proposed (Mori et al. 2014).
Nonetheless, the murine olfactory substructure is not always comparable with all macrosmatic
mammals (Salazar & Quinteiro 2009). Post-mortem dissection of German shepherd dog MOS
showed no GG nor SO (Barrios et al. 2014) suggesting indeed that these organs regressed during
MOS evolution or ontogeny in dogs.

Figure 1
A diagrammatic representation of the olfactory cavity of a mammal. The location of the four main odour perception
tissues is shown: olfactory epithelium (OE), vomeronasal organ (VNO), the Grueneberg ganglion (GG), and the
septal organ of Masera (SOM). Other abbreviations used: olfactory bulb (OB) and accessory olfactory bulb (AOB).
(from: Hayden and Teeling 2014)
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Odorant binding
!
Two types of molecules, pheromones and odorants, can stimulate a neural cascade from OR
receptors to the brain. Olfactive cues can be detected diffusing at very low concentrations into the
mucus that covers the MOE, and thus be transported to ORs on OSNs cilia by odour-binding
proteins. Despite there are ~1,000 ORs genes in mammals, each OSN expresses only one allele
from one gene (Monahan & Lomvardas 2015). This ‘one neuron–one receptor rule’ is thought to be
important for olfactory coding, such that only a given population of olfactory neurons responds to a
restricted number of odour molecules.
Many studies have been performed to identify the binding sites for odorous ligands in the
receptor structure. It is thought that the basis for the wide spectrum of odorous ligands recognition
is in the sequence variability of TM3, 5 and 6 (Fleischer et al. 2006).
The ligand-binding phenomenology of ORs is complex. The binding pocket created by alpha
chains is where odorant docks and changes receptor protein shape, leading to the G protein
activation. The binding step can be performed by a finite number of receptors with an infinite
number of olfactory cues combinations (Malnic et al. 1999). The olfactory code is thus similar to
language complexity with odorant molecules performing like letters composing words. Each OR
can recognize several chemical cues, and specific odorants may bind to several ORs (Malnic et al.
1999) likely with different response amplitudes (Young and Trask 2002; Figure 2. A - the third
receptor reacts strongly than the last receptor).
Each time an OR is activated, a signal triggers the G-protein to which the receptor is coupled.
The G-protein passes from an inactive state, binding GDP (guanosine diphosphate) to an active
state, binding GTP (guanosine triphosphate), which activates the ATP conversion into cAMP
(cyclic adenosine monophosphate) by adenylyl cyclase. The cAMP acts as a messenger and
activates ion channels in the cell, inducing membrane depolarization and allowing the transduction
of the signal trough OSN axons to the olfactory glomeruli in the olfactory bulb. Each OSN in MOE
sends its projections to glomeruli, while in VNO OSNs are clustered into apical and basal zones
(Dulac & Wagner 2006). Secondary neurons, the mitral cells, receive the signal inside glomeruli
and covey it to the upper part of the brain, including the piriform cortex (MOE), hippocampus and
amigdala, in turn connected to higher cortical brain centres for further processing and odorant
identification (Firestein 2001; Dulac & Wagner 2006).
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Figure 2
(A) Example of combinatorial code of olfaction whit a same odorant being recognized from several receptors. (B)
Sources of phenotypic variation in olfaction. (Young 2002).

Thousands of neurons expressing a given olfactory receptor are spread throughout one zone of the
olfactory epithelium, but their axons converge on one or two glomeruli in the olfactory bulb. As
shown in Figure 1 B, individuals with different genotypes may (1) be homozygous for a given
olfactory receptor, (2) be heterozygous and express sequence variants with slightly different
odorant-binding capabilities, (3) possess non-functional variants (hatched receptor) and/or (4) have
duplicate gene copies, perhaps changing the relative numbers of responsive neurons in the olfactory
epithelium.

Olfactory repertoire size and structure

!
The detection of environmental chemicals is mediated by different transmembrane receptors. There
are five receptor categories: olfactory receptors (ORs), the molecular receptors that recognize
odorant molecules, expressed in MOE; the vomeronasal receptors (V1Rs and V2Rs) (Dulac & Axel
1995; Herrada & Dulac 1997; Matsunami & Buck 1997; Ryba & Tirindelli 1997) expressed
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respectively in the basal and apical zones of the VNO (Dulac & Wagner 2006); the trace amineassociated receptors (TAARs), expressed primarily in MOE (Liberles & Buck 2006); the formyl
peptide receptors (FPRs) expressed in VNO (Liberles et al. 2009; Rivière et al. 2009); and the
guanylyl cyclase GC-D receptors (Yu et al. 1997) expressed in septal organ (SO) and MOE. ORs,
TAARs, VRs and FPRs belong to the G protein-coupled receptor family (GPCR) and share seven
hydrophobic transmembrane domains (TM).
On average, ORs are 310 amino acid long (Niimura et al. 2012) and are encoded by intronless
genes present in almost all chromosomes. ORs have been grouped into families (sequence similarity
> 40%) and subfamilies (similarity > 60%). Due to the level of receptor diversification, there are
large numbers of subfamilies. These genes tend to form also genomic clusters with different sizes,
which can contain members of several subfamilies or even families. ORs in mammals can be
divided into Class I and Class II genes. These have been subdivided into several groups among
vertebrates, but only Class I

group and Class II

group receptors are present in mammals

(Niimura 2012: Figure 3).
Interestingly in human, mouse and dog genomes, all Class I OR genes form a single cluster,
contrary to Class II. Olfaction genetic repertoire could vary in sizes and pseudogenes rates. Humans
have the smallest olfactory subgenome with almost 1000 genes spread in all chromosomes except
20 and Y (Glusman et al. 2001). Our species possess another olfactory record, since we have the
highest pseudogenes rate (65%) and more than 100 subfamilies composed by pseudogenes
(Rouquier & Giorgi 2007).
Conversely, mouse and rat have the largest OR repertoire, consisting of compact gene clusters
unevenly distributed among chromosomes. In mice 1200 and 1400 genes with 20% pseudogenes
(Rouquier & Giorgi 2007) were found, and about 1600 genes divided in 282 families in rat, with
13% pseudogenes (Quignon et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2007).
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Figure 3
(A) Phylogenetic tree constructed using all intact OR genes from amphioxus, lamprey, zebrafish, and human.
Several non-OR GPCR genes were used as outgroups. (B) Number of functional genes (the sum of intact genes and
truncated genes) belonging to each group for each species. (Niimura et al. 2012)

Canine OR repertoire
!
Dog, mouse, and rat repertoire have 2.5–3.5 times more genes than human, consistent with the
hypothesis that the repertoire size is related to the olfaction abilities of a species (Quignon et al.
2012). Notably, dogs, which are supposed to have a good sense of smell, do not have the largest
number of functional OR genes (Niimura et al. 2014).
The canine olfactory subgenome was firstly identified via genomic DNA cloning of olfactory
sequence tags (Olender et al. 2004) and then searching for five amino acidic patterns through dog
whole genome shotgun sequence (Quignon et al. 2005). Dispersed into 24 chromosomes, the OR
canine subgenome forms 49 clusters and 300 subfamilies (Quignon et al. 2005, 2012). The majority
of ORs canine genes are class II, and about 200 belong to class I in chromosome 21 (CFA21),
!
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between 29 and 31 Mb (Quignon et al. 2012). Five class I and 18 class II families were described
(Robin et al. 2009). The two largest clusters on canine chromosomes 18 and 21 harbour only 4%
and 10% pseudogenes, respectively, and at the family level a rather uneven distribution of
pseudogenes was noted (Quignon et al. 2003). Data are in constant evolution, since now 1094 genes
have been identified, with 20% pseudogenes (Quignon et al. 2012).
OR diversity in dogs greatly varies among breeds and individuals (Robin et al. 2009). Some
breeds showed absence or weak polymorphism (German Shepherd) and other extreme gene cluster
expansions, resulting in a breed-specific haplotype signature. Moreover, the level of OR
polymorphism in dogs tends to be related to cluster organization, with the least polymorphic genes
mostly localized in small clusters and the highest in large clusters. Due to the high values of SNP
density found, Robin et al. (2009) suggested that the evolutionary model based only on duplication
events could not explain such high variability, thus a gene conversion mechanism should be
responsible for the large proportion of the mutations not being counter selected.

ORs evolution: neutral, evolutionary and adaptive theories

!
Until 1990 most multi-gene families were thought to be subject to a concerted evolution model,
which proposes that genes belonging to the same family evolve as a unit in concert, by randomly
repeated or unequal crossing-over and gene conversion (Nei & Rooney 2005). The concerted
evolution theory thus proposes homogenization of the duplicated entities. The organization of OR
repertoires among mammals is similar despite the number of genes. Synteny in clusters has been
maintained and orthologous pairs can be found. Surprisingly, phylogenetically distantly-related OR
genes were often observed in orthologous clusters (Glusman et al. 2000), a fact that was
incompatible with the concerted evolution theory. Conversely, tandem duplications could have been
the primary mechanism for OR family expansions and gene clustering (Young 2002; Niimura &
Nei 2005). This mechanisms is well known as the birth-and-death model (Nei 1969; Nei et al.
1997). Repeated gene duplication events can give birth to new genes and pseudogenes by chance.
Some of newly formed genes can persist in a genome for long time and then diverge, while others
can be deleted or subjected to frameshift deleterious mutations.
In other studies it was suggested that gene duplication should be accompanied by gene conversion
too. This was the case of dog’s olfaction repertoire, where high values of SNPs density were found,
and authors suggested that the only duplication evolutionary model could not explain such high
variability, thus, gene conversion mechanism should be responsible for the large proportion of the
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mutations not being counter selected.
The neutralist view of olfactory subgenome evolution (Niimura & Nei 2007) suggested that
differentiation among species is almost due to random genes’ duplication and inactivation, as the
only evolutionary explanation for ORs different expression among mammals. Nevertheless,
adaptive evolution too might have shaped OR plasticity (Hayden et al. 2010), thus different
selective pressure may act during evolution driving olfaction abilities to be specialized or lost.
During tetrapod evolution, the transition from water to land likely increased the importance of
olfaction and consequently the number of OR genes encoding for receptors in the tetrapod lineage.
Class I ORs were originally identified in fish (Ngai et al. 1993), thus classified as fish-like
receptors, and class II in mammals, but subsequently both classes were found also in the amphibian
species Xenopus laevis (Freitag et al. 1995). Class I ORs were supposed to be more sensitive to
relatively hydrophilic compounds, whereas Class II ORs might favour more hydrophobic
compounds (Freitag et al. 1995; Xinmin Zhang and Firestein 2002; Saito et al. 2009).
Recently Niimura et al. (2014) investigated the possible differences between class I and II
receptors. In particular authors suggested that the positive correlation that exists between the
number of OR genes and the number of ligands, and the generally lower expansion observed in
class I than class II genes, could be due to specific functionalities retained by these two gene
lineages. In particular class I genes were considered “the specialist” class, whose functionality
could have been maintained for long periods during evolution in mammals by a combination of
limited gene gains and losses, and directional selection.
Positive selection on OR genes appeared to promote OR repertoire evolution through changes
in aminoacid sequence in order to increase discriminatory powers. This have been described in
human (Gilad et al. 2003), mouse (Zhang et al. 2004) and dog (Robin et al. 2009). However cases
of purifying selection too have been described in 13 placental mammals (Niimura et al. 2014), and
in chimpanzees in comparison with humans, together with a higher proportion of intact genes
(Gilad et al. 2003). In humans the massive presence of pseudogenes has been explained by the
vision priority hypothesis, which correlates the increasing OR pseudogenization rate with the gain
of the trichromatic vision in primates (Gilad et al. 2004).

The behavioural aspect of smell
!
In animals, chemical recognition is of fundamental importance and could drive to survival or
death For humans, although our survival is less deeply dependent from smell capabilities, olfaction
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is still centrally involved in the quality of life. It is intimately related with taste and can activate the
smell-related memory, which is linked both to positive or negative feelings. All interactions among
individuals of the same (or even different) species are dependent on the recognition of sex- and
species-specific traces, which could be dispersed by urine, tears and saliva. These chemo-signals
can be decoded both by the main olfactory and the vomeronasal system (Kelliher 2007). Individual
chemo-signals are usually odorants or pheromones, but there is evidence that also MHC peptides
can be recognized by V2R receptors in VNs (Brennan & Kendrick 2006; Ziegler et al. 2010; Sturm
et al. 2013). The understanding of vertebrate pheromone communication will continue to be driven
by molecular genomic approaches. However, an important limitation is that most works are carried
out in rodents, particularly mice, whereas pheromones are, by definition, species-specific signals.
Therefore, caution must be exercised in extrapolating between species (and between sexes), that
have different reproductive strategies and behavioural priorities.
Canids, like other mammals, most rely on olfaction to communicate, but their characteristic
social system made them an interesting complex model to investigate, especially in behavioural
ecology and neuroscience. Often the only way to hypothesize wild canids olfactory abilities is by
comparison with demonstrated dog olfactory abilities, assuming that also other canids may retain
the same sensitivity. Odours in canids are supposed to contain a panel of individual information
such as its gender, breeding condition, social status, age and even diet. Scent marks can result in a
distinctive odour fingerprint as a result of typical individual microflora and diet, thus it is likely that
also wolves are capable to identify such information (Mech & Boitani 2003).
Olfactory communication can convey signals both in presence and in absence of the sender.
In marking their territory wolves use both vocal and scent signals. Scent marks are often used as
indirect deterrent for the defence of territory, thereby reducing fights with conspecifics (indirect
territorial defence hypothesis). Scent marking by urination is a common practice in the Canidae
family

(Cafazzo

et

al.

2012).

Several studies demonstrated that marks are more often left by

animals with high social status (dominance/treat hypothesis (Peters & Mech 1975; Mech 1999;
Cafazzo et al. 2012; Jordan et al. 2013).

Marks are usually deposited along territory periphery

(Cafazzo et al. 2012).
Olfactory communication guides many different social behaviours such as kin recognition,
mating, territorial aggression, defensive responses (Brennan & Kendrick 2006; Isogai et al. 2011).
However, olfaction in canids is often complemented by other types of communication. For example
during mating periods olfactory, visual and vocal communication are used in combination. Breeders
usually leave marks full of pheromones, and the female in particular changes its body posture and
uses vocal signals to show to the male that the moment is favourable to mate.
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(b) Classification of early development in wolves given current data. Wolves and dogs develop senses at the same
time. The difference between dogs and wolves is in the time they start socialization, which deeply impacts on the
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(From Lord 2013)
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develop their senses at the same time, wolves usually start to explore at two weeks of age, when

they are able to smell but still partially blind and deaf but, whereas dogs begin at four weeks, when
their senses of sight, hearing, and smell are already developed. This difference means that while
dog pups can use all their senses in familiarizing with the world around them, wolves prevalently
rely on smell, which will likely cause an elusive and more vigilant behaviour than dogs in the
adulthood (Figure 4; Lord 2013).
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INTRODUCTION TO PAPER IV
Silvana Lapalombella, Marco Galaverni, Romolo Caniglia,
Sara De Fanti, Douglas Scofield, Elena Fabbri, Robert
Ekblom, Ettore Randi. “Canid olfactomics: olfactory
receptors in wolves and dogs” (in preparation)

According to their sense of smell, animals can recognize clues related to the perception of
the external environment such as presence of food, preys and predators, mates and kin or
even intruders. Depending on the species, olfaction abilities can play marginal or
fundamental role in social behaviour and survival. This sense is particularly complex from
many aspects, and still poorly known. A combinatorial interaction of possibly unlimited
number of ligands with receptors drove biological systems to specialize in anatomy with
peculiar structures, and increasing the number of genes. Nevertheless, the expanding
availability of genomic and bioinformatic tools is opening the way to study the complex
genomics of olfaction. Here we present results from a comparative study on olfactory
receptor genes sequenced using next-generation technologies in dog and wolf samples in the
PAPER IV.
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28!

Abstract(

29!

Olfaction!plays!a!crucial!role!in!social!behaviour!and!prey!detection!in!large!carnivores.!These!

30!

abilities! are! mediated! by! the! integrated! actions! of! different! olfactory! receptor! (OR)! genes.!

31!

More!than!one!thousand!OR!genes!have!been!described!in!the!dog!genome,!but!the!variability!

32!

of! OR! genes! is! still! poorly! known! in! dog! closest! relative,! the! wolf.! Here,! we! present!

33!

comparative! analyses! of! dog! and! wolf! OR! genes! sequenced! through! the! Ion! Torrent! PGM!

34!

platform! using! canid^specific! degenerate! primer! pairs,! to! amplify! an! estimated! 59%! of! the!

35!

known!canine!OR!sub^genome.!We!sequenced!samples!from!16!dogs!in!Italian!shelters!and!16!

36!

wolves! from! wild^living! packs! in! Italy.! Sequenced! reads! were! mapped! to! the! dog! genome!

37!

assembly,! and! after! a! stringent! filtering! pipeline,! 775! high! coverage! polymorphisms! (733!

38!

SNPs! and! 42! InDels)! were! discovered! in! a! total! of! 250! OR! genes! (50! class! I,! 196! class! II,! 4!

39!

unclassified).!A!significantly!higher!number!of!variants!was!detected!in!dogs!class!I!vs.!class!II!

40!

genes,!together!with!a!significantly!higher!number!of!haplotypes!and!gene!diversity.!We!found!

41!

no! difference! in! the! mean! number! of! variant! sites! per! locus! between! dogs! and! wolves.! We!

42!

observed!significant!skews!from!neutrality!in!both!groups,!averaging!more!positive!values!of!

43!

Tajima’s! D! in! wolves,! likely! a! sign! of! the! recent! bottleneck! experienced! by! the! Italian! wolf!

44!

population!(Fabbri!et&al.!2007).!Ka/Ks!values!suggested!overall!stabilizing!selection!acting!on!

45!

both! dogs! and! wolves,! but! with! differential! pressures! on! some! specific! ORs! possibly!

46!

responsible!for!recent!adaptations.!

47!

!

!

!
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48!

Introduction(

49!

Olfaction!is!a!complex!sense!that!deeply!impacts!animal!survival!by!allowing!the!detection!of!

50!

environmental!cues!useful!to!discriminate!the!presence!of!prey!and!predators,!food,!kin!and!

51!

mates.! The! Olfactory! Receptor! (OR)! genes,! firstly! described! in! Rattus& norvegicus! in! 1991!

52!

(Buck! &! Axel! 1991),! play! essential! functional! roles! in! vertebrates,! and! are! the! largest! gene!

53!

family! yet! identified,! corresponding! to! more! than! 2%! of! the! mammalian! genes! (Firestein!

54!

2001).!The!OR!genes!reside!in!clusters!mapping!to!several!chromosomes,!likely!derived!from!

55!

expansion!or!dispersion!of!ancient!groups!of!genes!present!in!a!common!ancestor!(Aloni!et&al.!

56!

2006).! ORs! belong! to! the! G! protein^coupled! receptor! (GPCR)! group,! the! structure! of! which!

57!

contains! seven! hydrophobic! transmembrane! domains! (TM).! Within! ORs,! families! and!

58!

subfamilies! are! identified! by! sequence! homology.! Based! on! their! phylogenetic! relationships!

59!

(Glusman! et& al.! 2000),! ORs! are! classified! into! two! classes:! class! I,! defined! as! the! fish^like!

60!

receptors! (Freitag! et! al.! 1995;! 1998),! but! present! also! in! terrestrial! vertebrate! genomes!

61!

(Niimura! 2010);! and! class! II,! the! tetrapodan! receptors.! The! different! expression! of! the! two!

62!

classes!of!genes!in!vertebrates!and!the!preferential!interaction!of!the!receptors!to!hydrophilic!

63!

and!hydrophobic!agonists,!likely!mean!that!first!class!receptors!evolved!to!bind!preferentially!

64!

water^born!molecules!and!the!second!class!volatile!odorants!(Eisthen!1997;!Saito!et&al.!2009;!

65!

Niimura!2010).!

66!

Among! mammals,! dogs! have! an! extremely! sensitive! olfactory! system,! and! they! are! often!

67!

trained!to!use!this!system!to!assist!humans!in!finding!hidden!substances!like!explosives!and!

68!

drugs,! biological! clues! such! as! volatile! organic! compounds! that! are! linked! to! cancers!

69!

(Boedeker! et&al.! 2012),! human! traces! in! rescue! operations,! and! scats! from! wild! animals! in!

70!

wildlife!management!(Long!et&al.!2007;!Arandjelovic!et&al.!2015).!Canine!olfactory!abilities!are!

71!

the! result! of! a! combination! of! anatomical! and! genomic! characteristics.! The! main! olfactory!

72!

epithelium!in!the!dog!nose!is!almost!20!times!larger!than!in!humans!(Issel^tamer!et&al.!1997)!
!
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73!

and! is! accompanied! by! a! peculiar! airflow! generated! by! the! presence! of! the! dorsal! meatus,!

74!

which!bypasses!the!respiratory!airways!and!prevents!the!purging!of!odorants!from!receptors!

75!

during!expiration,!enhancing!odor!discrimination!(Craven!et&al.!2010).!

76!

Several!studies!have!examined!OR!genes!in!dogs!and!have!found!high!levels!of!diversity,!likely!

77!

due!to!a!combination!of!low!selective!constraints!and!on^going!gene!conversion!(Quignon!et!

78!

al.! 2012).! However,! only! two! papers! (Zhang! et& al.! 2011;! Chen! et& al.! 2012)! thus! far! have!

79!

examined! OR! genes! in! wolves,! the! wild! sister! group! to! dogs,! and! these! have! compared! the!

80!

genetic!variability!of!a!limited!number!of!pseudogenes!observing!not!significant!difference!in!

81!

the! proportion! of! pseudogenes! between! dogs! and! wolves! but! presence! of! strong! purifying!

82!

selection!in!dogs!breeds.!

83!

The!patterns!of!OR!variation!within!the!genomes!of!dogs!and!wolves!could!have!been!shaped!

84!

by! differing! natural! or! artificial! selection! pressures,! as! well! as! by! distinct! demographic!

85!

histories.!Wolves!are!widespread!in!the!Old!and!New!World,!owing!to!their!adaptability!to!a!

86!

variety!of!climatic!and!ecological!conditions!(Geffen!et&al.!2004;!PILOT!et&al.!2006;!Musiani!et&

87!

al.!2007).!Nevertheless,!European!wolf!populations!have!declined!and!have!disappeared!from!

88!

parts!of!their!historical!range!due!to!habitat!changes!and!direct!human!persecution!(Boitani!

89!

2000).! Although! some! European! wolf! populations! have! started! to! recover! in! the! last! few!

90!

decades,!wolves!are!still!locally!threatened!by!illegal!and!incidental!killing!and!hybridization!

91!

with! free^ranging! dogs! (Randi! 2011;! Godinho! et&al.! 2011;! Randi! et&al.! 2014).! Domestic! dogs!

92!

diverged!from!their!wild!counterpart!between!11,000!and!36,000!years!ago,!possibly!through!

93!

multiple!events!of!domestication!and!backcrosses!involving!various!possibly!now^extinct!wolf!

94!

populations! (Lindblad^Toh! et& al.! 2005;! Freedman! et& al.! 2014;! Wang! et& al.! 2016;! Fan! et& al.!

95!

2016).!

96!

Domestication!and!associated!selection!of!modern!breeds!have!deeply!modified!a!number!of!

97!

phenotypic!and!genetic!traits!in!dogs!(Vonholdt!et&al.!2010;!Vaysse!et&al.!2011;!Axelsson!et&al.!

!
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98!

2013),! and! have! also! left! a! peculiar! genetic! signature! in! dog! ORs! (Robin! et! al.! 2009).! In! the!

99!

past,! given! the! large! number! of! genes! and! high! level! of! polymorphism,! sequencing! and!

100!

characterizing!a!significant!portion!of!OR!genes!was!difficult!or!exceedingly!expensive,!even!

101!

when!using!degenerate!primers!(Buck!&!Axel!1991;!Young!et&al.!2002;!Linhart!&!Shamir!2002;!

102!

Gilad!et&al.!2004).!However,!with!the!advent!of!new!molecular!methods!via!high^throughput!

103!

sequencing,!it!is!now!possible!to!sequence!thousands!of!genes!in!a!few!hours!(Mainland!et&al.!

104!

2013)! at! reasonable! cost.! To! take! best! advantage! of! this! technology,! we! did! not! use! human!

105!

degenerate!primers!for!ORs!as!has!been!done!in!past!studies!(Gilad!et&al.!2003,!2004;!Hughes!

106!

et&al.! 2013;! Hayden! et&al.! 2014);! instead! we! designed! new! dog^specific! degenerate! primers.!

107!

We! also! chose! to! sequence! with! Ion! Torrent! because! of! its! scalability! in! library! preparation!

108!

and!its!long!read!length,!which!is!helpful!when!mapping!highly!similar!sequences.!

109!

Our!main!objectives!were:!1)!develop!a!reference!OR!database!containing!all!sequences!that!

110!

could!be!reliably!recognized!as!ORs;!2)!design!dog^specific!degenerate!primers!and!test!their!

111!

amplification! efficiency! and! accuracy! via! a! novel! bioinformatic! pipeline! able! to! cope! with!

112!

degenerate! pairing;! 3)! identify! OR! variants! and! their! differences! between! dogs! and! wolves;!

113!

and!4)!determine!OR!genes!under!selection!in!dogs,!wolves,!or!both.!

114!

Materials(and(Methods(

115!

Olfactory(subgenome(reference(database(reconstruction(

116!

In!order!to!construct!a!reference!database!of!canine!OR!sequences,!we!collected!the!1121!OR!

117!

sequences! described! in! Robin! et! al.! (2009)! and! all! transcripts! from! the! NCBI! Seq^Gene!

118!

database!

119!

(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Canis_lupus_familiaris/mapview/).!

120!

sequences!as!queries!to!search!the!latest!dog!genome!assembly!(canFam3.1)!using!the!Basic!

121!

Local!Alignment!Search!Tool!(Blast)!implemented!in!Geneious!v.7!(Biomatters,!Auckland!New!
!

annotated!
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122!

Zealand,! http://www.geneious.com/).! For! each! sequence! and! transcript,! only! hits! with! a!

123!

minimum! threshold! of! 98%! identity! were! retained,! and! if! two! or! more! hits! mapped! to! the!

124!

same! region,! only! the! longest! was! kept.! If! one! sequence! mapped! with! high! identity! to! two!

125!

different!genomic!locations,!only!the!hit!with!the!highest!identity!was!retained,!whereas!hits!

126!

with! equally! high! identity! scores! were! all! discarded.! The! locations! of! the! hits! retained! from!

127!

Blast! were! used! to! extract! the! corresponding! sequences! from! the! canFam3.1! reference!

128!

genome! using! BEDTools! package! v.! 2.21.0! (Quinlan! &! Hall! 2010).! These! sequences! were!

129!

further! checked! to! be! reliable! OR! genes! using! the! HMM^based! Olfactory! Receptor! Family!

130!

Assigner! in! the! BioPerl! module! Bio::ORA! (Hayden! et& al.! 2010).! We! thus! reconstructed! a!

131!

reference!OR!dataset!using!only!genomic!regions!that!satisfied!both!these!criteria.!

132!

OR(protein(classification(

133!

For!the!nomenclature!and!classification!of!OR!sequences!we!followed!Robin!et!al.!(2009).!We!

134!

assigned! the! few! unclassified! sequences! to! the! respective! class! I! or! II! genes! using! the!

135!

following!pipeline.!Sequences!were!grouped!into!smaller!sets!and!translated!and!aligned!with!

136!

MACSE! (Ranwez! et& al.! 2011)! using! default! settings.! All! sequences! showing! frameshift! or!

137!

disrupting! codons! were! manually! discarded! and! only! those! with! a! complete! open! reading!

138!

frame! (ORF)! were! selected! and! aligned! with! Muscle! (Edgar! 2004).! From! this! alignment,! a!

139!

phylogenetic! neighbour^joining! (NJ)! tree! was! constructed! in! MAFFT! v.7! (Katoh! &! Standley!

140!

2013)! under! the! Jones^Thorton^Taylor! (JTT)! model! for! amino! acid! sequences! (Jones! et& al.!

141!

1992).! OR! sequences! were! then! assigned! to! class! I! or! II! according! to! their! clade! in! the! tree.!

142!

Pseudogenes! were! identified! based! on! previous! classification! (Robin! et! al.! 2009).!

143!

Polymorphic! pseudogenes! were! further! checked! by! comparison! to! recently! released! NCBI!

144!

RefSeq!Genes!103!using!Golden!Helix!Genome!Browser!2.0,!and!retained!as!pseudogenes!only!

145!

if! falling! into! RefSeq^classified! noncoding! genes,! or! if! containing! a! stop! codon! such! that! the!

146!

open!reading!frame!(ORF)!was!shorter!than!290!amino!acids!(Olender!et&al.!2004).!
!
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Degenerate(primer(design(

148!

In! previous! studies,! human! degenerate! primers! (Hughes! et! al.! 2013;! H.! Zhang! et! al.! 2011;!

149!

Olender!et!al.!2004)!were!used!to!try!to!amplify!the!majority!of!OR!genes!in!different!species.!

150!

Here! we! developed! two! new! canid^specific! degenerate! primer! pairs! designed! using! the!

151!

program!HYDEN!(Linhart!&!Shamir!2002).!In!order!to!maximize!the!chance!of!amplifying!both!

152!

class! I! and! II! genes,! primers! were! designed! for! each! class! separately.! After! removing!

153!

sequences!with!ambiguous!positions!from!the!two!input!alignments,!for!each!targeted!class,!

154!

the! best! pair! of! forward! and! reverse! degenerate! primers! was! retained,! according! to! the!

155!

highest! number! of! matching! sequences,! with! a! degeneracy! threshold! of! 104.! The! obtained!

156!

degenerate!primer!sequences!were:!class!I!5'!(cI_DP_F)!CTNCAYVARCCYATGTAYYWYTTBYT,!

157!

class! I! 3'! (cI_DP_R)! GTYYTNACHCYRTAVAYRATRGGRTT,! class! II! 5'! (cII_DP_F)!

158!

CTNCANWCNCCHATGTAYTTYYTBCT,!

159!

TTYCTBARRSTRTARATNADRGGRTT.! The! expected! amplification! success! was! defined! by!

160!

HYDEN!as!the!proportion!of!OR!genes!amplified!with!up!to!2!bp!mismatch!in!both!directions.!

161!

Choice(of(samples,(DNA(extraction(and(quantification(

162!

Muscular!tissue!samples!were!taken!from!16!wolf!individuals!(killed!in!road!accidents!or!by!

163!

poaching)! collected! throughout! the! distribution! range! in! Italy.! Blood! samples! from! 16! dogs!

164!

not!belonging!to!any!specified!breed!were!collected!in!Italian!kennels!by!authorized!staff!on!

165!

behalf! of! ISPRA.! No! animal! was! hurt! nor! sacrificed! for! the! purpose! of! this! study.! DNA! was!

166!

extracted!using!the!DNAeasy!Blood!&!Tissue!kit!(Qiagen,!Valencia,!California,!USA)!according!

167!

to!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!Genomic!DNA!was!visualized!on!1.2%!agarose!SYBR!Safe!

168!

DNA! e^gel! (Life! Technologies,! Carlsbad,! California,! USA)! and! quantified! with! a! Qubit!

169!

fluorimeter!v.2.0!using!the!dsDNA!BR!assay!kit!(Life!Technologies).!

!
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PCR(conditions(

171!

PCRs! were! performed! using! a! Veriti®! 96^Well! Thermal! Cycler! (Applied! Biosystems)! with! a!

172!

temperature! gradient! specific! for! each! degenerate! primer! pair! to! maximize! the! number! of!

173!

potentially! amplified! genes! (Gilad! et& al.! 2004).! The! reactions! were! carried! out! in! a! total!

174!

volume!of!20!μL!containing:!100!µmol/L!deoxynucleotides,!0.5!µmol/L!of!each!primer,!1x!PCR!

175!

buffer,! 0.25! unit! of! Taq! (5Prime),! and! 25! ng! DNA.! PCR! conditions! were! modified! from!

176!

(Hayden!et&al.! 2010):! a! first! step! of! denaturation! was! run! at! 94°C! for! 2! min,! followed! by! 45!

177!

cycles!of!denaturation!at!94°C!for!15!s,!with!annealing!at!a!gradient!temperature!of!38°C!to!

178!

48°C!for!40!s!for!cI_DP,!and!38°C!to!58°C!for!cII_DP!(both!with!a!ΔT!of!2°C),!and!extension!at!

179!

72°C! for! 1! min.! The! final! step! was! an! extension! at! 72°C! for! 10! min.! PCR! products! were!

180!

purified! using! Exo^SAP! IT! (Affymetrix! Inc),! visualized! on! 2%! E^gel! with! E^gel! low^range!

181!

quantitative! DNA! ladder! (Life! Technologies),! and! quantified! with! a! Qubit! fluorometer! (Life!

182!

Technologies).! The! best! range! of! amplification! temperatures! was! then! chosen! based! on! the!

183!

presence! of! good^quality! products! in! both! dog! and! wolf! samples.! PCR! products! amplified! at!

184!

42°C! and! 44°C! were! thus! gathered! for! cI_DP! pairs,! and! 48°C! and! 50°C! for! cII_DP! pairs.! For!

185!

each! individual,! the! amplification! products! at! each! selected! temperature! were! quantified,!

186!

equimolarized!and!joined!into!one!mix.!

187!

Library(preparation(and(sequencing(

188!

For!each!sample,!100!ng!of!PCR!product!were!enzymatically!fragmented!using!the!Ion!Xpress!

189!

Plus! Fragment! Library! Kit! protocol.! Amplicons! sizes! were! selected! on! Size! Selection! e^gels!

190!

(Invitrogen)! to! reach! a! target! read! length! of! about! 400! bp.! Each! sample! was! labelled! using!

191!

IonXpress!Barcode!Adapters!and!quantified!by!qPCR!Real^Time.!The!labelled!fragments!were!

192!

clonally! amplified! using! the! Ion! PGM! Template! OT2! 400! Kit! with! the! Ion! OneTouch! 2!

193!

Instrument.!A!final!step!of!enrichment!was!performed!with!the!Ion!OneTouch!ES!Instrument.!

194!

The!quality!of!the!libraries!was!checked!with!a!Qubit!fluorometer!to!quantify!the!presence!of!
!
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polyclonal!particles.!Two!fully!amplified!and!purified!template!pools,!one!for!each!degenerate!

196!

primer!pairs’!product,!were!injected!on!two!Ion!Torrent!PGM!316!sequencing!chips!v.2!(Life!

197!

Technologies),!respectively!named!chip!I!and!chip!II.!

198!

Sequencing(validation(and(mapping((

199!

Sequencing!data!were!imported!in!the!Ion!Torrent!Suite!v.4.0!Software.!Reads!were!trimmed!

200!

as!default!for!low!signal!quality!and/or!for!the!presence!of!mixed!DNA!templates!in!a!given!

201!

well.!The!3'!ends!of!reads!were!scanned!for!matches!to!the!adapter!sequences!and!for!trailing!

202!

regions! of! low! quality.! Short! reads! (<! 4bp)! or! with! off^scale! ionograms,! based! on! default!

203!

values,! were! filtered! and! removed,! along! with! reads! likely! to! be! polyclonal! or! with! adapter!

204!

dimers.! Only! high^quality! portions! of! reads,! with! Phred! per^base! quality! scores! >! 15,! were!

205!

written! into! an! unmapped! BAM! file,! and! then! mapped! to! the! reference! canFam3.1! genome!

206!

with!the!Torrent!Mapping!Alignment!program!(TMAP),!which!integrates!different!alignment!

207!

algorithms:!BWA^short!(Li!&!Durbin!2009),!BWA^long!(Li!&!Durbin!2010),!SSAHA!(Ning!et&al.!

208!

2001),!and!Super^maximal!Exact!Matching!(Li!2012).!

209!

SAMtools! mpileup! (Li! et&al.! 2009)! was! used! to! extract! coverage! information! from! BAM! files!

210!

(chip! I! and! chip! II! data),! which! were! then! processed! with! the! intervalBed! script!

211!

(https://github.com/douglasgscofield/bioinfo/blob/master/scripts/intervalBed)! to! obtain! a!

212!

BED! file! describing! the! genomic! intervals! with! a! read! coverage! of! at! least! 15x.! Length! of!

213!

intervals!and!distances!of!separation!were!calculated.!Intervals!that!ranged!between!650!and!

214!

750! bp,! compatible! with! the! expected! amplicon! sizes! (Figure! 1),! were! extracted! from! both!

215!

chips!as!putative!targets.!Finally,!sequence!coverage!per!locus!and!per!sample!metrics!were!

216!

assessed! with! the! Genome! Analysis! ToolKit! (GATK)! v.3.3.0! (McKenna! et! al.! 2010)!

217!

DepthOfCoverage!tool.!

!
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218!

OR(identification(

219!

The! locations! of! the! intervals! passing! all! the! filtering! steps! were! compared! with! our! OR!

220!

reference! database! using! BEDTools,! then! classified! into! amplified! loci! falling! inside! our!

221!

reconstructed! OR! genomic! locations! (INREF)! or! other! amplified! regions! not! falling! into! our!

222!

known!OR!intervals!(OUTREF).!In!order!to!verify!their!possible!match!with!ORs!not!included!

223!

in! the! reference! database,! the! corresponding! OUTREF! sequences! were! extracted! from!

224!

canFam3.1! and! checked! by! both! NCBI! blast! search,! avoiding! the! retention! of! any! sequence!

225!

with!100%!identity!to!two!or!more!different!locations,!and!with!Bio::ORA.!Regions!recognized!

226!

as!putative!ORs!from!both!methods!were!manually!annotated!following!the!Bio::ORA!starting!

227!

frame! prediction.! As! above,! annotation! was! then! visually! checked! against! the! NCBI! RefSeq!

228!

Genes!103!genomic!track!in!GenomeBrowse!whenever!a!corresponding!hit!was!available.!

229!

Sequencing(success(

230!

From!all!validated!loci,!we!calculated!the!observed!amplification!success!(AS)!in!terms!of!total!

231!

AS,! the! percentage! of! amplified! loci! on! the! total! number! of! OR! genes! identified,! and! class^

232!

specific!AS,!the!percentage!of!amplified!class!I!and!II!loci!over!the!total!number!of!class!I!and!II!

233!

reference!genes,!respectively.!We!then!calculated!the!primer^specific!AS!as!the!proportion!of!

234!

amplified! base! pairs! on! the! total! gene! length.! Per^family! and! per^cluster! mean! rates! of!

235!

amplification! were! calculated! as! the! mean! proportion! of! amplified! loci! per! family! and! per!

236!

cluster,!over!the!total!number!of!loci!described!in!the!OR!reference!dataset.!Amplification!bias!

237!

was!checked!using!a!Fisher’s!exact!test!(FET),!comparing!the!number!of!amplified!genes!over!

238!

the! number! of! reference! genes,! counted! per! family! and! per! cluster.! Among! families! and!

239!

clusters!showing!a!significant!deviation!from!expectations,!we!only!considered!as!significant!

240!

those!with!at!least!3!genes!expected!to!be!amplified!and!with!more!than!50%!deviation!from!

241!

expectation.!

!
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242!

Trimming(degenerate(primer(sequences(from(sequenced(data(

243!

In! order! to! trim! the! degenerate! primer! sequences! from! the! sequenced! data! and! avoid! the!

244!

possible!

245!

(https://github.com/douglasgscofield/dispr),! which! implements! degenerate! in^silico! PCR! by!

246!

scanning!a!reference!sequence!using!pairs!of!degenerate!primer!sequences.!DISPR!was!used!

247!

to!find!all!sequences!in!the!dog!genome!(canFam3.1)!matching!any!of!the!~104!unambiguous!

248!

26^bp! sequences! of! the! degenerate! primers,! allowing! up! to! 5! mismatches! in! the! first! 10! bp!

249!

from!each!5’!degenerate!primer!start!and!up!to!2!additional!mismatches!in!the!remaining!16!

250!

bp! of! each! degenerate! primer.! Once! the! primer! pairings! were! retrieved! along! the! genome,!

251!

DISPR!identified!in^silico!amplicons!produced!by!forward!and!reverse!primers!and!produced!

252!

a!BED!file!of!internal!amplicon!portions!with!primer!sequences!subtracted.!The!BAM!files!of!

253!

read! alignments! were! then! subset! using! this! BED! file! to! include! just! those! reads! which!

254!

overlapped!the!internal!portions!of!amplicons.!

255!

Identification(of(variants(

256!

To!identify!single!nucleotide!polymorphisms!(SNPs)!and!insertions!or!deletions!(InDels),!we!

257!

used! GATK.! Starting! from! subset! BAM! files! covering! internal! portions! of! amplicons,! we!

258!

performed! a! local! realignment! around! InDels! (DePristo! et! al.! 2011)! and! separated! the!

259!

resulting! realigned! multisample! bam! files! into! single^sample! files.! We! produced! genotypes!

260!

using! the! HaplotypeCaller! (HC)! method,! with! the! options! ERC! (emit! reference! call),! GVCF!

261!

(genotype! variant! calling! format)! and! DISCOVERY! mode,! setting! the! emission! confidence!

262!

threshold!to!10,!and!the!minimum!calling!confidence!to!30,!filtering!out!reads!with!Mapping!

263!

Quality! (MAPQ)! <! 20.! Calls! were! thus! limited! to! the! internal! portions! of! amplicons! as!

264!

identified! by! DISPR.! We! then! joined! all! emitted! genotypes! (GVCF)! for! each! sample! with!

265!

GenotypeGVCF! tool,! to! perform! multisample! variant! calling! of! all! sites! evaluated! to! be!

266!

potentially! variable! by! the! HC! method.! Finally,! standard! hard! filtering! parameters! was!
!
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267!

applied,! according! to! GATK! Best! Practices! recommendations! (Van! der! Auwera! et&al.! 2013),!

268!

followed!by!an!additional!set!of!user^defined!filters!(Supplemental!Table!3).!

269!

Variant(analysis(

270!

The!SNP!&!Variant!Suite!(SVS)!software!v.8.0.1!was!used!for!the!analysis!of!variant!sites.!We!

271!

filtered!the!VCFs!obtained!from!chip!I!and!chip!II,!only!retaining!sites!with!genotype!quality!

272!

(GQ)!>!20,!which!should!reflect!a!99%!accuracy!(Carson!et&al.!2014).!VCFs!from!the!two!chips!

273!

were! then! merged! into! a! single! file.! When! only! one! genotype! was! present,! it! was! directly!

274!

retained,! whereas! in! case! of! discordant! genotypes! only! the! one! with! highest! GQ! was!

275!

considered.! We! then! retained! only! variant! sites! that! were! reliably! called! in! at! least! two!

276!

individuals! per! group.! Genotypes! from! sites! that! were! called! in! both! sequencing! chips!

277!

(overlapping!sites)!were!compared,!and!a!discrepancy!rate!was!calculated!as!the!number!of!

278!

discordant! genotypes! over! the! total! number! of! overlapping! genotypes.! We! also! determined!

279!

the! frequency! of! false! alleles! (FA)! and! allelic! dropout! (ADO),! considering! the! genotype! with!

280!

the!highest!GQ!as!the!correct!one.!

281!

Bias!toward!a!particular!family!or!cluster!in!the!identification!of!variants!was!evaluated!by!a!

282!

FET,!comparing!the!number!of!polymorphic!loci!identified!vs.!the!number!of!amplified!loci!per!

283!

family!and!per!cluster.!Families!and!clusters!showing!at!least!3!expected!polymorphic!loci!and!

284!

more!than!50%!of!deviation!from!expectation!were!considered!significantly!deviating.!

285!

To! test! the! hypothesis! that! larger! clusters! host! more! polymorphic! loci! (Robin! et! al.! 2009),!

286!

Spearman’s!correlation!was!checked!between!cluster!size!(the!number!of!OR!genes!described!

287!

in!a!cluster!in!the!reference!database)!and!the!mean!number!of!variable!sites!per!locus.!Genes!

288!

were! not! even! distributed! among! clusters! and! thus! cluster! sizes! were! classified! as! small!

289!

(including!from!1!to!60!ORs)!and!large!(170!to!222!ORs).!The!distribution!of!the!mean!number!

290!

of! SNPs! per! locus! was! checked! over! small! and! large! clusters! in! both! groups.! We! also!

!
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291!

compared!the!mean!number!of!genes!that!had!a!smaller!number!of!SNPs!(from!0!to!5)!and!a!

292!

larger!number!of!SNPs!(more!than!6).!

293!

Finally,! the! SVS! Variant! Classification! function! was! applied! to! identify! and! summarize! the!

294!

different!types!of!mutations!(synonymous,!non^synonymous,!frameshift,!or!stop).!

295!

FST! was! calculated! at! each! polymorphic! site,! and! a! genotype! principal! component! analysis!

296!

(PCA)!was!carried!out!over!all!samples.!An!estimate!of!genotype!uniqueness!was!reported!as!

297!

the!percentage!of!samples!from!each!group!that!contained!a!unique!genotype!or!a!genotype!

298!

that!was!not!present!in!the!other!group!of!samples.!Finally,!SNP!density!was!calculated!as!the!

299!

frequency!of!SNPs!across!the!total!sequenced!base!pairs.!

300!

Haplotype(reconstruction(

301!

Haplotypes!from!loci!found!to!be!polymorphic!were!reconstructed!using!all!sites!that!had!no!

302!

missing!alleles!in!all!sequenced!samples,!in!order!not!to!add!any!possible!bias.!Complete!gene!

303!

sequences! were! obtained! with! the! GATK! tool! “Fasta! Alternate! ReferenceMaker”,! which!

304!

replaces! the! reference! CanFam3.1! bases! at! variant! sites! with! the! bases! provided! by! the!

305!

multisample!VCF!file.!The!PHASE!algorithm!implemented!in!DnaSP!software!(Librado!&!Rozas!

306!

2009)!was!then!used!with!3000!iterations!and!100!burn^ins!to!reconstruct!phased!haplotypes!

307!

at!each!locus,!with!the!exception!of!loci!that!included!InDels.!

308!

Neutrality(and(selection(tests(

309!

The!number!of!haplotypes!and!segregating!sites,!nucleotide!diversity,!and!values!of!Tajima’s!D!

310!

and!Fu^Li’s!D!with!associated!statistical!significance!were!obtained!with!DnaSP!in!batch!mode.!

311!

Ka/Ks! values! were! calculated! with! KaKs^Calculator! (Zhang! et&al.! 2006)! using! the! NG! (Nei! &!

312!

Gojobori!1986)!method!on!reconstructed!haplotypes!in!functional!loci.!Significance!was!tested!

313!

with!Fisher!exact!tests.!

!
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314!

A!rank^based!meta^analysis!was!performed!to!find!loci!showing!different!selective!pressures!

315!

between! dogs! and! wolves.! For! this! purpose! we! used! differences! in! measures! of! Tajima’s! D!

316!

(ΔD)!and!nucleotide!diversity!(Δπ)!(W.!Zhang!et!al.!2014;!Freedman!et!al.!2015!under&review)!

317!

between!the!groups.!Genes!were!ranked!considering!the!first!5%!of!most!positive!and!most!

318!

negative! values,! and! their! absolute! differences.! Top! high^ranking! loci! were! then! identified,!

319!

only!retaining!those!loci!that!showed!highest!5%!ranks!on!both!ΔD!and!Δπ!tests.!

320!

Results(

321!

Olfactory(reference(database(

322!

We!identified!1012!OR!genes!mapping!on!26!chromosomes!(including!chromosome!X)!and!on!

323!

22!unknown!chromosomal!contigs!(Supplemental!Table!1).!The!OR!reference!dataset!included!

324!

781!class!II,!174!class!I!and!57!un^classified!(n.a.)!genes!(Supplemental!Table!1),!assigned!to!

325!

23! families! and! 296! subfamilies.! Forty^eight! genomic! clusters! were! identified! and! renamed!

326!

following! the! new! mapping! locations! on! canFam3.1.! All! OR! loci! were! included! in! clusters!

327!

already! described! in! the! previous! assembly,! except! for! locus! CfOR16F03/ST_XM_538213.3,!

328!

that!we!assigned!to!a!new!pseudo^cluster,!CFA31@1.!

329!

Raw(sequencing(results(and(amplification(success(

330!

We! obtained! successful! loading! of! 88%! and! 69%! of! the! wells! from! chip! I! and! chip! II,!

331!

respectively,!corresponding!to!3,418,815!and!2,980,317!total!reads,!with!a!mean!length!of!300!

332!

and! 308! bp! (1,000! Mb! and! 915! Mb! of! total! sequences).! The! percentage! of! polyclonal! reads!

333!

was!33%!and!24%!(S.!Table!2!and!S.!Figure!1).!About!99%!of!reads!from!both!runs!mapped!to!

334!

the!dog!genome!assembly!canFam3.1.!

335!

The! majority! of! amplicons! (97%! in! both! chips)! were! mapped! within! olfactory! genomic!

336!

regions! described! in! our! reference! dataset,! corresponding! to! portions! of! 375! and! 443! OR!
!
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337!

genes!in!chip!I!and!II,!respectively!(Table!1).!From!reads!mapping!outside!our!reference!OR!

338!

dataset,!22!additional!regions!(13!at!chip!I!and!15!at!chip!II)!were!identified!as!putative!ORs!

339!

and!included!in!the!dataset.!The!total!amplification!success!(AS!)!was!37%!at!chip!I!and!43%!

340!

at!chip!II.!At!chip!I,!both!class!I!and!II!loci!were!amplified!(class!I!28%,!class!II!67%,!n.a.!3%),!

341!

whereas!at!chip!II!the!large!majority!of!loci!were!from!class!II!(class!I!5%,!class!II!95%,!n.a.!

342!

3%).! Class^specific! AS! was! 60%! and! 54%! at! class! I! and! II! respectively,! compatible! with! our!

343!

expectation!of!51%!of!class!I!ORs!amplified!with!DP_cI!primers!and!61%!of!class!II!ORs!with!

344!

DP_cII!primers.!On!average,!we!amplified!74%!of!the!full!gene!lengths!(the!primer^specific!AS)!

345!

with!DP_cI!(703!±!16!bp)!and!75%!with!DP_cII!(704!±!12!bp).!

346!

After!joining!data!from!both!chips,!we!obtained!sequences!for!597!different!genes,!with!221!of!

347!

them! amplified! in! both! chips.! Amplified! genes! were! distributed! across! 19! families,! 124!

348!

subfamilies,! and! 42! clusters! (Supplementary! Tables! 8! and! 9).! Overall,! we! found! no! bias! in!

349!

amplification! across! families! (FET! =! 393,! 2^tailed! P! =! 1),! but! a! skew! across! clusters! was!

350!

detected! (FET! =! 908,! 2^tailed! P! <! 0.01),! with! a! significant! excess! of! amplified! loci! in! cluster!

351!

11@52!and!a!deficit!in!another!five!(3@31,!10@16,!27@1,!33@5!and!X@102).!

352!

Coverage! was! variable! among! individuals! and! genes.! Across! the! two! sequencing! runs,! 395!

353!

genes!(252!and!294!respectively!for!chip!I!and!chip!II)!were!sequenced!at!the!fixed!minimum!

354!

coverage! and! quality! (15x,! MAPQ! ≥! 40)! to! be! considered! for! the! calling! of! variants!

355!

(Supplementary! Figure! 2),! with! 45! OR! loci! from! chip! I! and! 64! from! chip! II! sequenced! in! all!

356!

samples.!

357!

Genotype(calling(and(variant(identification(

358!

After! applying! stringent! hard! filters! (Supplementary! Table! 3),! we! identified! a! total! of! 775!

359!

polymorphic! sites.! The! cross^validation! of! genotype! calls! between! chips! was! performed! on!

360!

5152! overlapping! genotypes,! in! which! we! found! only! 52! discrepancies! (corresponding! to! a!

361!

0.99! concordance! rate),! consisting! in! 14! false! alleles! (FA! frequency! 0.0027)! and! 38! cases! of!
!
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362!

allelic!dropout!(ADO!frequency!0.0073).!We!could!reliably!call!a!total!of!10,467!genotypes!at!

363!

polymorphic!sites!across!dog!samples!and!9,570!across!wolf!samples.!The!average!number!of!

364!

variant! genotypes! called! per! sample! was! significantly! higher! in! dogs! (654! ±! 64)! than! in!

365!

wolves!(598!±!78;!2^tailed!t30!=!2.2,!P!=!0.04),!as!well!as!the!mean!call!rate!per!sample!(0.84!±!

366!

0.08!in!dogs!and!0.77!±!0.10!in!wolves;!2^tailed!t30!=!2.2,!P!=!0.04).!We!found!no!difference!in!

367!

the! genotype! quality! distribution,! measured! as! the! number! of! sequenced! bases! at! growing!

368!

Genotype! Quality! between! the! two! groups! of! samples! in! both! chips! (Mann! Whitney! U! test:!

369!

Chip!I,!U!=!30,!2^tailed!P!=!0.14;!Chip!II,!U!=!39,!2^tailed!P!=!0.44;!Supplementary!Figure!3).!

370!

The! total! number! of! variants! per! group! was! not! significantly! higher! in! dogs! than! in! wolves,!

371!

with!624!dog!variants!(584!SNPs,!DEL!37,!INS!3)!vs.!577!wolf!variants!(538!SNPs,!DEL!36,!INS!

372!

3;!chi^square!test!P!=!0.18).!The!observed!SNP!density!was!4.4/kbp!overall,!with!3.5/kbp!in!

373!

dogs! and! 3.2/kbp! in! wolves.! The! mean! rate! of! transitions! over! transversions! was! not!

374!

significantly! different! between! the! two! groups! (Ti/Tv! 3.57! ±! 0.37! vs.! 3.45! ±! 0.35;! Mann!

375!

Whitney!U!=!99,!2^tailed!P!=!0.29).!

376!

Variants! were! identified! in! a! total! of! 250! loci! (50! Class! I,! 196! Class! II,! 4! n.a.)! falling!

377!

respectively!into!232!genes!in!dogs!and!221!in!wolves,!distributed!across!15!families!(3!Class!

378!

I,!12!Class!II;!15!dog!and!14!wolf)!and!30!clusters!(29!dog,!30!wolf;!Supplementary!Tables!8!

379!

and!9).!Differences!in!the!occurrence!of!variants!were!observed!among!families!and!clusters!

380!

in!both!groups!(Supplemental!Table!5).!Most!of!the!polymorphic!loci!(90%)!contained!from!1!

381!

to!5!variable!sites,!with!only!10%!having!more!than!6!variable!sites!(Figure!5).!Notably,!the!

382!

genes!with!the!highest!number!of!SNPs!in!class!I!and!class!II!were!the!pseudogenes!CfOR2195!

383!

(17!SNPs!in!dog,!13!in!wolf)!and!CfOR10Fo7!(14!SNPs!in!dog,!15!in!wolf).!

384!

No!significant!differences!were!found!in!the!mean!number!of!polymorphic!loci!per!family!and!

385!

per!cluster!between!dog!and!wolf!(Supplementary!Table!6).!The!mean!number!of!variants!per!

386!

locus! was! not! different! between! dogs! and! wolves! (2.50! ±! 0.14! in! dogs! vs.! 2.31±0.14! in!

!
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387!

wolves),! as! well! as! per! family! and! per! cluster! (Supplementary! Table! 6).! In! dogs,! the! mean!

388!

number!of!variants!per!locus!was!significantly!higher!in!class!I!(3.20!±!0.40)!than!in!class!II!

389!

(2.31!±!0.15),!but!this!difference!was!not!significant!in!wolves!(2.58!±!0.34!class!I!vs.!2.25!±!

390!

0162! in! class! II;! Supplementary! Table! 6).! Moreover,! differences! between! dogs! and! wolves!

391!

within!classes!were!not!significant,!neither!at!class!I!nor!at!class!II.!

392!

We! found! a! positive! correlation! between! cluster! size! and! the! mean! number! of! polymorphic!

393!

sites! in! both! groups! (dogs,! Spearman’s! ρ! =! 0.5;! wolves,! Spearman’s! ρ! =! 0.7;! both! P! <! 0.01).!

394!

More!specifically,!the!mean!number!of!SNPs!per!locus!was!significantly!higher!in!large!than!in!

395!

small!clusters!in!dogs!(small!1.98!±!0.15!vs.!large!2.86!±!0.27),!but!not!in!wolves!(small!2.04!±!

396!

0.18! vs.! large! 2.32! ±! 0.23;! Table! 2a,! Figure! 6a).! Moreover,! we! found! that! loci! with! a! small!

397!

number! of! SNPs! (0^5)! belonged! to! clusters! with! a! mean! size! smaller! than! loci! with! a! large!

398!

number!of!SNPs!(6^17).!Such!difference!was!significant!in!dogs,!but!not!in!wolves!(Table!2b,!

399!

Figure!6b).!

400!

Heterozygosity!was!not!significantly!higher!in!wolves!than!in!dogs!(0.28!±!0.04!vs.!0.31!±!0.07,!

401!

respectively;! 2^tailed! t30! =! 1.6,! P! =! 0.11),! although! its! variance! was! significantly! larger! in!

402!

wolves!(Levene’s!test!4.5,!P!=!0.042).!

403!

Some!variants!were!polymorphic!within!one!group,!but!not!in!the!other;!151!sites!were!fixed!

404!

in!dogs,!but!variable!in!wolves,!and!198!were!fixed!in!wolves,!but!variable!in!dogs.!None!of!the!

405!

sites!were!found!to!be!fixed!for!different!alleles!in!the!two!groups.!

406!

Genetic(distance(between(dogs(and(wolves(

407!

The!PCA!showed!a!clear!subdivision!of!the!two!groups,!well!differentiating!dogs!and!wolves!

408!

(Figure! 2).! The! overall! FST! between! dogs! and! wolves! was! 0.267.! Most! of! the! markers! (436;!

409!

56%)!had!a!small!FST!(<0.15),!but!a!few!sites!(15;!2%)!showed!FST!values!above!0.85!(Figure!

410!

3):!6!SNPs!relied!on!3!class!I!genes!(family!51)!and!9!SNPs!fell!into!4!class!II!loci!(in!families!5,!

411!

4! and! 14)! (Figure! 4;! Supplementary! Table! 4).! Of! these! 15! SNPs,! 12! were! variable! in! wolves!
!
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412!

but!homozygous!in!all!dogs,!another!two!were!heterozygous!in!both!groups!and!only!one!was!

413!

homozygous! in! all! wolves,! but! variable! in! dogs.! These! 15! SNPs! had! also! a! percentage! of!

414!

uniqueness!in!both!groups!>!80%!(Supplemetary!Table!4).!

415!

Mutation(types(

416!

Among!the!polymorphic!functional!ORs,!we!identified!263!synonymous,!223!nonsynonymous!

417!

and! 33! frameshift! mutations! in! dogs,! and! 226! synonymous,! 224! nonsynonymous! and! 34!

418!

frameshift! in! wolves.! Moreover,! 3! stop! mutations! caused! by! 2! SNPs! and! one! deletion! were!

419!

identified!in!3!class!II!loci!(all!3!observed!in!dogs,!2!in!wolves).!However,!frameshift!and!stop!

420!

mutations!were!always!observed!only!in!some!of!the!samples,!therefore!we!did!not!consider!

421!

the! genes! in! which! they! were! found! as! complete! pseudogenes.! The! distribution! of! each!

422!

mutation!type!per!gene!was!not!significantly!different!between!dogs!and!wolves!(Table!3a).!A!

423!

significant! difference! in! the! number! of! synonymous! and! frameshift! mutations! per! gene!

424!

between! class! I! and! class! II! was! found! within! dogs,! but! not! within! wolves! (Table! 3b).! No!

425!

significant! differences! were! found! between! dogs! and! wolves! in! the! classes! considered!

426!

individually!(Table!3b).!

427!

Pseudogenes(

428!

Among!the!250!polymorphic!ORs,!we!identified!34!pseudogenes!(6!class!I,!25!class!II,!3!n.a.)!

429!

belonging! to! 11! families! and! 14! clusters! (Supplementary! Table! 8! and! 9).! The! families! with!

430!

more!pseudogenes!were!families!51!and!52!for!class!I!(3)!and!family!7!for!class!II!(9),!whereas!

431!

the! clusters! with! the! highest! number! of! pseudogenes! were! CFA21@26^29! (7! class! I! genes)!

432!

and!CFA20@46^47!(7!class!II!genes).!Of!these!34!pseudogenes,!31!were!polymorphic!in!dogs!

433!

and!30!in!wolves,!with!102!variable!sites!(36!class!I;!58!class!II;!8!n.a.)!identified!in!dogs!and!

434!

92!in!wolves!(31!class!I;!55!class!II;!6!n.a).!

!
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435!

No!significant!differences!were!found!comparing!the!mean!number!of!variant!sites!per!group,!

436!

per! family,! and! per! cluster! (Supplementary! Table! 7a).! The! mean! number! of! variants! per!

437!

pseudogene!was!significantly!higher!in!class!I!than!in!class!II!in!D!(class!I!6.00!±!2.37!vs.!class!

438!

II!2.32!±!0.53),!but!not!in!W!(class!I!5.17!±!2.01!vs.!class!II!2.20!±!0.57;!Table!4).!No!significant!

439!

differences!were!found!testing!D!vs.!W!in!each!class,!as!well!(Table!4).!Finally,!three!SNPs!with!

440!

FST!>!0.85!in!pseudogene!CfOR1294!were!found!to!be!variable!only!within!wolves,!but!not!in!

441!

dogs.!

442!

Haplotypes(in(functional(and(pseudogenes(

443!

Haplotypes! were! reconstructed! in! 96! dog! and! 97! wolf! functional! genes.! No! significant!

444!

differences!were!found!between!dogs!and!wolves!in!haplotype!diversity,!nucleotide!diversity!

445!

π!and!number!of!segregating!sites!(Table!5a).!However,!the!mean!number!of!haplotypes!per!

446!

gene! was! significantly! higher! in! dogs! than! in! wolves! (2.6! ±! 0.11! vs.! 2.2! ±! 0.09,! respectively;!

447!

Table!5a).!

448!

Comparing!haplotypes!between!classes!within!each!group,!the!mean!haplotype!number!(class!

449!

I!3.0!±!0.2!vs!class!II!2.4!±!0.1)!and!the!haplotype!gene!diversity!(class!I!0.5!±!0.04!vs.!class!II!

450!

0.3! ±! 0.02)! were! found! to! be! significantly! higher! in! class! I! than! in! class! II! loci! only! in! dogs!

451!

(Table!5b).!

452!

Haplotypes! were! also! identified! for! 26! dog! and! 25! wolf! pseudo^alleles! belonging! to! 10!

453!

pseudogenes!(1!in!class!I!and!9!in!class!II).!No!significant!differences!were!detected!between!

454!

dogs!and!wolves!in!haplotype!diversity,!nucleotide!diversity,!number!of!segregating!sites!nor!

455!

in!haplotype!number!(Supplementary!Table!7b).!

456!

Neutrality(tests(

457!

Neutrality!tests!via!Tajima’s!D!and!Fu^Li’s!D!were!performed!in!all!those!loci!having!more!than!

458!

one!haplotype!in!dogs!(87)!and!wolves!(80)!(Supplemental!Table!10).!Tajima’s!D!and!Fu^Li’s!D!

!
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459!

median! values! were! significantly! different! from! zero! (Wilcoxon! test,! P! <! 0.001).! We! found!

460!

positive!mean!values!of!Tajima’s!D!(3.00!±!0.93!in!dogs,!5.40!±!1.07!in!wolves)!and!Fu^Li’s!D!

461!

(0.03! ±! 0.63! in! dogs,! 0.3! ±! 0.74! in! wolves).! On! average,! wolves! showed! significantly! more!

462!

positive!values!of!Tajima’s!D!than!dogs,!while!no!significant!difference!was!found!at!Fu^Li’s!D!

463!

(Table!5a).!Among!analysed!genes,!only!a!few!showed!significant!deviations!from!neutrality!

464!

(FET,! P! <! 0.05;! Supplementary! Table! 10).! In! dogs,! a! positive! deviation! was! found! for! two!

465!

genes! in! class! II! (CfOR0393/ST_XM_844824.1! and! CfOR0219),! and! one! in! class! I!

466!

(CfOR0100/ST_XM_003433014.1),! whereas! a! significantly! negative! value! with! both! Tajima’s!

467!

D! and! Fu^Li’s! D! was! found! for! the! class! II! gene! CfOR01C09/ST_XM_542000.3.! In! wolves,!

468!

values!of!Tajima’s!D!were!significantly!positive!in!class!I!gene!CfOR0104!(P!<!0.05),!in!class!II!

469!

CfOR10F07! (P! <! 0.01)! and! CfOR16D01/ST_XM_003433509.1! (P! <! 0.001),! which! also! had! a!

470!

significantly!positive!value!of!Fu^Li’s!D.!

471!

Ranking!the!genes!with!the!highest!differences!in!the!values!of!Tajima’s!D!(ΔD)!and!nucleotide!

472!

diversity!(Δπ)!between!dogs!and!wolves,!two!class!II!genes!showed!to!be!in!the!top!5%!rank!

473!

in!both!categories:!CfOR16D01!and!CfOR10F07!(Supplemental!Table!11).!

474!

Selection(tests(

475!

The!Ka/Ks!ratio!was!calculated!in!64!functional!genes!in!dogs!and!55!in!wolves!(Supplemental!

476!

Table!8).!No!differences!were!detected!in!the!mean!values!of!Ka/Ks!when!comparing!dogs!vs.!

477!

wolves,! or! class! I! vs.! class! II! genes! in! both! groups! (Table! 6).! Only! one! gene!

478!

CfOR08D04/ST_XM_542002.2! in! wolves! had! a! Ka/Ks! ratio! higher! than! 1,! although! not!

479!

significant! after! Fisher’s! exact! test.! Few! genes! were! significantly! divergent! from! neutral!

480!

expectations! (at! P! <! 0.05),! all! with! Ka/Ks! <! 1:! CfOR0104! (both! dogs! and! wolves)! and!

481!

CfOR2238/ST_XM_542382.3! (dogs)! were! found! at! class! I,! while! CfOR5812/ST_XM_540679.4!

482!

(dogs!and!wolves),!ST_XM_540680.4/CfOR2248!and!CfOR08A02/ST_XM_003432842.1!(dogs),!

483!

CfOR0085/ST_XM_539687.3,! CfOR0457/ST_XM_540562.1,! CfOR0423/ST_XM_003432364.1!
!
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484!

and! CfOR4598! (wolves)! were! found! at! class! II.! Only! one! gene! was! highly! significant! (P! <!

485!

0.005),!namely!CfOR16D01/ST_XM_003433509.1!(wolves;!Supplemental!Table!11).!

486!

Discussion(

487!

The! advent! of! high! throughput! sequencing! technologies! made! sequencing! experiments! on!

488!

wide!sets!of!genes!more!affordable.!However,!amplifying!most!of!the!olfactory!subgenome!in!a!

489!

fast! and! cost^effective! way! is! still! a! challenging! task.! This! project! was! the! first! attempt! to!

490!

sequence!the!two!main!classes!of!OR!genes!in!a!panel!of!dog!and!wolf!samples,!by!applying!

491!

two! newly! designed! canid^specific! degenerate! primer! pairs! on! the! Ion! Torrent! PGM!

492!

sequencing!platform.!

493!

More!than!one!thousand!genes!characterize!the!canine!olfactory!subgenome.!We!located!1012!

494!

OR!genes!in!the!latest!dog!genome!assembly!CanFam3.1,!similarly!to!what!described!by!other!

495!

studies,! based! on! previous! assemblies,! in! terms! of! number! of! genes,! clusters! and! families!

496!

(Quignon!et!al.!2005;!Robin!et!al.!2009;!Quignon!et!al.!2012).!

497!

Sequencing!results!showed!a!total!output!per!chip!of!almost!1!Gb,!close!to!the!highest!possible!

498!

output!for!a!316!chip,!which!should!range!between!600!Mb!and!1!Gb.!We!found!a!significantly!

499!

higher!call!rate!in!dogs!than!in!wolves,!which!could!be!caused!by!different!types!of!samples!

500!

used! for! DNA! extraction! (blood! vs.! muscular! tissue)! and/or! could! be! caused! by! various!

501!

sources!of!reference!bias!such!as!better!pairing!of!primers!that!were!designed!based!on!the!

502!

dog! genome! sequence,! and! better! mapping! of! dog! reads! to! the! dog! reference! genome.!

503!

However,!read!mapping!rates!were!uniformly!high!for!both!groups!and!genotype!qualities!did!

504!

not!significantly!differ!between!dogs!and!wolves.!

505!

Another! major! challenge! in! high! throughput! sequencing! is! the! correct! identification! of!

506!

insertions! and! deletions,! especially! in! non^model! species! (Ekblom! &! Galindo! 2011).! Ion!

507!

Torrent! PGM! has! been! usually! described! to! be! less! accurate! than! light^based! technologies!
!
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508!

such! as! Illumina,! but! its! accuracy! becomes! comparable! with! sufficient! coverage! (Quail! et&al.!

509!

2012;!Loman!et&al.!2012).!Our!application!of!rigid!filters!to!avoid!high!rates!of!false!positives!

510!

(Quail!et!al.!2012)!was!successful,!as!shown!by!less!than!1%!discordance!rate!on!genotypes!

511!

called!independently!from!the!two!runs.!

512!

The! use! of! degenerate! primers! offers! the! advantage! of! enhancing! the! number! of! amplified!

513!

targets,! but! also! emphasizes! the! difficulty! of! retrieving! the! complete! gene! sequence,! since!

514!

degenerate!primers!are!usually!designed!to!match!the!most!conserved!domains!within!genes.!

515!

Overall,!we!could!amplify!597!genes,!corresponding!to!59%!of!canine!ORs,!and!for!these!we!

516!

could! sequence! more! than! 70%! of! the! full! length,! as! expected! from! our! primer! design.! The!

517!

new! degenerate! primer! pairs! used! in! this! project! (DP_cI! and! DP_cII)! were! designed! to!

518!

preferentially!amplify!canid!class!I!and!II!genes,!respectively,!and!successfully!amplified!more!

519!

than!half!of!the!genes!targeted!by!each!(60%!and!54%).!However,!DP_cI!amplified!ORs!from!

520!

both!classes,!possibly!due!to!bias!in!the!high!levels!of!sequence!identity!that!exist!between!OR!

521!

classes,!and!also!due!to!the!larger!number!of!class!II!than!class!I!genes.!Conversely!DP_cII!was!

522!

more!specific,!since!the!majority!of!the!amplified!genes!belonged!to!class!II.!

523!

OR!genes!can!be!classified!into!families!and!subfamilies!and!are!unevenly!distributed!across!

524!

the! genome.! Following! multiple! duplication! events! in! their! evolutionary! history,! genes! from!

525!

the! same! family! are! present! in! different! genomic! clusters! and! chromosomes! (Glusman! et&al.!

526!

2000),! with! the! exception! being! class! I! genes,! which! all! rely! on! the! same! chromosome! and!

527!

cluster.! Despite! this! complexity,! we! succeeded! in! amplifying! the! majority! of! families! and!

528!

clusters.!

529!

Based!on!our!samples,!polymorphisms!were!identified!in!250!genes,!corresponding!to!42%!of!

530!

the!amplified!loci!and!to!775!variants.!The!missed!identification!of!variants!in!the!remaining!

531!

genes!is!unlikely!to!be!due!to!a!real!absence!of!polymorphisms!in!the!studied!samples,!at!least!

532!

to! the! extent! that! it! could! have! been! caused! by! a! high! variation! in! quality! metrics! across!

!
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533!

samples! and! genes.! Application! of! our! stringent! filtering! criteria! could! have! resulted! in! a!

534!

number!of!positions!not!reaching!the!minimum!thresholds!imposed!for!the!reliable!calling!of!

535!

variants.!If!stringent!filtering!has!removed!variants,!it!has!done!so!with!minimal!impact!on!our!

536!

comparisons;! while! we! did! detect! some! differences! in! the! number! of! variants! per! gene!

537!

identified!across!families!and!clusters,!we!did!not!find!a!difference!between!dogs!and!wolves!

538!

in! the! mean! number! of! polymorphic! loci! observed! per! family! and! per! cluster.! Overall,! the!

539!

observed!SNP!density!in!ORs!in!dogs!(3.5/kbp)!and!wolves!(3.2/kbp)!was!in!line!with!the!very!

540!

high!values!found!in!previous!studies!on!dogs,!and!even!higher!than!typically!observed!within!

541!

non^coding!regions!(Tacher!et!al.2005;!Robin!et!al.!2009).!

542!

The!total!number!of!variant!sites!as!well!as!the!mean!number!of!variants!per!locus!was!not!

543!

significantly!different!between!dogs!and!wolves,!nor!was!the!distribution!of!polymorphic!sites!

544!

per!family!and!per!cluster.!As!Robin!et!al.!(2009)!found!on!different!dog!breeds,!we!also!found!

545!

that!larger!clusters!were!more!polymorphic!than!smaller!ones!in!dogs,!but!this!difference!was!

546!

not!significant!in!wolves.!Perhaps!this!could!be!interpreted!as!another!molecular!signature!of!

547!

domestication.!

548!

There! were! no! differences! in! mean! values! of! heterozygosity! per! sample.! Several!

549!

polymorphisms!were!fixed!in!one!group!and!variable!in!the!other,!but!interestingly!we!found!

550!

no! cases! of! variant! sites! with! fixed! differences! between! dogs! and! wolves.! Indeed,! the!

551!

occurrence! of! such! sites! has! been! described! to! be! very! rare! (0.5%! of! variant! sites! genome^

552!

wide)! (Freedman! et&al.! 2014),! which! is! unsurprising! given! the! relatively! recent! divergence!

553!

between! dogs! and! wolves.! Similarly,! although! direct! conclusions! on! the! rate! of!

554!

pseudogenization!could!not!directly!be!derived!from!our!study!because!of!the!impossibility!of!

555!

obtaining!full^length!gene!sequences,!we!did!not!find!any!cases!of!genes!being!pseudogenized!

556!

exclusively!in!one!group.!

!
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557!

The! principal! component! analysis! clearly! distinguished! dogs! from! wolves! based! on! OR!

558!

genotypes.!We!found!that!the!majority!of!markers!had!small!FST!values,!and!only!2%!of!variant!

559!

sites! had! FST! values! above! 0.85,! indicating! that! these! sites! were! likely! the! top! markers!

560!

differentiating! groups.! Most! were! fixed! in! dogs! and! heterozygous! in! wolves,! and! most! were!

561!

found! in! few! genes! (i.e.,! genes! with! high! FST! values)! and! could! be! applied! as! diagnostic!

562!

markers! in! future! studies! of! wolf^dog! hybridization.! We! found! a! significantly! higher! mean!

563!

number! of! variant! sites! per! locus! in! class! I! than! class! II! ORs! in! dogs,! mostly! due! to! a!

564!

significantly! higher! number! of! synonymous! mutations,! but! also! to! more! nonsynonymous!

565!

mutations.! Conversely,! a! significantly! higher! number! of! frameshift! mutations! was! found! in!

566!

class!II!than!class!I!in!dogs.!In!addition!to!their!utility!as!markers,!these!patterns!may!indicate!

567!

a!relatively!more!dynamic!recent!history!of!OR!genes!of!both!classes!within!genomes!of!dogs.!

568!

The! most! polymorphic! loci! in! both! dogs! and! wolves! were! pseudogenes,! with! significantly!

569!

more!variants!observed!in!dog!class!I!than!class!II!ORs.!These!differences!were!paralleled!by!a!

570!

higher!mean!number!of!haplotypes!per!gene!in!dogs!than!in!wolves,!similarly!explained!by!a!

571!

significantly!higher!haplotype!diversity!in!class!I!than!class!II!genes.!

572!

Neutrality!tests!allow!making!inferences!about!the!strength!of!selection,!but!can!be!strongly!

573!

influenced! by! the! effects! of! demography,! such! as! recent! population! expansions! or!

574!

contractions.! On! average,! we! observed! more! positive! values! of! Tajima’s! D! in! wolves! than! in!

575!

dogs,! which! indicates! an! excess! of! intermediate! frequency! mutations! caused! either! by!

576!

balancing!selection!or!by!a!bottleneck!effect.!Dogs!have!been!strongly!selected!over!time!and!

577!

breeds! are! affected! by! two! bottlenecks,! one! during! domestication! and! a! later! one! during!

578!

breed!creation!(Lindblad^Toh!et&al.!2005).!The!italian!wolf!population!was!severely!reduced!

579!

by! direct! persecution! in! the! past! century,! but! also! during! the! previous! thousands! of! years!

580!

(Fan!et!al.!2015;!Silva!et!al.!2016!in!prep).!It!may!thus!be!possible!that!the!strong!bottleneck!

581!

experienced! by! Italian! wolves! has! caused! a! loss! of! variability! even! higher! than! that!

!
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582!

experienced!by!dogs.!Another!possible!source!of!bias!that!could!create!skew!toward!positive!

583!

values! of! Tajima’s! D! in! both! groups! is! the! multisample! genotyping! pipeline,! which! possibly!

584!

underestimates!low!frequency!mutations!(Han!et!al.!2014).!

585!

The!Ka/Ks!ratio!can!give!an!idea!of!selective!pressures!acting!on!functional!genes.!We!found!

586!

an! average! Ka/Ks! ratio! <<! 1! in! both! dogs! (0.09)! and! wolves! (0.12),! which! indicates! the!

587!

presence!of!purifying!or!stabilizing!selection!acting!on!ORs.!A!recent!comparative!study!on!OR!

588!

orthologs! from! 13! placental! mammals! (Niimura! et&al.! 2014)! showed! evidences! of! purifying!

589!

selection,! with! significantly! smaller! Ka/Ks! values! detected! in! class! I! than! in! class! II! genes.!

590!

Although! not! strictly! significant,! we! found! similar! results,! which! could! indicate! stabilizing!

591!

selection!acting!to!preserve!OR!functionality,!especially!on!class!I!genes.!

592!

Only!a!few!genes!showed!significant!and!specific!signs!of!selection,!deviating!from!neutrality!

593!

either!at!Tajima’s!D!or!at!Ka/Ks.!Interestingly,!only!genes!CfOR0104!(class!II)!and!CfOR5812!

594!

(class!I)!were!shown!to!be!under!selection!in!both!dogs!and!wolves,!likely!representing!key!

595!

olfactory! genes! for! both! canid! groups.! Genes! CfOR2238! (class! I)! and! CfOR2248! and!

596!

CfOR08A02!(class!II)!deviated!significantly!from!neutrality!only!in!dogs,!whereas!CfOR0085,!

597!

CfOR0457,!CfOR0423!and!CfOR4598!(class!II)!did!so!only!in!wolves.!These!genes!could!have!

598!

been!exposed!to!different!and!more!recent!selective!pressures!in!the!two!groups!as!confirmed!

599!

by!the!top!FST!values!found!in!CfOR2238!and!CfOR4598!genes,!similarly!to!the!few!genes!that!

600!

were! outliers! for! ΔD! and! Δπ,! namely! CfOR0473! and! CfOR16D01.! Although! they! were! not!

601!

previously!described!in!literature,!such!genes!are!interesting!targets!for!further!investigation!

602!

in!follow^up!studies!on!larger!sets!of!samples,!since!they!could!be!responsible!for!adaptation!

603!

to!the!strongly!different!olfactory!conditions!to!which!dogs!and!wolves!are!exposed.!

604!

In! conclusions,! this! study! is! the! first! genome^wide! view! of! the! divergence! in! olfactory!

605!

repertoire! between! dogs! and! wolves.! Our! comparative! analysis! confirms! the! high! levels! of!

606!

polymorphism!that!characterize!canine!ORs,!as!well!as!targeted!adaptations!as!highlighted!by!

!
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607!

significant! signs! of! selection! acting! on! a! small! set! of! genes.! However,! the! observed! levels! of!

608!

polymorphism! did! not! significantly! differ! between! dogs! and! wolves,! indicating! the! general!

609!

action! of! stabilizing! selection! in! both! canid! groups,! although! the! demographic! history! of!

610!

Italian! wolves! likely! also! contributed! to! a! strong! reduction! of! OR! variability! due! to! their!

611!

extensive! bottleneck.! Notably,! higher! diversity! at! class! I! than! class! II! loci! was! found! in! dogs!

612!

and!deserves!further!investigation.!

613!

Of!course,!more!conclusive!hypotheses!on!the!evolution!of!canine!olfaction!might!be!proposed!

614!

when!many!more!complete!canid!genomes!are!available.!Until!then,!our!cost^effective!pipeline!

615!

can!easily!be!applied!to!characterize!a!wide!range!of!ORs!in!dog!breeds!and!wolf!populations,!

616!

as! well! as! in! other! groups! for! which! a! suitable! reference! genome! is! available.! We! need! not!

617!

wait!to!deepen!our!knowledge!of!OR!variability!and!evolution.!

618!

!
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768!

Tables(and(figures(

769!
770!

Table 1:

771!

!

772!
773!

!
!

!

Number of genes amplified and sequenced in chip I and chip II, overlapping between
the two, and totals across both runs

Counted in

Class I

Class II

n.a.

Total
amplified

Chip I

105

253

17

375

Chip II

2

422

19

443

Overlap

2

212

7

221

Total

105

463

29

597

!
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780!
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783!

Table 2.

784!

a)!

SNPs identified in OR genes in dogs and wolves. Results compared with two-sided
Mann Whitney U tests. Significant differences are highlighted in bold. (a) Mean
number of SNPs per locus detected in small (1 to 60 OR genes) and large (170 to 222
ORs) clusters, and test results for differences between cluster sizes. No significant
differences were found comparing dogs vs. wolves in small clusters (U = 10867, P =
0.75) nor in large clusters (U = 4425, P = 0.09). (b) Mean number of genes with a small
or large number of SNPs (0-5 and 6-17, respectively) and test results for differences
between cluster containing more or less polymorphic genes. No differences were found
comparing dogs vs. wolves in the 0-5 SNPs group (U = 26272, P = 0.72) nor in the
group of genes with 6-17 SNPs (U = 152, P = 0.63).

Group

Dog

Wolf
785!
786!

Clusters Mean

Variance Mann Whitney U

small

1.98

0.15

large

2.86

0.27

small

2.04

0.18
U = 7083, P = 0.42

large

2.32

0.23

SNPs

Mean

Variance Mann Whitney U

0-5

96.02

5.47

6-17

158.76

17.32

0-5

98.94

5.43

!

b)!
Group

Dog

Wolf
!
!

!

U = 1553, P = 0.01

U = 1557, P = 0.26
6-17

787!
788!

U = 6146, P = 0.01

135.75

23.46

!
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Table 3.

793!

a)!

Mutations per group. Results compared with two-sided Mann Whitney U tests.
Significant differences are in bold. (a) Total number of synonymous, non-synonymous
and frameshift mutations, and mean number per gene in dog and wolf samples. (b)
Mean number of mutations per gene at class I and II genes in dog and wolf samples.

Mutation type

Synonymous

Non-synonymous

Frameshift
794!

Group

Number of Mean per
Variance
mutations
gene

Dog

263

1.05

0.08

Wolf

226

0.90

0.08

Dog

223

0.90

0.08

Wolf

224

0.90

0.07

Dog

33

0.13

0.02

Wolf

34

0.13

0.02

!

!

174!

Mann Whitney U

U = 28420, P = 0.06

U = 30977, P = 0.86

U = 31250, P = 1.00
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795%

b)%
Dog
Mutation type

Wolf

Class

Mean per
Variance
gene

I

1.40

1.04

II

0.97

0.08

I

1.04

0.18

0.87

0.08

I

0.04

0.03

Frameshift
0.16

U = 1044, P = 0.14

0.09

0.86

0.15

U = 17840, P = 0.19
U = 1193, P = 0.67
U = 4896, P = 0.99

0.91

0.09

0.06

0.03

U = 18780, P = 0.68
U = 1225, P = 1.00
U = 4444, P = 0.10

0.03

0.15

%

%

0.88

U =4321, P = 0.03
II

Mann Whitney U

U = 4409, P = 0.24

U = 4588, P = 0.45
II

Mann Whitney U

0.16

U = 3917, P = 0.02

Non-synonymous

796%

Mean per
Variance
gene

Mann Whitney U

0.19

Synonymous

Dog vs. Wolf

175%

0.03

U = 19098, P = 1.00
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800%

Table 4.

801%

%

802%
803%

Mean number of variants found per pseudogene per OR class in dogs and wolves, and
comparison results via two-sided Mann Whitney U tests (used for not normal
distributed values) or two-sided t-test (used for normal distributed values). Significant
differences are highlighted in bold.

Class

Group

Mean per
Variance
p-gene

I

Dog

6.00

2.37

II

Dog

2.32

0.53

I

Wolf

5.17

2.01

II

Wolf

2.20

0.57

Mann Whitney U

Class

Dog vs. Wolf

U = 35, P = 0.04

I

t10 = 0.27, P = 0.80

U = 50, P = 0.20

II

U = 287, P = 0.63

%

%

%

%

176%
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Table 5.

808%

a)#

Haplotype variability and neutrality tests in functional OR genes in dog and wolf
samples. Results compared with two-sided Mann Whitney U tests. Significant
differences are highlighted in bold. (a) All functional OR genes (b) Functional OR
genes separated into class I and II.

Metric

Number
segregating sites

of

Haplotype number

Haplotype
diversity

gene

Group

Mean

Variance

Dog

1.9

0.16

Wolf

1.7

0.17

Dog

2.6

0.11

Wolf

2.2

0.09

Dog

0.4

0.02

Wolf

0.3

0.02

Dog

5.9×10–4

5.0×105

Nucleotide diversity

Tajima's D

4

809%

U = 3829, P = 0.02

U = 4555, P = 0.79

5

6.3×10

7.8×10

Dog

3

0.93

Wolf

5.4

1.07

Dog

0.03

0.63

Wolf

0.3

0.74

U = 4502, P = 0.69

U = 2842, P = 0.04

U = 3012, P = 0.13

%

%

U = 4168, P = 0.19

Wolf

Fu-Li’s D

Mann Whitney U

177%

PAPER%IV%
810%

b)##
Dog
Metric
Number
of
segregating sites

Wolf

Class

Mean

Variance

I

2.4

0.3

Nucleotide
diversity

gene

II

1.8

0.2

I

3

0.2

Variance

1.8

0.3

II

2.4

0.1

I

0.5

0.04

1.7

0.2

2.4

0.2

2.2

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.3

0.02

0.3

0.03

I

8.0×104

1.4×104

7.0×104

1.0×104

U = 670, P = 0.17
4.90E-05

I

3.7

1.9

2.8

1.1

I

0.9

1

Fu-Li’s D

6.0×104

9×105

9.7

1.8

-0.4

0.8

4.2

1.3

1.4

1.4

U = 2276, P = 0.127
U = 232, P = 0.481
U = 2586, P = 0.869
U = 242, P = 0.628
U = 2593, P = 0.892
U = 47, P = 0.169
U = 1648, P = 0.134
U = 184, P = 0.709
U = 507, P = 0.61

-0.1

%

%

U = 185, P = 0.073

U = 421, P = 0.13

U = 631, P = 0.45
II

U = 2429, P = 0.409

U = 777, P = 0.59

U = 644, P = 0.56
II

U = 215, P = 0.263

U = 739, P = 0.39

II

5.0×104

Mann Whitney U

U = 768, P = 0.51

U = 565, P = 0.02

II

Mann Whitney U

U = 781, P = 0.6

U = 578, P = 0.02

Tajima's D

811%

Mean

U = 627, P = 0.07

Haplotype number

Haplotype
diversity

Mann Whitney U

Dog vs. Wolf

178%

0.9

U = 1586, P = 0.067

PAPER%IV%

812%
813%
814%
815%
816%

Table 6.

817%

%

Mean Ka/Ks values detected in functional OR genes, compared between dogs and
wolves using two-tailed Mann Whitney U tests for all genes, and for class I and class II
genes separately within each group. No significant differences were also detected
comparing dogs vs. wolves for class I (Mann-Whitney U = 177, 2-tailed P = 1) nor
class II (U = 754, 2-tailed P = 0.8).

All genes

Dog

Wolf
818%

Group

Mean Ka/Ks Variance

Dog

0.09

0.02

Wolf

0.12

0.03

Class I

0.07

0.02

Class II

0.11

0.02

Class I

0.08

0.03

Class II

0.14

0.04

%

%

179%

Mann Whitney U test

U =1651, P = 0.8

U = 387, P = 0.4

U = 280, P = 0.5

PAPER%IV%

819%
820%

Figure 1. Frequency histogram of detected OR interval sizes sequenced with coverage of at least
15× in (a) Chip I and (b) Chip II.

821%

a)#

822%
823%

b)#

824%
825%

%

%

%

%

180%

PAPER%IV%

826%
827%

Figure 2. Results from principal component analysis on 775 variant sites within OR genes found
in dogs (red dots) and wolves (blue squares).

828%
829%
830%
831%

%
%
%

%

%
%

181%

PAPER%IV%
832%
833%
834%

Figure 3. Distribution of the fixation index (FST) values between dogs and wolves among 775
variant sites identified in 250 polymorphic OR genes. The vertical line corresponds to
the cut off used to define highly divergent variants (FST = 0.85).

835%

%

836%
837%

%

%

%

182%

PAPER%IV%
838%
839%
840%

Figure 4. Manhattan plot of FST values. Each dot is a variant site, vertical bands indicate the chromosomes and the colour of each variant site
describes the corresponding gene family. The horizontal line marks the FST cut off used (0.85) to define the most highly divergent
variants in wolves and dogs.

841%
842%

%
%

843%

%

%

183%

PAPER%IV%

844%
845%

Figure 5. Distribution of the number of variable sites per locus in dogs (red bars) and wolves
(blue bars).

846%
847%

%
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848%
849%
850%

%
%

%

2
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4

5
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Number)of)variable)sites

%

184%

%

PAPER%IV%
851%
852%
853%

Figure 6. Identified SNPs per locus in dogs (red) and wolves (blue grey). (a) Cluster size (number
of genes per cluster) in polymorphic genes hosting a small (0-5) vs. a large (6-17)
number of SNPs (b) Mean number of SNPs per locus in small vs. large clusters.

a.

b.

854%
855%

%

%

%

185%

PAPER%IV%

856%

Supplementary,tables,

857%
858%
859%

Supplementary Table 1. (Electronic file) Reference ORs dataset containing 1012 validated genes
with their genomic start and stop positions mapped on CanFam3.1, OR class, and
family identification.

860%

%

861%

Supplementary Table 2. Raw Ion Torrent sequencing results for chip I and chip II.

862%

%

863%
864%

%
%

%

Loaded wells Total reads

Mean
readPolyclonal
length (bp) beads

Total
(Mbp)

Chip I

88%

3,418,815

300 ± 9

33%

1,000

Chip II

69%

2,980,317

308 ± 8

24%

915

%

186%

sequences

PAPER%IV%
865%

Supplemental Table 3. Criteria for hard filtering of variant sites (SNPs and InDels).
!

Threshol
Threshol
d! value!
Description!
d! value!
Motivation!
for!
for!SNPs!
INDELs!
The% minimum% quality% score%
Variant% confidence% divided%
is% normalized% for% the%
by% the% unfiltered% depth% of% >2.0%
>2.0%
amount%
of%
coverage%
nonGreference%samples%
available.%
PhredGscaled% pGvalue% using%
Fisher’s% Exact% Test% to% detect%
strand% bias% (the% variation%
More% bias% is% indicative% of%
<60%
<200%
being% seen% only% on% the%
false%positive%calls.%
forward% or% only% on% the%
reverse%strand)%%
Root% Mean% Square% of% the%
For% major% accuracy% based%
mapping% quality% of% the% reads% >40.0%
>40.0%
on%
raw%
variants%
across%all%samples%
distribution.%
≅%0:%little%to%no%difference;%<%
0:% reads% supporting% the%
alternate% allele% have% lower%
The%uGbased%zGapproximation%
mapping%quality%scores%than%
from%the%Mann%Whitney%Rank%
those%
supporting%
the%
Sum% Test% for% mapping%
>G12.5%
G%
reference% allele,% >% 0:% reads%
qualities%
(reads%
with%
supporting% the% alternate%
reference% bases% vs.% those%
allele% have% higher% mapping%
with%the%alternate%allele)%
quality% scores% than% those%
supporting% the% reference%
allele.%
The%uGbased%zGapproximation%
from%the%Mann%Whitney%Rank%
If%the%alternate%allele%is%only%
Sum% Test% for% the% distance%
>G8.0%
>G20%
seen%near%the%ends%of%reads,%
from% the% end% of% the% read% for%
this%is%indicative%of%error.%
reads% with% the% alternate%
allele%
Triallelic% variants% can% be%
Number% of% alternative% alleles%
biallelic%
biallelic%
more%
likely%
due%
to%
to%be%counted%
sequencing%errors.%
Number% of% times% each%
alternative%
allele%
is% >2%
>3%
5%%MAF%over%all%samples.%
represented%
Major% accuracy% based% on%
more% than% 50%% and% 90%,%
Total% number% of% alleles% in%
>32%
>58%
respectively,%
of%
the%
called%genotypes%
experimental%
population%
typed%genotypes.%
The% variant% confidence% value%
For% major% accuracy% based%
divided% by% the% unfiltered%
>5%
>5%
on%
raw%
variants%
depth% of% nonGreference%
distribution.%
samples%
The%Root%Mean%Square%of%the%
For% major% accuracy% based%
mapping% quality% of% the% reads% G%
>80.0%
on%
raw%
variants%
across%all%samples%
distribution.%
Nearby% InDels% can% cause%
We% don't% expect% more% than%
mapping% quality% drops% and% >5%bp%%
>1000%bp%%
one%InDel%per%locus.%
alignments%errors%
Confidence% in% genotype%
Phred%
quality%
score%
assignment% to% a% particular% >20%
>20%
corresponding% to% 99%%
sample%
accuracy.%

Parameters!

(QD)% Quality% by%
depth%

(FS)%
Strand%%

Fisher%

(MQ)%
RMS%
Mapping%Quality%
HARD!
FILTERS! from!
Best! Practice!
GATK!pipeline!
(MQRankSum)%
Mapping% Quality%
Rank%Sum%Test%

(ReadPosRankSu
m)%
ReadPosRankSu
mTest%
ALLELE%type%
(AC)%Allele%count%

(AN)%
number%
ADDITIONAL!
FILTERS!

Allele%

(QD)% Quality% by%
depth%
(MQ)%
RMS%
Mapping%Quality%
Distance%
from%
nearest%InDel%
(GQ)% Genotype%
Quality%

866%
867%

%
%

%

%

187%

PAPER%IV%
868%
869%
870%
871%
872%
873%
874%
875%
876%
877%
878%
879%
880%
881%

Supplemental Table 4. (Electronic File) All polymorphic sites (corresponding to 733 SNPs, 38
deletions and 4 insertions, distributed across 250 genes) found in dogs and wolves with
their respective gene name and genomic positions. Variants identified in each run are
also specified for a total of 588 variants identified in chip I and 549 in chip II, with 362
sites found in both runs. Compared to the reference genome, all InDels caused a onebase loss or gain, except one 2-bp loss (CFA20:47749184; locus CfOR03H07) and one
13-bp gain (CFA20:51576879; locus CfOR28H08/ST_XM_003432860.1). Genetic
distances are also reported with values of FST and Uniqueness. Independently from FST
values, 30 SNPs were found in wolves at a threshold of uniqueness > 90%, 11
belonging to class I and 19 to class II genes, with one of them being fixed for a single
allele and 14 of them with FST above 0.85. Similarly, 32 highly unique SNPs were
identified in dogs, 12 class I and 20 class II with 21 of them being monomorphic and 14
having FST above 0.85. Twenty-six of these SNPs were shared between dogs and
wolves, 12 of them with FST > 0.85.

882%
883%

%
%

%

%

188%

PAPER%IV%
884%
885%
886%
887%
888%
889%
890%
891%
892%

Supplemental Table 5. Evaluation of possible bias toward a particular family or cluster in the
identification of variants. A two-sided Fisher exact test between the numbers of
amplified loci vs. the number of polymorphic loci identified per family and per cluster
was used. A bias in the identification of variants per gene was observed among families,
in particular with an excess in family 51 (class I) and family 15 (class II) in dogs, an
excess in family 7 (class II) in wolves, and a lack in family 56 (class I) in both dogs and
wolves. A significant skew was also found among clusters with a deficit in clusters
CFA20@46-47 (dogs and wolves) and CFA21@30-31 (wolves), and excess in
CFA30@1 (dogs and wolves).

893%

%

Per family

Per cluster
894%
895%

%
%

%

Group

Fisher exact
P
test value

Dog

221

< 0.001

Wolf

224

0.002

Dog

338

< 0.001

Wolf

354

< 0.001

%

189%

PAPER%IV%
896%
897%
898%
899%
900%
901%

Supplemental Table 6. Comparisons of mean number of polymorphic OR genes and variable sites
per locus (SNPs and InDels) in the sequenced dog and wolf samples, following their
family, cluster and class distribution. Comparisons are via two-tailed Mann Whitney U
tests, or two-tailed t-tests. Significant differences are highlighted in bold. Differences
between dogs and wolves within classes were not significant, neither at class I (U =
1050, P = 0.162) nor at class II (U = 1829, P = 0.532).

902%

%
Comparison

Mean number
of polymorphic
genes

per family

per cluster

per group

per family

Mean number
per cluster
of variable sites
class I

class I

%

Variance

Dog

15.07

3.46

Wolf

14.33

3.44

Dog

7.73

2.30

Wolf

7.37

2.17

Dog

2.50

0.14

Wolf

2.31

0.14

Dog

2.35

0.24

Wolf

2.25

0.32

Dog

2.14

0.21

Wolf

2.16

0.20

3.20

0.40

2.31

0.15

2.58

0.34

2.25

0.16

Wolf

class II
%
%

Mean

Dog

class II

903%
904%

Group

%

190%

Test Result
t28 = 0.15, P = 0.882

U = 443, P = 0.913

U= 29274, P = 0.209

t28 = 0.26, P = 0.800

U = 448, P = 0.979

U = 3744, P = 0.008

U = 4423, P = 0.277

PAPER%IV%
905%
906%
907%
908%

Supplemental Table 7. Psuedogene variation. Comparisons are via two-tailed Mann Whitney U
tests, or two-tailed t-tests. (a) Mean number of variants per pseudogene between groups,
per-family and per-cluster. (b) Comparisons of pseudogene variability between dog and
wolf haplotypes

909%

a)!
Comparison Group Mean
All
Mean number of
variants
per Per family
pseudogene
Per cluster

Variance

Dog

3.00

0.60

Wolf

2.71

0.57

Dog

2.78

0.59

Wolf

2.35

0.53

Dog

3.04

0.91

Wolf

2.67

0.86

Test Result
U = 511, P = 0.40

t20= 0.545, P = 0.59

U = 97, P = 0.55

910%
911%

b)!

Segregating sites

Haplotype number

Haplotype
diversity

gene

Group

Mean

Variance

Dog

2.9

1.3

Wolf

2.7

1.4

Dog

2.6

0.3

Wolf

2.5

0.5

Dog

0.4

0.1

Wolf

0.4

0.1

Dog

7.8×104

2.5×104

3

4

Nucleotide diversity
Wolf

%

1.2×10

191%

Test Result
U = 43, P = 0.6

U = 41, P = 0.5

7.1×10

t18 = 0.038, P = 1

U = 49, P = 0.9

PAPER%IV%
912%
913%
914%

Supplementary Table 8. Number of genes per family respectively to OR reference database, together with identified number of variant genes and
pseudogenes, mean number of variant sites and SNPs as seen in dog and wolf samples in this study.

Family

%

Class

Dog
number
polymorphic
genes

Number
polymorphic
genes

Number
Reference
amplified
genes
genes

Wolf
Dog mean Wolf mean
number
number
number
polyvariant sites variant sites
morphic
per locus
per locus
genes

Dog
pseudogenes

Wolf
pseudogenes

Dog mean
Wolf mean
variant sites variant sites
per pseudo- per pseudogene
gene

5

II

179

120

40

39

34

3

3

3

2

2

2

4

II

140

60

20

18

16

2

2

1

1

2

2

6

II

119

34

11

10

9

2

2

1

1

3

2

7

II

87

80

49

44

47

3

3

8

9

4

4

2

II

57

50

23

22

20

2

3

1

1

1

1

14

II

47

37

21

19

20

2

2

3

4

3

3

10

II

43

25

10

10

10

3

2

15

II

23

13

9

8

7

2

2

3

2

2

2

8

II

18

13

6

6

5

2

5

1

20

II

10

3

II

9

5

2

2

2

4

3

12

II

5

16

II

5

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

19

II

4

3

1

1

21

II

3

2

9

II

3

1

17

II

2

2

18

II

1

1

52

I

87

52

22

19

3

3

3

8

6

1

1

21

4

192%

PAPER%IV%

%

51

I

61

39

26

25

21

3

3

56

I

20

11

2

2

2

2

1

55

I

2

57

I

1

193%

3

3

4

4

PAPER%IV%
915%
916%
917%

Supplementary Table 9. Number of genes per cluster respectively to OR reference database, together with identified number of variant genes and
pseudogenes, mean number of variant sites and SNPs as seen in dog and wolf samples in this study..

Cluster

%

Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Number
mean
mean
mean
mean
Number Number
number number
mean
mean
Dog
Wolf
Reference Number
polynumber number
variant variant
Class
amplified amplified
polypolynumber number pseudo- pseudogenes
families
morphic
variant variant
sites per sites per
genes
families
morphic morphic
SNPs SNPs per genes
genes
genes
sites per sites per
pseudo- pseudogenes
genes
per locus locus
locus
locus
gene
gene

CFA01@101

II

6

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CFA02@57

II

4

2

CFA03@31

II

13

1

3

1

CFA05@1

II

4

2

1

1

CFA05@9-10

II

49

3

31

3

10

9

9

2

2

2

2

CFA06@9-12

II

3

3

1

1

1

CFA06@37-38

II

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

CFA06@40-41

II

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CFA08@1

II

14

4

5

2

3

3

1

1

1

1

CFA08@3

II

1

1

1

1

CFA09@32

II

3

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CFA09@47

II

14

3

9

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

2

CFA09@59-60

II

8

2

7

2

2

2

2

5

5

5

5

CFA10@1

II

2

1

1

1

CFA10@16

II

16

3

3

2

CFA11@1-2

II

5

3

5

3

3

2

3

1

1

CFA11@52

II

8

2

8

2

4

3

4

2

2

1

2

CFA11@60

II

12

1

10

1

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

CFA11@66

II

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

194%

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

2
1

1

1

PAPER%IV%
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Number
mean
mean
mean
mean
Number Number
number number
mean
mean
Dog
Wolf
Reference Number
polynumber number
variant variant
Class
amplified amplified
polypolynumber number pseudo- pseudogenes
families
morphic
variant variant
sites per sites per
genes
families
morphic morphic
SNPs SNPs per genes
genes
genes
sites per sites per
pseudo- pseudogenes
genes
per locus locus
locus
locus
gene
gene

Cluster

%

CFA14@1-3

II

51

5

36

5

19

18

18

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

CFA15@1

II

4

1

4

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

CFA15@17-18

II

26

2

10

2

6

5

5

2

2

2

2

CFA16@5-7

II

27

4

18

2

8

8

6

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

CFA16@13-14

II

3

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

3

1

0

3

CFA17@57

II

2

1

2

1

CFA18@25

II

1

1

CFA18@37-41

II

222

6

137

5

50

48

42

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

CFA20@46-47

II

57

3

43

2

36

32

34

2

2

2

2

6

7

2

2

CFA20@51

II

22

1

19

1

10

10

10

4

4

4

4

1

1

14

15

CFA20@53

II

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

2

4

2

CFA21@23

II

4

1

2

1

CFA21@26-29

I

179

5

108

3

51

47

45

3

3

3

3

7

7

5

5

CFA21@30-31

II

36

5

28

5

7

7

5

2

3

2

3

CFA25@50

II

17

2

14

1

CFA27@1

II

20

3

5

3

CFA27@5-6

II

23

2

17

2

7

7

5

2

5

2

5

1

0

CFA27@15

II

1

1

CFA28@2

II

5

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

CFA28@40-41

II

4

2

CFA29@41

II

4

2

CFA30@1

II

28

1

9

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

CFA31@1

II

1

1

1

1

CFA33@5

II

14

1

2

1

195%

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

4

3

PAPER%IV%

Cluster

%

Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Dog
Wolf
Number
mean
mean
mean
mean
Number Number
number number
mean
mean
Dog
Wolf
Reference Number
polynumber number
variant variant
Class
amplified amplified
polypolynumber number pseudo- pseudogenes
families
morphic
variant variant
sites per sites per
genes
families
morphic morphic
SNPs SNPs per genes
genes
genes
sites per sites per
pseudo- pseudogenes
genes
per locus locus
locus
locus
gene
gene

CFA35@25-26

II

16

3

6

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

1

CFA38@22-23

II

30

2

17

2

8

8

8

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

2

ChrX@49

II

1

1

ChrX@102

II

9

4

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ChrX@122

II

4

3

1

1

196%

PAPER%IV%

918%
919%
920%

Supplementary Table 10. (Electronic File) Results of neutrality and selection tests for each
polymorphic gene with a complete haplotype reconstruction across all 250 polymorphic
genes identified.

921%
922%

%
!
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Supplementary Table 11. List of genes showing significant traces of selection at Tajima’s D and Ka/Ks ratio. Values with significant meaning are
indicated by one star for P < 0.005 and by two stars for P < 0.001. Nucleotide diversity (π) and Δ π values are also reported for those loci
relying in high-ranking positions (specified in brackets) for Δ π and Δ Tajima’s D absolute values.
Gene name

Functional

Family /
Subfamily

Cluster name

Dog π Wolf π

Δ Tajima’s Dog
Δ π absolute
Dog
Wolf
Wolf
Dog
D absolute Fu-Li
values
Tajima D Tajima D
Fu-Li D Ka/Ks
values
D

Wolf
Ka/Ks

Number
sites FST >
0.85

CfOR4598

yes

II

5AP

CFA05@9-10

0.0008 0.0004 0.00039

0.98

-15.92

16.90

0.80

-1.00

0.00

0.16 *

3

CfOR0393/ST_XM_844824.1

yes

II

15B

CFA14@1-3

0.0011 0.0011 0.00002

20.86 *

20.21

0.65

0.80

0.80

NA

NA

-

CfOR0085/ST_XM_539687.3

yes

II

4P

CFA15@17-18

0.0010 0.0017 0.00073

-0.68

0.80

1.49

11.38

-0.64

0.08

0.08 *

-

CfOR0457/ST_XM_540562.1

yes

II

10G

CFA18@37-41

0.0012 0.0012 0.00002

-0.99

0.45

1.43

-0.15

10.51

0.40

0.09 *

-

CfOR0423/ST_XM_003432364.1

yes

II

5N

CFA18@37-41

0.0005 0.0013 0.00074

16.34

0.57

15.78

0.59

10.51

0.00

0.08 *

-

CfOR5812/ST_XM_540679.4

yes

II

5I

CFA18@37-41

0.0021 0.0017 0.00039

0.42

0.82

0.41

-0.15

11.38

0.16 *

0.29 *

-

ST_XM_540680.4/CfOR2248

yes

II

5I

CFA18@37-41

0.0010 0.0000 0.00095

-13.68

NA.

NA.

-11.50 n.a.

0.37 *

NA

-

CfOR0219

yes

II

4H

CFA18@37-41

0.0011 0.0000 0.00111

21.67 *

NA

NA

0.80

0.33

NA

-

CfOR01C09/ST_XM_542000.3

yes

II

7A

CFA20@46-47

0.0003 0.0009 0.00064

-18.89 *

-0.39

18.50

-30.49 10.51

0.32

0.32

-

CfOR08A02/ST_XM_003432842.1 yes

II

7A

CFA20@46-47

0.0008 0.0008 0.00002

-0.61

11.23

11.85

10.51

0.09 *

0.31

-

CfOR10F07

pseudo

II

7B

CFA20@51

0.0029 0.0075 0..004658 (2) -0.74

29.8 **

30.53 (2)

15.24 * 15.47 ** NA

0.08*

-

CfOR0100/ST_XM_003433014.1

yes

I

51L

CFA21@26-29

0.0027 0.0017 0.00096

20.83 *

17.18

3.65

12.09

10.51

0.27

0.34

-

CfOR2238/ST_XM_542382.3

yes

I

51J

CFA21@26-29

0.0017 0.0011 0.00054

0.75

10.35

9.60

11.38

-0.28

0.18 *

0.00

1

CfOR0104

yes

I

52Q

CFA21@26-29

0.0024 0.0027 0.00029

15.66

20.83 *

5.17

0.42

12.09

0.16 *

0.12 *

-

II

8A

CFA27@5-6

0.0002 0.0060 0.00586 (1) -0.45

0.59

14.4 *

NA

0.08 **

-

CfOR16D01/ST_XM_003433509.1 yes
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Gene name

Functional

Class

Family /
Subfamily

Cluster name

Dog π Wolf π

Δ Tajima’s Dog
Δ π absolute
Dog
Wolf
Wolf
Dog
D absolute Fu-Li
values
Tajima D Tajima D
Fu-Li D Ka/Ks
values
D

Wolf
Ka/Ks

Number
sites FST >
0.85

CfOR08D07/ST_XM_542007.3%
yes

II

7A

CFA20@46-47

0.0001 0.0005 0.00045

-11.42

15.97

27.39 (3)

-17.03 0.59

0.00

0.00

-

yes

II

8A

CFA27@5-6

0.0005 0.0001 0.00048

15.97

-11.42

27.39 (4)

0.59

-17.03

NA

NA

-

CfOR08D04/ST_XM_542002.2 yes

II

7A

CFA20@46-47

0.0002 0.0017 0.00156 (3) -12.67

0.99

13.66

-0.76

11.38

0-15

1.08

-

CfOR1502/ST_NM_001083632 yes

I

51B

CFA21@26-29

0.0000 0.0014 0.00136 (4) NA

16.42

NA

NA

0.94

NA

NA

-

CfOR0020/ST_XM_848281.2

II

5I

CFA18@37-41

0.0015 0.0002 0.00124 (5) 20.05

-0.14

20.19

0.94

0.59

0.09

0.00

-

CfOR08D07/ST_XM_542007.3

CfOR0501/ST_XM_543696.2%

927%
928%
929%
930%
931%
932%

yes

%
%
%
%
%
%

%
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Supplementary Figure 1. Beads density pseudo-color image of the Ion ChipTM Plate showing
percentage loading across the physical surface in chip I (left) and chip II (right).
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Supplementary Figure 2. Number of genes sequenced at increasing coverage values (minimum
value: 15×) at chip I (black) and chip II (grey).
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Supplemental Figure 3. Genotype quality distribution in (a) Chip I and (b) Chip II, expressed as
the fraction of base pairs (bp) sequenced at increasing values of genotype quality in
dogs (red), wolves (blue) and in total (dotted line). Mann Whitney U test: Chip I, U =
30, 2-tailed P = 0.14; Chip II, U = 39, 2-tailed P = 0.44.
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Final comments
To reach a comprehensive understanding of olfaction a multidisciplinary approach is
necessary, including anatomical, physiological, genetic, and behavioural comparative analysis.
During the evolutionary history of vertebrates, olfaction raised in importance for survival, causing a
progressive increase in size and complexity of brain. In primitive vertebrates, cerebral hemispheres
developed from small olfactory lobes (Stoddart 1980). Olfactory bulb size has been positively
associated to different allometric scales, with correlation of equal magnitude in different mammal
families, but also to ecological adaptations (Gittleman 1991).The olfactory bulb and its associated
neurons have undergone different changes, from the differentiation of cells carrying impulses, to the
secondary connections and stratification reached in higher vertebrates. These changes were also
accompanied by the evolution of other anatomical structures such as the second palate, new dental
and cranial structures, the formation of diaphragm for active respiration and secretory glands
(Aboitiz & Montiel 2015). The major advantages in olfaction, compared to the visual and acoustic
senses, is that a scent mark can continue to broadcast its message to others for longer times. Smaller
olfactory bulbs have thus been observed in aquatic species for the scarcity of chemosensory
communication in aquatic environments (Gittleman 1991).
Early mammals mostly adapted to nocturnal life, which increased the necessity to exploit all senses
dependent on orientation, which is mostly based on olfactory, tactile and proprioceptive cues. In the
past it was commonly believed that all vertebrates retained a well-developed sense of smell except
birds, which conquering a narrow ecological niche may have lost their olfactory functionality in
favour of visual and auditory ones (Hagelin & Jones 2007). Recent findings show that the scale of
avian repertoire may have been underestimated (Steiger et al. 2008, 2010). On the contrary bats,
which partially exploit bird ecological niches, have developed fine-tuned olfactory abilities
(Hayden et al. 2010, 2014; Young et al. 2010). Finally, macrosmatic mammals reached the sharpest
sense of smell to better survive and specialize to different ecological niches (Hayden et al. 2010).
Wild canids are supposed to be comprised in this ecological tag, because of their close evolutionary
relation to dogs, which are currently more studied. The same comparison is done for all those wild
mammals that have been domesticated. In particular between domestic pig and their wild relatives a
brain reduction has been observed (Stoddart 1980), parallel to an olfactory structure reduction.
However it seems that those structures can be re-gained when domesticated species return for long
time to the wild, as observed in Sardinian free-living pigs (Maselli et al. 2013).
Direct observation and different scent marking studies have been performed on canids, showing that
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dogs and wolves do not differ in the time when sensory systems start to work. Nevertheless, they
likely have a different behaviour development, such as for the socializing period in pups, which is
considered the cause of important adaptations in early-domesticated dogs to start scavenging on
human trash dumps instead of hunting live prey (Udell 2014). In particular, wolves start socializing
with only olfaction fully functional, while dogs have their senses mostly developed during this
phase. Therefore dogs have an easier attitude to be socialized to objects at lower distances, a
favourable adaptation which probably allowed dogs to forage close to human settlements, with
higher tolerance of human proximity than wolves.
Canids live (as most of mammals do) in an olfactory world, full of invisible or at least
unconsciously perceivable information to us. We are just starting to understand the possible specific
connection existing between chemo-signals, genetic variability and olfactory abilities. To evaluate
this relation, complex multi disciplinary studies are needed, and we are just starting to unravel
questions about different olfaction abilities by comparing dog and wolf olfactory genomic
repertoire.
Our analyses focused on the two main OR classes of genes and on the extremely high level of
polymorphism which characterizes them in canids. As seen for other species, differences in the
number of ORs are results of evolutionary forces driving organism to ecological and behavioural
adaptations, and could reflect differences in potential odorants recognition. With our experimental
design, we could not retrieve an unbiased representation of the OR repertoire, nor estimate the
number of pseudogenes. Nonetheless we amplified 59% and sequenced polymorphisms in 25% of
full canine repertoire. We found traces of stabilizing selection acting on both dog and wolf OR
genes, with significant differences in selective pressures detectable only in few genes, which
deserves further investigations.
On average, the observed levels of polymorphisms were not significantly different between dogs
and wolves. The possibility that both canids share the same molecular structures especially in
rapidly evolving genes such as olfactory was previously suggested by extended genomic
comparisons among canids (Ostrander & Wayne 2005), supported by the narrow evolutionary
period that exists between the divergence of domestic dogs from wolves. Our results point also
toward a possible olfactory reduction of variability in Italian wolves, caused by past bottleneck,
which could be definitively verified when a number of complete wolf genomes will be sequenced.
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professionale importantissima e avermi dato la possibilità di poter “rischiare” e seguire un nuovo
progetto nonostante tutte le difficoltà del caso.
E ovviamente grazie al mio branco Elena, Romolo e Marco! Un team di ricerca che insieme a Ettore
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mi ha permesso di imparare tantissime cose, e che ha dato con il proprio lavoro tantissimo alla
comunità scientifica del lupo Italiano. E’ stato un onore lavorare con voi, e imparare da voi.
Davvero un ottimo gruppo unito e forte. La cosa straordinaria è stata che in questi anni è successo
di tutto e le nostre vite sono cambiate tantissimo, siamo davvero cambiati e cresciuti assieme e non
rimpiango nulla.
Grazie ai mitici Pietro e Aritz, la vostra esperienza è davvero grande, siete dei ricercatori brillanti da
cui c’è molto da imparare, per non parlare del fatto che siete dei personaggi fantastici … senza nulla
togliere al mio branco che comunque non scherza eh!! Grandiosi!
Grazie a Vale e Edo per i taralli della coop :-) e le ore passate assieme davanti ai monitor con facce
spaurite, ma anche piene di risate e passione. In particolare grazie a Vale per una rara capacità di
comprensione che serberò come un prezioso tesoro, grazie amica mia, adesso ci dobbiamo rifare di
tutto il tempo perso.
Grazie a Rossy e Andre, per il grande amore che mi volete, e che è ricambiato. Il vostro punto di
vista è sempre spunto di riflessione. In particolare vorrei ringraziare Andrea per le lunghe
chiacchierate, sei il fratello che non ho mai avuto.
Grazie a Vera per le serate di follia cerebrale, mi piace circondarmi di personaggi e tu sei una
personaggiona fantastica. Bella gajarda! Ci sarò sempre, promesso.
Finally, I would thank Robert and Douglas for their patience and competence that gave me the
strength needed to keep on working regardless the tough period I was passing through.
I would also thank Maja and David that shared their cosy super organised home with me, but
overall thanks to give me true love and friendship. I was very lucky to meet you guys, and I am
waiting for you here in Bologna.
E infine un grazie va Trudy, la mia piccola compagna di vita, anche se non sai leggere voglio
lasciare nero su bianco su questo pezzo della mia vita, l’emozione che il tuo legame ha significato
per me …
E infine grazie a tutti gli enti e lavoratori del settore protezione fauna selvatica che ogni giorno si
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impegnano nel loro lavoro e hanno reso possibili questi risultati.
Viva il lupo, lunga vita al lupo!
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